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Chapter l 

Introduction 

The relation between interaction and structure and thermodynamic properties in condensed 
matter is a centrai issue for the theory. Liquid phases have often been considered very difficult to 
describe by theory since they lack the possibilities of controlled approximations like in dilute (gas) 
or symmetric (crystalline) phases. However, the source of the difficulties, the partial disorder of 
the relevant configurations, makes them ideai for studying the interactions in condensed matter 
phases. Notwithstanding many theories have been developed in the last half century, this remains 
an active field of research witnessed by recent progress in colloidal science or in confined liquid 
theory. In the present thesis work we have studied issues related to some unsolved problems in 
this area. The final thesis has been confined to those problems for which we could give either a 
definite solution or an originai discussion. 

The outline of the thesis is as follows. In the second chapter we briefly present some back-
ground notions necessary to have a clear picture of where the arguments treated in the thesis 
are collocated in the realm of theoretical physics: a classica! liquid is defined, the creation of a 
mathematical model of a real fluid is discussed, and a brief outline of the experimental methods 
used to analyze a real fluid and of the simulation methods used to analyze its mathematical 
models is given. In chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 we study various aspects of the integrai equations 
theory. These are approximate theories which allow to gain some insight into the structure and 
thermodynamics of a given model. In chapter 4 we give particular emphasis to the analytic 
solutions of such theories. While in chapter 5 and 6 we concentrate on their numerica! solutions. 
In chapter 7 we carry out a Monte Carlo simulation aimed to study the structure of some simple 
models. Up until 1961 the statistica! mechanics of the one dimensionai Coulomb gas was an 
unsolved problem. A t more or less the same t ime the problem was solved by Lenard [1] and by 
Prager [2] independently. A powerful alternative method of solution using functional integra-
tion was subsequently found by Edwards and Lenard [3]. In chapter 9 we give a review of their 
method of solution and show how it is suitable to study other one dimensionai fluid models. 
The two dimensionai Coulomb gas may also be solved exactly at a temperature (3q2 = 2 [4]. In 
chapter 8 we find some exact results for a particular two dimensionai Coulomb gas: one in a 
disk on the surface of a pseudosphere. We will now give a brief abstract for each of the chapters 
three to nine, stressing whether they contain originai results or not. 

In chapter 3 there are no originai results. We try to give a unified introduction to the theory 
of classica! fluids, introducing the density functional theory as a development of the grand canon-
ica! formalism of statistica! mechanics, defining the free energy and the most commonly used 
correlation functions, as well as the Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equation. We use Percus method to 
introduce the most commonly known integrai equations [like the Random Phase Approximation 
(RPA), the Percus-Yevick (PY) approximation, and the hypernetted chain (HNC) approxima-

7 
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tion]. At the end of the chapter we present the mean spherical approximation (MSA) which 
( together with PY) admits an analytic solutions for a number of fluid models of physical interest. 

In chapter 4 there are no published results. We present the analytic solutions of the MSA 
for the three dimensiona! mixture of charged hard spheres, obtained using the Wiener-Hopf 
factorization (see appendix A). The original subject ofthis chapter, presented in the last section, 
is the discussion of the impossibility t o use the Wiener-Hopf technique t o fin d an analytic solution 
of the PY approximation for the three dimensiona! non additive hard spheres. Such solution 
has not yet been found. 

Chapter 5 contains original results published on [5]. We discuss and illustrate through 
numerical examples the relations between generating functionals, thermodynamic consistency 
(in particular the virial-free energy one), and uniqueness of the solution, in the integral equation 
theory of liquids. W e propose a new approach for deriving closures automatically satisfying such 
characteristics. Results from a first exploration of this program are presented and discussed. 

In chapter 6 we present some original results published on [6]. A recently proposed connection 
between the threshold for the stability of the iterative solution of integral equations for the pair 
correlation functions of a classical fluid and the structural instability of the corresponding real 
fluid is carefully analyzed. Direct calculation of the Lyapunov exponent of the standard iterative 
solution of HNC and PY integral equations for the lD hard rods fluid shows the same behavior 
observed in 3D systems. Since no phase transition is allowed in such lD system, our analysis 
shows that the proposed one phase criterion, at least in this case, fails. We argue that the 
observed proximity between the numerical and the structural instability in 3D originates from 
the enhanced structure present in the fluid but, in view of the arbitrary dependence on the 
iteration scheme, it seems uneasy to relate the numerical stability analysis to a robust one-phase 
criterion for predicting a thermodynamic phase transition. 

Chapter 7 contains original results which are in course of publication on Physica A [7]. 
We calculate, through Monte Carlo numerical simulations, the partial total and direct corre-
lation functions of the three dimensiona! symmetric Widom-Rowlinson mixture. We find that 
the differences between the partial direct correlation functions from simulation and from the 
Percus-Yevick approximation ( calculated analytically by Ahn an d Le bowitz) are well fitted by 
Gaussians. W e provide an analytical expression for the fit parameters as function of the density. 
We also present Monte Carlo simulation data for the direct correlation functions of a couple of 
non additive hard sphere systems to discuss the modification induced by finite like diameters. 

In chapter 8 we present original results published on [8]. The classical (i.e. non-quantum) 
equilibrium statistica! mechanics of a two-dimensional one-component plasma (a system of 
charged point-particles embedded in a neutralizing background) living on a pseudosphere (an 
infinite surface of constant negative curvature) is considered. In the case of a flat space, i t is 
known t ha t, for a one-component plasma, there are several reasonable definitions of the pressure, 
and that some of them are not equivalent to each other. In this chapter, this problem is revisited 
in the case of a pseudosphere. General relations between the different pressures are given. At 
one special temperature, the model is exactly solvable in the grand canonical ensemble. The 
grand potential and the one-body density are calculated in a disk, and the thermodynamic limit 
is investigated. The general relations between the different pressures are checked on the solvable 
model. 

In chapter 9 there are no published results. Following Edwards and Lenard paper [3] we 
describe a way of simplifying the calculation of the grand canonical partition function of an 
ensemble of classical particles living in a one dimensiona! world and interacting with a given 
pair potential. Using the notion of a general Gaussian random process and of Kac's theorem, we 
show how it is possible to express the grand partition function as a one dimensiona! integral of 
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the fundamental solution of a given partial differential equation. The kind of partial differential 
equation will be fixed by the kind of diffusion equation satisfied by the Gaussian random process. 
Following [3] we see how the Wiener process allows to treat the "Edwards model". We then show 
how other stochastic processes can be used to treat other fluid models: we use the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process to simplify the calculation of the grand partition function of the "Kac-Baker 
model" and the generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process to treat a fluid with a "generai" pair 
potential. 



Chapter 2 

Background 

This thesis presents results on a few issues of the theory of classicalliquids. 
A liquid is a particular phase of matter which occurs at intermediate values of pressure, 

temperature, and volume. In figure 2.1 we draw the typical phase diagram of a monatomic 

(b) (a) 

F s Criticai point 

Criticai point ! F 

G 
G+L Triple point 

Triple point ~ l ---- ~ G 
l 

G+S 

Volume Temperature 

FIGURE 2.1: Phase diagram of a typical monatomic substance. The solid lines indicate the 
boundaries between solid (S), liquid (L), vapor (G) or fluid (F) phases. (a) is the projection 
in the pressure-temperature plane and (b) is that in the pressure-volume plane. The shaded 
regions indicate the part of these diagrams considered as a dense liquid. The limits of the 
liquid state are marked triple and criticai points. 

substance (for example argon). From the figure we can see that the liquid phase (bounded 
above by the criticai point and below by the triple point) occupies a relatively small region of 
the phase diagram. 

The temperatures at which most substances are liquidare high enough that the system may 
be considered classica!. 

From the point of view of the dynamical and structural properties a liquid distinguishes itself 
from a solid by the presence of an important diffusion and by the lack of long range order, and 
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from a gas by the importance of collisional processes and short range correlations. 

The work clone by physicists when studying liquids can be described by the block diagram 
shown in figure 2.2. To understand theoretically the behavior of a liquid we need a model for the 

perform 
experiment 

make 
models 

construct 
approximate 

theories 

FIGURE 2.2: Block diagram showing the processes needed to test a particular model of a 
liquid and the ones needed to test a particular theory for a given model. In the thesis we will 
present some examples to illustrate those parts of the diagram which have a circle beneath 
them. 

interactions. Then we need to compare the results obtained from the experiments with the ones 
obtained from the numerical simulations or the rarely available analytic solution of the model. 
While to test theories constructed from a particular model we need to compare the latter with the 
results from numerica! or analytical (when available) solutions of the theories. In this thesis we 
will give some examples of "analytic solution of a model" (see chapters 8 and 9), some examples 
of "analytic solution of the approximation" (see chapter 4), some examples of "numerical solution 
of the approximation" (see chapters 5 and 6), and some examples of "computer simulations" 
(see chapter 7). We will also see how to "construct approximate theories" (see chapters 3, 5, 
and 6). Since we will not talk about how to "make models", how to "perform experiment", and 
how to "carry out computer simulations" we will spend some words on this arguments in this 
introd uctory chapter. 
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When creating a physical model of a realliquid one usually makes two basic hypothesis: the 
system, in absence of an external potential, has to be homogeneous and isotropic, in the bulk. 
The main ingredient to be chosen when creating a physical model of a realliquid is the type of 
interaction amongst the particles. 

i.l The interaction potential 

The most generai potential energy for a system of N pointwise particles is 

N 

VN(rN) =L v1(ri) + L v2(ri,rj) + (2.i:l) 
i= l l::;i<j::;N 

where the first term represents the effect of an external field and the remaining terms represent 
particle interactions. The usual assumption behind this expansion is that the pair interaction v2 
will be dominant, followed by the three particles correction term v3 , and hopefully successively 
smaller terms which may be neglected. 

If the particles are not spherically symmetric, as for rigid molecules for example, the definition 
of the potentials v2, v3, ... must be widened to include the orientations dependence. 

Even if the three body term is undoubtedly important a t liquid densities, in many calculations 
they are either omitted or included by defining an 'effective' pair potential 

N 

VN(rN) ~ L VI (ri) + L v;1 f ( Tij) (2.i:2) 
i=l I::;i<j::;N 

where Tij = lri - rjl· In generai an effective potential will depend upon the property to be 
calculated and it will also be functionally dependent on the thermodynamic state parameters. 
However such issues are important only if one is interested in modeling realliquids but the main 
features of the liquid behavior do not depend on the details of the interaction model. 

The most important feature of the pair potential of a liquid is the strong repulsion that 
appears at short range and is due to the overlap of the outer electron shells inhibited by the 
Pauli exclusion principle. This strongly repulsive forces are responsible for the short range order 
characteristic of the liquid state. The attractive forces acting at long range are much more 
smooth and play only a minor role in determining the structure of the liquid. They provide 
an almost uniform attractive background giving rise to the cohesive energy that stabilizes the 
liquid. 

Then, the simplest model of a fluid is a system of hard spheres. That is a system of pointwise 
parti cles w hose pair potential is 

r<a 
r?_a 

(2.i:3) 

where a is the diameter of the spheres. The equilibrium properties for this potential may be 
expressed in terms of the coupling parameter p/ p0 , where p0 = ..;2ja3 is the number density of 
hard spheres at closest packing. For this fl uid the absence of attractive forces means t ha t t h ere 
is only o ne single fl uid phase. 

Another simple model without attractive forces is the inverse power potential fluid (see 
chapter 5 subsection iii. l) also called the soft sphere model. Its pair potential is chosen to be 
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(2.i:4) 

where E and a are two positive parameters and n is usually chosen to be an integer. The 
appropriate coupling parameter for this liquid is z = (pa3 / vf2) (/3 E) 3 /n. 

Both the hard spheres and the inverse power potential fluids are idealized model which may 
have only one fluid phase. A simple model that can describe a true liquid phase is obtained by 
adding to the hard spheres potential a square well attraction. 

(2.i:5) 

where E, a1, and a2 are all positive parameters. 
In the search for more realistic pair potentials for neutral atoms one can consider the con-

tinuous Lennard-Jones potential (see chapter 5 subsection iii.2) 

(2.i:6) 

It involves two positive parameters: E is the depth of the attractive well and a the point at which 
v2 =O. The Lennard-Jones potential provides a fair description of the interaction between pairs 
of rare gas atoms. Computer experiments [9] show that the triple point of the Lennard-Jones 
fluid is at pa3 ~ 0.85 and 1/ (/3E) ~ 0.68. 

For ions, these potentials are not sufficient to represent the long range interactions. A simple 
approach is to supplement o ne of the above pair potentials with the Coulomb interaction ( see 
chapter 4 section i) 

(2.i:7) 

where Zie and Zje are the charges on ions i and j and Eo is the dielectric constant of the 
surrounding medi um. 

When making a model of a liquid we also need to choose the space in which the particles are 
allowed to move. In most cases this will be an Euclidean space but nothing forbids us to choose 
more generai Riemannian spaces (for example in chapter 8 we will study the one component 
Coulomb plasma on a pseudosphere). The first thing to choose is the dimensionality of such a 
space. 

Often the choice of the space has an infl uence o n the interaction potential amongst the 
particles. Let us consider for example, charged particles (ions for example) free to move in a 
two dimensionai Euclidean space. In this case we have two possible choices for the Coulomb 
pair potential. We can infact choose a model in which the particles stili interact through an 
electric field with field lines in the three dimensionai space, in this case we would choose a 1/r 
Coulomb potential, but we may also choose a model in which the particles interact through an 
electric field with field lines which do not come out of the plane, in this case we would choose a 
- ln( r / ro) ( with ro a given length scale) Coulomb potential. 

Choosing a lower dimensionality often increases the chances of finding an exactly soluble 
model. Some examples for this are the two dimensionai one component plasma considered in 
chapter 8 and the one dimensionai models studied in chapter 9. The existence of an analytic 
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solution for a particular model has often been considered a suffi.cient condition to tag that model 
as an interesting one, even when the model itself did not offer an immediate description of any 
realliquid known. The interest in simple exactly soluble models often lies in the fact that one 
can use them as paradigmatic examples useful to build approximations for more complicated 
and realistic models. 

The dimensionality of the space can have an influence on the phase diagram. For example 
it has been proven that one dimensionai systems with finite range pairwise potential can never 
have a phase transition [10]. 

ii Experimental methods 

The main reason to mention experimental methods in a theoretical work is that the quantities 
which are directly measurable play a criticai role in the comparison between theory and ex-
periment. The experimental methods used when studying a real liquid fall in two categories: 
experiments which measure macroscopic quantities and those which measure microscopic quan-
tities. The macroscopic data can usually be measured to a higher accuracy (0.1%) than the 
microscopi c data ( 1.0%). 

ii.l Measurements on a macroscopic scale 

Typical macroscopic measurements are experiments do ne to measure the pressure P, density p, 
and temperature T of a liquid. Integration of these measurements yields other thermodynamic 
quantities such as the internai energy, the heat capacities, or the compressibilities. 

Measurements on a macroscopic scale are often needed to measure the transport coeffi.cients 
of a liquid such as the shear and bulk viscosity, the thermal conductivity, or the diffusion 
coeffi.cient. 

ii.2 Measurements on a microscopic scale 

The most important class of microscopic measurements are the radiation scattering experiments. 
Among these three are particularly valuable: neutrons, X-rays, and and laser light scattering. 
We will now give a brief description of a scattering experiment to stress the connection between 
measured quantities ( the cross section) and theoretical concepts ( the structure factor). 

A typicallayout of a scattering experiment on a liquid is shown in figure 2.3. The incident 
particles are wave packets with aver age momenta (p) = nk0 an d aver age impact parameter (p). 
They are assumed to be uniformly distributed on the z = zo --+ -oo plane for p ;S Pmax· The 
range of the scattering potential V(r) is ro << Pmax· 

W e want t o calculate the differential cross section da l dO. defined as 

[
da (B A.) l do=_ number of particles scattered in dO.Isecond 

, o.p H ) .(2.ii:1) dO. number of incident parti cles l ( second x area on the z = zo p lane 

Let us now assume, for simplicity, that the particles in the incident beam are neutrons1. The 
scattering of the neutron with the liquid occurs as a result of interactions with the atomic nuclei 
of the atoms of the liquid. These interactions are very short ranged, and the total scattering 
potential V( r) may therefore be approximated by a sum of delta function pseudopotentials of 

1Things are only slightly different for X-rays and light scattering. See later on in the text. 
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incident beam 
of parti cles 

ko 

z 

FIGURE 2.3: Diagram showing a generai scattering experiment for the measurement of the 
static structure factor. The incident beam of radiation is made up of parti cles with average 
momenta !ik0 , uniformly distributed on the z = z0 --7- -oo plane for p= .jx2 + y 2 ;S Pmax· 
The dimensions of the li qui d r 0 are much smaller than Pmax. The detector counts the 
number of scattered particles falling in the solid angle dO per second. 

the form 
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(2.ii:2) 

where bi is the scattering length of the ith nucleus. For most nuclei, bi is positive, but it can 
also be negative and even complex; it varies both with isotopic species and with the spin state 
of the nucleus. U sing the Born approximation o ne finds the following result for the differential 
cross section (see for example [11] chapter 19) 

(2.ii:3) 

where ( ... ) is the thermal average and k = k 1 -k0 , with k 1 = kor the wavevector ofthe particles 
collected by the detector. A more useful result is obtained taking a statistica! aver age of the 
scattering lengths over both the isotopic species present in the sample and the spin states of 
the nuclei; this can be clone independently of the thermal averaging over the coordinates. We 
therefore introduce the nota t io n 

(b;) 
(bibj) 

( ( b2) - (b) 2 ) 

(b2) 
(bi) (bj) = (b) 2 = b~oh 

b;nc 

where the subscript "coh" stands for coherent and "inc" for incoherent, and rewrite equation 
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da 
dO 
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N{b2} + (b)2 j f>-ik·(r;-r;)) 
\i#j 

N((b2)- (b)2) +W\ ~e-ik·r;) 
NbJnc + Nb~oh S (k) 

16 

(2.ii:4) 

We then see that within the coherent contribution to the cross section appear the function S(k) 
called the static structure factor of the liquid. It gives information on the structure of the liquid 
since for an homogeneous liquid its Fourier transform 

(2.ii:5) 

represents [see equation (3.i:17)] the probability density of finding a particle on the origin and 
another at r. Fora liquid that is also isotropic g(2)(r) is called the radiai distribution function. 
The sta tic structure factor for a multicomponent fl uid is discussed in appendix B section i. 

A similar calculation can be made for the cross section of elastic scattering of X-rays. In this 
case only the coherent part gives a contribution and, since X-rays are scattered by the atomic 
electrons, the analog of b is the atomi c form factor. 

When the energy of the incident particles is comparable to the thermal energies of the 
atoms of the liquid, as for thermal neutrons, the scattering cannot be considered elastic any 
more. The cross section can therefore be measured as a function of energy transfer as well 
as momentum transfer. By this means i t is possible t o extract informa t io n o n wavenumber 
and frequency dependent fluctuations in liquids at wavelengths comparable with the spacing 
between particles (see [12] chapter 7). Light scattering experiments yield similar results to 
thermal neutron scattering, but the accessible range of momentum transfer limits the method to 
the study of fluctuations of wavelengths of order 10-5cm, corresponding to the hydrodynamic 
regime. 

iii N umerical simulations 

N umerical simulations of classica! liquids [13, 14], some times called computer experiments, can 
be of two types: the ones using the method of molecular dynamics [15] and the ones using the 
Monte Carlo method of Metropolis [16]. 

These computer experiments give exact results for the particular model studied. Since com-
puters cannot deal with an Avogadro' s number of parti cles the usefulness of these methods rests 
in the fact that a model containing a relatively small number of particles (several hundreds) is 
in most cases sufficiently large to simulate the behavior of a macroscopic system when periodic 
boundary conditions [17] are employed. Moreover with a computer experiment is possible to 
obtain informations on quantities of theoretical importance that are not readily measurable in 
the laboratory. 

Molecular dynamics is especially valuable since it allows the study of time dependent phe-
nomena. While to study the static properties of a system the Monte Carlo method is often more 
suitable, primarily because the implementation of phase averages in any statistica! ensemble is 
simpler than in Molecular dynamics. 
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In a typical molecular dynamic calculation a system of N particles (atoms, molecules, ions, 
... ) is placed in a cubical box of fixed volume with periodic boundary conditions. A set of 
initial velocities is assigned to each particle. The velocities are usually drawn from a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution appropriate to the temperature of interest and selected in such a way 
as to have the net linear momentum initially equal to zero. 

The trajectory of the particles are then calculated by integration of the classica! equations 
of motion 

(2.iii:1) 

where mi is the mass of particle i, ri is its position, and VN is the total potential energy already 
introduced in 2.i:l. The dynamical states that the method generates represent a sample from a 
microcanonical ensemble. 

In the early stages of the calculation it is normal for the temperature to drift away from 
the value at which it was originally set, and an occasionai rescaling of the particles velocities is 
therefore necessary. Once equilibrium is reached, the system is allowed to evolve undisturbed, 
with both kinetic and potential energies fluctuating around steady mean values. 

The coordinates rN and momenta pN of the particles are stored for later analysis. For 
example if O[rN, pN] is a function of the 6N coordinates and momenta, and O is the associateci 
thermodynamic property, the simplest way to obtain O is through a time average of O over the 
dynamical history of the system 

O= (O)t = lim - O[rN (t),pN (t)] dt 11T 
T-+00 T 0 

(2.iii:2) 

iii.2 Monte Carlo 

Apart from the choice of initial conditions, a molecular dynamics simulation is, in principle, en-
tirely deterministic in nature. By contrast, as the name suggests, any Monte Carlo computation 
is essentially probabilistic. 

The canonica! ensemble average of any property O function of the particles coordinates can 
be written as 

(2.iii:3) 

The presence of multidimensional integrals rules out the possibility to use deterministic quadra-
ture methods to calculate (0). We could instead attempt to generate a large number of random 
configurations of particles { s0, St, s2 , ••• , sp} with si = (rN)i and evaluate (O) as 

(2.iii:4) 

This crude approach is in practice very inefficient because a randomly constructed configuration 
is likely t o ha ve a very small Boltzmann factor. 

It is then necessary to introduce importance sampling [18], i.e sample configurations in such 
a way that the regions of configuration space that make the largest contribution to the integrals 
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in equation (2.iii:3) are also the regions that are sampled most frequently. If 7r(sm) is the 
probability of choosing a configuration m, equation (2.iii:4) must be replaced by 

(2.iii:5) 

If one can sample on the Boltzmann distribution itself 

(2.iii:6) 

(2.iii:5) reduces to 

l p 
{O) ~ P L O(sm) (2.iii:7) 

m= l 

However, in the usual statistica! mechanics calculations, the normalization denominator in 
(2.iii:6) is not known and only relative probabilities of different configurations are easily ac-
cessible. The problem of finding a scheme for sampling configuration space according to a 
specific probability distribution is most easily formulated in terms of the theory of stochastic 
processes. 

In a random walk (Markov chain) o ne changes the state of the system randomly accord-
ing to a fixed transition rule P(s ---t s'), thus generating a random walk through state space 
{so, s1, s2, ... }. The definition of a Markov process is that the next step is chosen from a prob-
ability distribution that depends only on the "present" position. P( s ---t s') is a probability 
distribution so it satisfies 

L P( s ---t s') = l , (2.iii:8) 
s' 

an d 

P( s ---t s') ~ O (2.iii:9) 

The transition probability often satisfies the detailed balance property: the transition rate 
from s to s' equals the reverse rate 

1r(s)P(s ---t s')= 1r(s')P(s1 ---t s) (2.iii:l0) 

If the pair 1r( s), P( s ---t s') satisfies the detailed balance and if P( s ---t s') is ergodic 2 , then 
the random walk must eventually have 1r as its equilibrium asymptotic distribution. Detailed 
balance is one way of making sure that we sample 1r; it is a sufficient condition. 

The Metropolis (rejection) method is a particular way of ensuring that the transition rules 
satisfy detailed balance. It does this by splitting the transition probability into an "a priori" 
sampling distribution T(s ---t s') (a probability distribution that we can directly sample) and an 
acceptance probability A(s ---t s') where O :::; A:::; l 

P(s ---t s') = T(s ---t s')A(s ---t s') (2.iii:ll) 
2 Ergodicity is ensured if: (l) one can move from any state to any other state in a finite number of steps with 

a nonzero probability, (2) the transition probability is not periodic (always true if P(s -t s) > 0), (3) the average 
return time to any state is finite. This is always true in a finite system (e.g. periodic boundary conditions). 
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In the generalized Metropolis procedure [19], trial moves are accepted according to 

A(s ----7 s') = min[l, q(s ----7 s')] 

where 

( ') 1r( s')T( s' ----7 s) 
q s ----7 s = _1r_;_( s_)_T_( s'-------7-s'-:-) 

19 

(2.iii:l2) 

(2.iii:13) 

It is easy to verify detailed balance and hence asymptotic convergence with this procedure by 
looking at the three cases: s =s' (trivial), q(s ----7 s') :::; l, and q(s ----7 s') ~ l. 

This is the generalized Metropolis algorithm: 

l. Decide what distribution to sample [1r(s)] and how to move from one state to another 
T(s ----7 s'). 

2. Initialize the state, pick s0 • 

3. To advance the state from sn to Sn+l: 

- Sample s' from T(sn ----7 s'). 
- Calculate the ratio 

1r(s')T(s' ----7 sn) 
q= 

1r( sn)T( Sn ----7 s') 
(2.iii:l4) 

- Accept or reject: if q > Un where Un is a uniformly distributed random number in 
(O, l) set Sn+ 1 = s', otherwise set sn+ 1 = Sn. 

4. Throw away the first K, states as being out of equilibrium (K, being the "warm-up" time). 

5. Collect averages every so often and block them to get error bars. 

Consider the sampling of the classica! Boltzmann distribution exp( -f3VN(s )). In the originai 
Metropolis procedure [16], T(s ----7 s') was chosen to be a constant distribution inside a cube and 
zero outside. This is the "classic" rule: a single atom at a single "time" slice is displaced 
uniformly and the cube side ~ is adjusted to achieve an efficient sampling of the configuration 
space. acceptance. Since T is a constant, it drops out of the acceptance formula. So the update 
rule is 

r' = r + ( u - l /2) ~ , (2.iii:l5) 

where u = (ub u2, u3) with Un uniformly distributed random numbers in (0,1). The acceptance 
is based on q = exp{ -{3[Vn(s') - VN(s)]}: moves that lower the potential energy are always 
accepted, moves that raise the potential energy are often accepted if the energy cost (relative to 
1/ {3) is small. 

Some things to note about Metropolis: 

• The acceptance ratio (number of successful movesjtotal number of trials) is a key quantity 
to keep track of and to quote. If i t is very small one is doing a lot of work without moving 
through phase space, if i t is close to l one could use larger steps and get faster convergence. 

• One nice feature is that particles can be moved one at a time. 

• The normalization of 1r is not needed, only ratios enter in. 

• One can show that Metropolis acceptance formula is optimal among formulas of this kind 
which satisfy detailed balance (the average acceptance ratio is as large as possible). 



Chapter 3 

The theory of classical fl uids 

The motivation for this chapter is to try to summarize the relevant results of the statistica! 
theory of classica! fluids, in a modern perspective based on the classica! version of the density 
functional theory (DFT). In section i we introduce the grand canonica! formalism, in section ii 
we follow Percus method to introduce some well known integrai equations: Yvon approximation, 
Percus-Yevick (PY), hypernetted-chain (HNC), and the Born-Green equations. In section iii we 
present the mean spherical approximation (MSA). 

i Grand canonica! formalism 

In this section we will closely follow a recent paper of J. M. Caillol [20] to introduce DFT 
from the grand canonica! formalism for a o ne component classica! fl uid ( the generalization to a 
multicomponent system is given in appendix iii). 

Let us consider a classica! fluid in a volume V of an Euclidean space of dimension d in 
the presence of an external potential 'P(r). Given the system of pointwise, identica!, classica! 
particles in thermodynamic equilibrium at a temperature T, the probability density of finding 
the system with N particles occupying the positions rN = ( r 1 , ... , r N) and with momenta 
N- ( ) . P - Pb ·· · ,PN 1s 

(3.i:l) 

where 1/ (3 = KBT with KB the Boltzmann constant, z = exp(f3~-t) is the fugacity with J-t the 
chemical potential, and the Hamiltonian 1iN = K(pN) + W(rN) + '2.:~ 1 'P(ri) with K the kinetic 
energy and W the internai potential energy. The normalizing factor e= 8(~-t, V, T) is the grand 
partition function. Integrating (3.i:l) over the momenta we find 

f(rN,N) = J :F(rN,pN,N)dpN 

_!.. l e-.BW+:E~ 1 u(ri) 
8AdNN! 

(3.i:2) 

where for K = Li pr /(2m) we have A = yl21r{3n2 /m for the de Broglie thermal wavelength. 
We also introduced the generalized potential u(r) = f3~-t- f3'P(r). 

We will now introduce the following notation: 

i) a configuration of the system w= (N, rN), 

20 
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ii) the measure dw = drN /(AdN N!), 

iii) the system measure d~-t(w) = dw e-f3W(w), 

iv) the equilibrium phase space density fo(w) = f(w)AdN N!, 

v) the microscopic density of particles p(r; w) = '2:~1 8d(r- ri), 

vi) the average of a microscopic variable (A(w)) = 'l:~=O J dw fo(w)A(w) 

vii) the scalar product (f(r)lg(r)) = J ddr f(r)g(r). 

21 

The partition function can then be rewritten as the following functional of the generalized 
potential 

El[u] = J dJ1(w) e<Piu) . (3.i:3) 

We define next the set of functions U = { u : V ---+ IRI8[u] < oo }. We restrict ourselves to 
the case of tl-stable systems in the sense of Ruelle, i. e. systems such t ha t W (w) ;2: -N B with 
B < oo a constant independent of N. W e ha ve t ha t 

8(u] = ~_!__l_ J e-!3W+l:~1 u(ri) dr1 · · · drN 
~ N!AdN 
N=O 

00 

l ( l 1 )N < "' - -e-f3B eu(r)dr 
~N! Ad v 
N=O 

exp (;de-PB i eu(r)dr) (3.i:4) 

Then the set U restricts to U = {u: V---+ IRieu E L 1 (IRd,dr)}. Since the exponential function 
is a convex function it is immediate to show that U is a convex set. Moreover, using Holder 
inequality, we can prove [20] that the grand potential O[u] = -In 8[u]/ f3 is a strictly concave 
functional of u. 

i. l Free energy as the Legendre transform of ln 8 

Taking the logarithm of fo we find 

f3W(w) + lnfo(w) = -ln8 + (p(r;w)iu(r)) . 

We now take the average to obtain 

(f3W(w) + lnfo(w)) -ln8 + ((p(r;w))iu(r)) 
-ln8+(p(r)iu(r)) , 

where we have defined the density function as 

A 8ln 8[u] 
p(r) = (p(r;w)) = 8u(r) 

We define a functional of p and u as follows 

f3A[p, u] = (piu) - ln 8[u] . 

(3.i:5) 

(3.i:6) 

(3.i:7) 

(3.i:8) 
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Notice that fora homogeneous system in absence of external field A[p, {3p,] = 0[{3p,] +N p, is the 
free energy of the fluid. Moreover, for a given function p(r), A is a strictly concave functional 
of u(r). Which tells us that ifA has a maximum for ii EU it has to be unique. We then define 
the Helmholtz free energy as 

{3A[p] = {3A[p, ii] = sup {3A[p, u] . (3.i:9) 
uEU 

Noticing that ii is such that 8A/8ulu =O, or also (3.i:7), we conclude that the functional of the 
density {3A is the Legendre transform of ln e in p. 

It remains to show the existence of ii given p. We can make the following observations: 

(l) If p(r) is negative at some r then, due to the convexity of ln e (3.i:7) has no solutions; 

(2) For the ideai gas p > O, is sufficient to ensure that a solution to (3.i:7) exists. Indeed when 
W= O (3.i:7) gives 

as solution; 

(3) For 1l-stable systems one can show that the set 

R ={p: V-+ Rl(3.i:7) has solution} 

is convex. 

Some properties of A[p] which follows from its definition are: 

(1) Young' s inequality 

{3A[p] + ln e[u] 2: (plu) \fu EU, pER 

(2) A[p] is a strictly convex functional of p; 

(3) finally the functional derivative of {3A[p] with respect to p is easily obtained as 

8{3A[p] __ ( ) 
8p(r) - u r 

i.2 Correlation functions generated by ln 8[u] 

(3.i:10) 

(3.i:ll) 

(3.i:12) 

(3.i:13) 

The n particles correlation functions can be obtained by a Taylor expansion of e[u + 8u] around 
u: 

l c)(n)e[u] 
e[u]8u(r1)···8u(rn) 

n 

\Il p(ri; w)) 
i= l 

(3.i:14) 
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The correlation function p(n) typically used in the theory of liquids [12] are defined as the 
functional derivatives of e[u] with respect to the generalized fugacity z*(r) = eu(r) 

n l o(n)e[z*] II z* (r·) 
i=l l 8[z*]oz*(ri)···oz*(rn) 

([:ii P(r;; w)] ) , 
l=l DP 

(3.i:l5) 

where with the symbol [ .. . ]vP we indicate that from the sum of products of delta functions 
within the square braces we have to neglect the ones which contain more than a delta function 
referred to the same particle and we have to keep only those with delta functions referred to 
Different Particles. For example we have 

(3.i:l6) 

The n particles distribution function g(n) are then defined as 

(n) ( ) - p( n) (rb ... 'rn) 
g rl, ... 'rn - p(l)(ri) ... p(l)(rn) (3.i: 17) 

It is often useful to use the connected correlation functions (also known as the Ursell, or 
cluster, or irreducible correlation functions), these are defined as follows 

(3.i:18) 

The relationship between c1n) and G(n) can be written symbolically as follows 

a1n)(r1, ... ,rn) = a(n)(r1, ... ,rn)- L: II a1m)(riu ... ,rin) , (3.i:19) 
m<n 

where the sum of products is carried out over all possible partitions of the set (1, ... , n) into 
subsets of cardinal number m <n. For instance we have 

(3.i:20) 

where p= G(1) = G11
) is the mean density of particles. 

It is often useful to define another type of correla t io n functions, the total correlation functions 
h(n) as 

(n)( ) _ P1n)(r1, .. ·, rn) 
h rl, ... 'rn - p(l)(ri) ... p(l)(rn) (3.i:21) 

where the p1n) are defined as in (3.i:19) with G replaced by p. 

i.3 Correlation functions generated by A[p] 
The functional -f3A[p] is the generating functional for the n particles direct correlation functions 
c( n) 

(3.i:22) 
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The direct correlation functions (;(n) and the Ursell correlation functions G~n) are related through 
generalized Ornstein-Zernike relations [21]. For historical reasons [22] one rather defines the true 
direct correlation functions c(n) by 

(3.i:23) 

where c!;) are the c(n) functions of the ideai gas, so that the c(n) are the functional derivatives 
of minus the excess free energy. From equations (3.i:13) and (3.i:10) we find 

c~~)(r) = -ln[Adp(r)] , 

and from (3.i:22) and (3.i:24) we find for n ~ 2 

A( n) ( ) _ 8(n- 1)c!~) (ri) 
cid r1, ... 'rn - 8p(r2) ... 8p(rn) 

( )n-1 (n - 2)! nn ( ) 
-1 pn-1 (ri) i=2 8 r1 - ri 

(3.i:24) 

(3.i:25) 

The c( n) and p( n) satisfy the Ornstein-Zernike equations typically used in the theory of liquids 
[12]. Let us show this for n = 2. From equations (3.i:23), (3.i:24) and (3.i:13) follows 

We have then 

but also 

From which follows at last, 

c (l) ( r) - eU) ( r) 
u(r) + ln[A d p(r )] 
ln[p(r)/z*(r)] + constant 

8ln[p( r1) / z* ( r1)] 
8p(r2) 

_1_8(r
1 

_ r
2

) _ 8lnz*(ri) 
p(r1) 8p(r2) 

J 8lnz*(ri) 8p(r3) dr
3 8p(r3) 8ln z* (r2) 

(3.i:26) 

(3.i:27) 

j [J( r1 - r3) /p( l) ( rl) - c(2) ( r1, r3 )][J( r2 - r3)p(1) (r3) 

+p(l) (r2)p(1) (r3)h(r2, r3)] . (3.i:28) 

(3.i:29) 

which is the Ornstein-Zernike equation ( OZ). The generalization of this equation to a multicom-
ponent system is given in appendix B section ii. 
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ii Percus method 
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Considera system of particles interacting through a pair potential v(i,j). We use index i to 
denote the position of the i-th particle, ri. Let us imagine to introduce in the system a particle, 
called O, fixed on the origin. The particles of the system are then subject to the external field 

<P( i) = v(O, i) . (3.ii:l) 

The grand partition function of the system of particles plus the particle on the origin is a 
functional of the external field 

where ( = z/A3 is the fugacity and VN = I:;j=1 v(i,j). On the other hand we have 
i<j 

N N 
VN +L <P( i)= L v(i,j) = v~+l 

i=l i,j=O 
i<j 

We can then write 

8[</JJ 8(0] ( 
00 

(N+l J 0 ) -,- E~ e-PVN+• dl· · · dN /8[0] 

8 (0J (~ (N je-f3V~ dl· · · d(N- l)) /8(0] 
( ~(N -l)! 

e~o] P(ll(Oiif> = o) . 

Analogously for the single particle density in the presence of the external field we have 

( ) l oo çN+l J o 
p 

1 (11</J) = 8 [</J]( L (N_ l)! e-f3VN+I d2 ... dN 
N=l 

( _l_ f (N je-f3V~ d2·· ·d(N -l)) /p(1)(0I</J =O) 
8[0] N=2 (N- 2)! 

p(2) (O, li</J = O)/ p(1) (O l <P= O) 

Similarly one can show that 

p(n) (l, ... , ni</J) = p( n+ l) (0, l, ... , ni</J = 0)/ p(l) (OI</J = O) . 

(3.ii:2) 

(3.ii:3) 

(3.ii:4) 

(3.ii:5) 

(3.ii:6) 

(3.ii:7) 

Percus idea [23] was to recognize that if the system in absence of the external field is uniform 
then 

p(1)(li</J) = pg(O, l) (3.ii:8) 

Let us now consider the external field <P as a perturbation. The functionals of <P can then be 
expanded in a Taylor series around <P = O 

J 8F l l!! 8
2

F l 8F[</J] = 8</J(l) cf>=O 8</J(l) dl + 2! 8</J(l)8</J(2) cf>=O 8</;(1)8</;(2) dld2 + ... (3.ii:9) 
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At variance with the quantum version of DFT, where approximations are built on the energy 
functional, the approximations of the theory of classica! liquids for the pair correlations are 
based on the previous formulae andare directly focused on the particle density induced by an 
additional particle. They can be derived from the Taylor expansion (3.ii:9) of a suitable function 
of p(1)(li<P) and </J. For example ifwe expand p(1)(li</J), to first order in 8</J, we have 

8p(l)(li</J) = J 8P(l)(li<P) 8<jJ(2)d2 . 
8</J(2) 

4>=0 
(3.ii:l0) 

The functional derivative can be easily calculated as 

Op~;i~i1>) = ,B(p(l) (il</>)p(ll (111>) ~ 8(1, i)p(l) (111>) ~ p(2l(l, il</>)] , (3.ii:ll) 

where 8(1, i) = 8(r1 - ri) is the Dirac delta function. When we calculate (3.ii:ll) at <P = O we 
fin d 

Now we observe that 

an d 

fJ[p2 - p8(1, 2) - p(2) (1, 210)] 

- f3 [p2 h (l' 2) + p8 (l' 2)] . 

8<jJ(2) = v(O, 2) , 

8p(l)(li</J) = p(1)(li</J)- p(l)(liO) = ph(O, l) . 

Using (3.ii:l2), (3.ii:l3), and (3.ii:l4) in (3.ii:l0) we find Yvon equation [24] 

h( O, l) = ~,Bv(O, l) +p J h(l, 2)[ ~,Bv(O, 2)] d2 . 

(3.ii:l2) 

(3.ii:l3) 

(3.ii:l4) 

(3.ii:l5) 

From the Ornstein-Zernike equation follows that Yvon approximation amounts to setting 

c(O, l) = -fJv(O, l) . (3.ii:l6) 

This is also known as Random Phase Approximation (RPA). 
In the low density limit (p-+ O) this approximation gives the wrong behavior for h. According 

to Yvon equation h(O, l) ~ -fJv(O, l) while we know that the correct behavior is h(O, l) ~ f(O, l) 
w here f (O, l) = exp[- fJv (O, l)] - l is the Mayer function. 

W e fin d better approximations w hen expansions in powers of 8 p(1) (li <P) are considered. 

ii. l The Percus-Yevick (PY) approximation 

Let us consider, for example, the Taylor expansion of the functional p(1)(li<P)/(*(1) ((*(i) = 
( e-t'c/>(i)) truncated to first order in 8p(l) 

8p(l) (21</J) d2 

p p2 J ( + ~ c(1,2)h(0,2)d2 , 
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where we used the definition of the direct correiation function c (3.i:27). We find then 

g(O, l)efl•(O,l) = l+ p J c( l, 2) h(O, 2) d2 . 

U sing Ornstein-Zernike equation we find the following approximation for c 

c( O, l) = g(O, l) (l - ef'v(O,l)) 
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(3.ii:l7) 

(3.ii:l8) 

Using (3.ii:l8) in (3.ii:l7) we find an integrai equation for g known as the Percus-Yevick equation 
[25] (PY) 

g(O, l)efl•(O,l) = l+ p J g(l, 2) (l - efl•(l,2)) [g(O, 2) - l] d2 . (3.ii:l9) 

ii.2 The hypernetted chain approximation 

For the functionailn[p(1)(114>)/(*(1)] we have to first order in 8p(1) 

[ pg(O, l) ] [P] J ln (e-f'v(O,l) = ln ( + c(l, 2) ph(2, O) d2 , (3.ii:20) 

or 

ln[g(O, l)] = -f:lv(O, l) +p J c( l, 2) h(2, O) d2 . (3.ii:21) 

U sing Ornstein-Zernike equation we find the following approximation for c 

c(O, l) = g(O, l) -l -In[g(O, l)] - (3v(O, l) . (3.ii:22) 

Using (3.ii:22) in (3.ii:21) we find an integrai equation 4for g known as the hypernetted chain 
equation (HNC) 

ln[g(O, l)] = -(3v(O, l) (3.ii:23) 

+p J {g(l, 2) - l- ln[g(l, 2)] - f:lv(l, 2)}[g(2, O) - l] d2 . (3.ii:24) 

iii The mean spherical approximation 

Suppose that the particles of the fl.uid interact through the following pair potential 

v(l, 2) = { oo r12 <d 
v1(1,2) r12>d (3.iii:l) 

where r12 = lr1 - r2l· This pair potentiai can be rewritten as 

v(1,2) Vhs(rl2) + Vt(r12) (3.iii:2) 

Vhs(r) {: r<d (3.iii:3) r>d 

Vt(r) { ~1(r) r<d (3.iii:4) r>d 
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where Vhs is the spherical hard spheres potential and Vt is the tail potential, generally attractive 
(VI < O) and without spherical symmetry. 

The Mayer function can be thus written 
/(1, 2) e-,Bv(1,2) - l 

e-,8Vhs(r12)e-f3vt(r12) _l 

[1 + fhs(r12)]e-,8vt(r 12 ) - l 

where !hs is the Mayer function for the hard spheres potential. 

{ 
-1 r <d 

fhs( r) = O r > d 

If the tail potential is "small" we can linearize f respect to Vt. We thus obtain 

f (l+fhs)(l-f3vt+ ... )-l 
fhs- f3vt(l + fhs) 

Let us now consider the Percus-Yevick approximation 

c( l, 2) = g(l, 2) (l - e,8v(l,2)) 

and rewrite it in terms of the Mayer function 

c= f + f(h- c) 

(3.iii:5) 

(3.iii:6) 

(3.iii:7) 

(3.iii:8) 

(3.iii:9) 

where h = g- l. From the density expansion for h and c (see [12]) we know that the term of 
order zero in p is the first term on the right hand side of (3.iii:9) (limp~O h= limp~o c= f) and 
the higher orders terms are contained in the second term on the right hand side of (3.iii:9). 

The mean spherical approximation consist in substituting f in the first term on the right 
hand side of (3.iii:9) with its expression linearized in Vt (3.iii:7), and f in the second term on 
the right hand side of (3.iii:9) with its expression of order zero in Vt· We then write 

C= {fhs - f3vt(l + fhs)} + {fhs}(h -c) 

From which follows the mean spherical approximation (MSA) 

c = ~ f3vt + l !hj g . + hs 
The mean spherical approximation tells us that 

c(l, 2) = -f3v1(l, 2) for r12 >d , 

on the other hand we know that it has to hold exactly 

g(1,2) =O for r12 <d . 

(3.iii:l0) 

(3.iii:ll) 

(3.iii:l2) 

(3.iii:l3) 

The problem is then to find c( l, 2) for r12 < d using the Ornstein-Zernike equation. Another 
way to reach MSA is to start from RP A instead than PY. 

If in place of Vhs we have a pair potential v0, highly repulsive but continuous, replacing in 
(3.iii:ll) fhs with the Mayer function for v0, we obtain the so called "soft core" mean spherical 
approximation 

c = - f3v1 + (l - ef3vo) g . (3.iii:l4) 

The MSA is among the few integrai equation which admits analytic solutions when applied 
to simple classica! fluids (see chapter 4). A technique often used to find the analytic solution is 
the Wiener-Hopf factorization (see appendix A). 



Chapter 4 

MSA and PY analytic solutions 

The Wiener-Hopf factorization ( see appendix A) has long been known as a useful method t o find 
analytic solutions of simple integral equations for simple liquids. Probably the first application 
of this method of solution was on the PY approximation for a one component fluid of hard 
spheres [26]. This solution, due to Baxter, was alternative to the one given by Thiele-Wertheim 
[27-29], and had the advantage that it could be easily generalized to the case when the potential 
consisted of a hard sphere core plus a tail. Later on Baxter [30] extended his method of solution 
to the PY approximation for a mixture of additive hard spheres. The Wiener-Hopf factorization 
has been used by H0ye and Blum [31] to find an analytic solution to the MSA of an hard sphere 
multi-Yukawa fluid (one whose pair potential is given by f3v(r) =- LiKiexp[-zi(r-1)]/r r > 
l,= oo r < l where the Ki and the Zi are positive constants). Moreover the Wiener-Hopf 
technique has been used in studies on colloidal suspensions of neutral particles with adhesive 
interaction. In such studies, Baxter's "sticky hard spheres" model [32, 33] played an important 
role. In Baxter's original formulation and its extension to the multicomponent case [34, 35] 
(refereed in the literature as SHSl model) the pair potential, in addition to a hard sphere 
repulsion, contains an infinitely deep and narrow attractive square well, obtained according to a 
particular limiting procedure ("sticky limit") that keeps the second virial coefficient finite. Now 
the SHSl in the PY approximation, when applied to an n components mixtures, requires the 
solution of a set of n( n+ 1)/2 coupled quadratic equations [34]. So this model cannot be used to 
describe the properties of polydisperse systems [for which the number n of components may be 
of order 101 +-103 or more (discrete polydispersity) or infinite ( continuous polydispersity)]. More 
recently there have been attempts to find an alternative SHS model which could be analytically 
tractable even in the general multicomponent case ( see [36] for the references). In particular 
Brey and co-workers [37] proposed to start from a hard sphere Yukawa potential with K = zKo, 
with Ko independent of z. This other Hamiltonian (referred to in the literature as SHS2 model) 
is supplemented by a "sticky limit" which in this case amounts to taking z --+ oo [37]. For 
the SHS2 model the OZ equation can be solved analytically within the MSA [38, 39]. It turns 
out t ha t this solution is readily usable even in the polydisperse multicomponent case ( see [36] 
for references). Recently there has been a lot of investigations o n the structural properties 
of polydisperse fluids using the SHS2 model [40, 41] [42-44]. More recently Gazzillo and co-
workers showed that the SHS2 model is ill defined: its Hamiltonian leads to an exact second 
virial coefficient which diverges [36]. 

In the first section of this chapter we present an application of the Wiener-Hopf technique 
to the determination of an analytic solutions of the MSA for the restricted primitive model of 
charged hard spheres. The presentation of this solution, originally given by Blum [45], will allow 
us to introduce the general formalism needed to tackle a multicomponent system. In the last 

29 
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section we show how the Wiener-Hopf technique fails to give useful results when applied to a 
mixture of non additive hard spheres. 

i Restricted primitive model for charged hard spheres 

In this section we present a detailed derivation of the analytic solution of the MSA for a mixture 
of uniformly charged hard spheres, obtained through the Wiener-Hopf method. 

The simplest model of a ionic liquid (see [12]) is a system of N hard spheres uniformly 
charged. In this primitive model the spheres are of n different species. The spheres belonging to 
specie Jl =l, 2, ... , n have a diameter att and carry a total charge ztte, where e is the elementary 
charge. The spheres move in a continuum medium of dielectric constant E. The pair potential 
is then 

( 4.i:l) 

where attv = (att + a 11)/2. And we shall take the system to be globally neutral 

( 4.i:2) 

where xtt is the concentration of specie Jl· 
We want to study such model in the restricted case 

In particular we want to study such restricted primitive model when we have just two species 
(binary mixture) of opposi te charge and same concentration ( equimolar mixture) 

Z1 -Z2 =l 
Xl X2 = 1/2 

Given the symmetry of the model one can immediately verify that the total partial correlation 
function must have the following symmetry 

( 4.i:3) 

For an homogeneous and isotropic system one also have for the total and direct correlation 
functions ( see section ii) 

h12(r) = h21(r) 
c12(r) = c21(r) 

( 4.i:4) 
( 4.i:5) 
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The OZ equation is 

hu (r) eu(r) + ~ [!eu (r')hn (Jr- r'J) dr'+ J e12(r')h21 (Jr- r'l) dr'] 

h22(r) e22(r) + ~ [! e21(r')h12(lr- r'l) dr'+ J e22(r')h22(lr- r'l) dr'] 

h12(r) e12(r) + ~ [j eu(r')h12(!r- r'J) dr'+ J e12(r')h22(lr- r'l) dr'] 

h21(r) e21(r) + ~ [j e21(r')hu(lr- r'J) dr'+ J e22(r')h21(lr- r'l) dr'] 

Taking the Fourier transform of the first two equations and comparing them we find 

eu ( r) = c22 ( r) . 

The independent OZ equations reduces then to two 

hu(r) eu(r) + ~ [j eu(r')hu(lr- r'l) dr'+ J e12(r')h21(lr- r'l) dr'] 

h12(r) e12(r) + ~ [!eu (r')h12(lr- r'J) dr' + J e12(r')h22(Jr- r'l) dr'] 

This two equations separates upon the introduction of the following combinations 

{ 
hs(r) = ![hu(r) + h12(r)] , 
hd(r) = hu(r)- h12(r) , 

{ 
Cs ( r) = ! [eu ( r) + c12 ( r)] , 
cd ( r) = eu ( r) - c12 ( r) , 

(4.i:6) 

( 4.i:7) 

( 4.i:8) 

where hs is the number density total correlation function and hd the charge density total corre-
lation function. The result being 

hs(r) = es(r) +p J e,(r')hs(lr- r'l) dr' , 

hd(r) = ed(r) + ~ J ed(r')hd(lr- r'J) dr' . 

In the mean spherical approximation (3.iii:ll) we have 

Cpv(r) = -(3Vpv(r) r > apv . 

( 4.i:9) 

( 4.i:10) 

( 4.i:11) 

In addition since the pair potential is infinite for r < apv we must have the following exact 
relation 

h pv = -1 r < a pv . 

In terms of the linear combinations just defined we have 

{ 
hs ( r) = -l r < a , 
c8 (r) =O r >a 

2e2 
{ 

h d ( r) = O r < a , 

cd(r) = -(3- r >a 
Er 

( 4.i:12) 

( 4.i:13) 

( 4.i:l4) 
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We see then that the closure for the number density correlations is equivalent to the PY ap-
proximation fora one component system of neutral hard spheres, whose solution is known [12] 
to be 1 

( 4.i:15) 

where x= r /a, 'T]= p1ra3 /6 is the packing fraction, and .X.1 , .À2 are given by 

.Àl 
2 (1 + 21])2 

a = (1- "7)4 ( 4.i:16) 

.À2 = 
(1 + "7/2)2 

( 4.i:17) 
(1- "7)4 

The calculation of cd has been clone independently by Waisman and Lebowitz [47, 48], and 
by Blum [45]. In the next two sections we will present Blum calculation which relies on a 
generalization of the methods used to solve the PY equation for the one component system 
of hard spheres. Following Blum we will do the calculation for the full primitive model and 
specialize to the restricted one later on. 

i. l Method of solution 

Noticing that we can write 

2 -J.&r c ( ) 1. ZaZ(3e e va(3 r = 1m 
J.&-tO E r 

( 4.i:18) 

and recalling that the three dimensionai Fourier transform of the Yukawa potential e-J.&r /r is 
47r / (112 + k2), we can write the Fourier transform of the OZ equation in the following matricial 
form 

( 4.i:19) 

where Iaf3 = 8a(3 is the identity matrix, Paf3 = p0 8a(3 with Pa = Na/V, Da(3 = ZaZ(30'.2 with 
a2 = 47r{3e2 /E, 

{ 

Ìl,p(k) = 21r i: eikrU,p(r) dr , 

U0 p(r) = ["' shap(s) ds , 

-o /
00 

ikr Ca(3(k) = 27r -oo e Va(3(r) dr , 

V0 p(r) = ['" sc~p(s) ds , 

c~13 (r) = Ca(3(r) + f3v~13 (r) 

( 4.i:20) 

( 4.i:21) 

w here the total partial correlation function haf3 ( r) and the direct partial correlation function 
Caf3 ( r) are assumed to extend evenly over r < O. 

1Notice that the PY approximation for the hard spheres fluid in all odd dimensions has been solved analytically 
by Leutheusser [46] 
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W e now propose the following Wiener-Hopf factorization and willlater prove i t to be correct 

( 4.i:22) 

where the T stands for transposition. The Q(k) matrix is given by 

( 4.i:23) 

where we have introduced Àa(J = (aa - a(J)/2 and Qa(J(r) is a function which has support on 
[>...(Ja, a(Ja] and is zero otherwise. We will see in section ii that a factorization of this kind is not 
possible for a mixture of non additive hard spheres. The main obstacle being the determination 
of the lower bounds Àaf3· 

W e will now simplify ( 4.i:22). 

i.l.l Relationship between c0 and Q 

In terms of 

equation ( 4.i:23) becomes 

We then have 

The term containing the product of two A's can be rewritten as 

The inverse one dimensionai Fourier transform of the term in parenthesis is 

( 4.i:24) 

( 4.i:25) 

( 4.i:26) 

( 4.i:27) 

( 4.i:28) 
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Next we take the one dimensionai inverse Fourier transform of the Wiener-Hopf factorization, 
i.e. we multiply both members of (4.i:22) by e-ikr and integrate on dk/(27r) over the whole real 
axis. We find 

e-ttlrl 
-27rVa,B(Irl) + Da,B-- = 

27rtt 
[ -Qa,B(r)- Q ,Ba( -r) + Aa,Be-J.tr()(r- aa,B) + A,Baettr()( -r- aa,B)] 

{ J e-ttlr-Àa.el 
+~p., Qp.,(t)Qa.,(t + r) dt + A"'l'Ap.,e-l'"a$ e -tm, 21rp, 

-A0 -, J Qp-,(t)[e-l'(t+r)]~7 dt- Ap.., J Q0 -,(t + r)[e-PtJ:,x;,dt} ( 4.i:29) 

where () is the Heaviside step function and the function [f(t)]~ equals j(t) in [a, b] and is zero 
otherwise. 

We have three convolutions 

I~(r) j Qp..,(t)Q"'l'(t + r) dt , 

I~(r) j Q p-,( t)[cP(t+r)]~, dt 

I~(r) J Q07(t + r)[e-ptJ:,x;,dt 

The integration intervals in each one of the convolutions are 

I~ [Ay,B, a-y,B] n [À-ya- r, a-ya- r] 
I~ [À-y,B, a-y,B] n [a-ya- r, oo] , 
I~ [a-y,B, oo] n [À-ya - r, a-ya - r] 

For r = a a,B w e h ave 

I~ [À-y,B, a-y,B] n [À-y,B - a0 , À-y,B] , 

I~ [À-y,B, À-y,B + a,B] n [À-y,B, oo] 
I~ [À-y,B + a,B, oo] n [À-y,B- a0 , À-y,B] 

W e then see that for r > a a,B we ha ve 

I~= O V1 , 
I~= O V1 , 

( 4.i:30) 
( 4.i:31) 

and the integration interval for I~ is [À-y,B' a-y,B]· The Wiener-Hopf factorization in real space, 
equation (4.i:29), for r > aa,B becomes then 

e-J.tr 
Da,B_2_ 

1rJ1 

Let us now make two observations: 

( 4.i:32) 
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(1) multiplying both members of (4.i:32) by {t and taking the limit {t-+ O we find 

Daf3 =L p-yAa-yAf3-y , ( 4.i:33) 
'Y 

recalling that Daf3 = ZaZf3a2 we need then 

Aaf3 = z0 af3 . ( 4.i:34) 

Therefore ( 4.i:33) becomes 

( 4.i:35) 

(2) if we call ~~f3(r) the difference between the left hand side and the first term on the right 
hand side of ( 4.i:32) we have 

~~ fl~l,(r) = Aajl ~ L p~Aa~ J Q !l) t) d t 
'Y 

Afla ~L p~Afl~ J Q,~(t) dt = constant 
'Y 

( 4.i:36) 

where the second equality follows looking at the real space Wiener-Hopf factorization for 
r < -Raf3· 

We now study the integration intervals of the three convolutions when r = Àf3a 

I~ [À-yf3, a-yf3] n [À-yf3, À-yf3 +a a] 
I~ [À-yf3, a-yf3] n [À-yf3 + o-0 , oo] 
I~ [a-yf3, oo] n [À-yf3, À-yf3 + o-0 ] 

Then for r ;::: Àf3a we have 

I~ [À-yf3, min{ O"-yf3, O"-ya - r }] 
I~ [max{ À-yf3, O"-ya - r }a-y{3] 

I~ [a-yf3, a-ya - r] 

Taking into account observation (2), the Wiener-Hopf factorization (4.i:29) in the limit {t-+ O, 
in the interval Àf3a ~ r ~ a f3a becomes 

~21!.Yafl(lrl) = ~Q,{l(r) + Aa{l[O(r ~ aa{l) ~l]+ LP'Y [! Q{l-y(t)Q,~(t + r)dt 
'Y 

~A,7 (1:-r Q{l-y(t) dt ~ J Q{l~(t) dt) 

~Afl~ 100 Q..,~(t + r) dt] (4.i:37) 
Uf3-r 

Once Vaf3 ( r) is known iterating over Q is then formally possible t o find Q af3 ( r). This proves 
that the factorization proposed ( 4.i:22) and ( 4.i:23) is indeed correct. This is the relationship 
between V and Q. Taking a derivative with respect t o r o ne finds the relationship between c0 

and Q we are looking for. Before we do this we will make two observations: 
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(l) From equation ( 4.i:37) follows 

( 4.i:38) 

(2) since c~,e(r) is symmetric, Va,e(r) is symmetric, then taking into account the remark (4.i:36) 
follows 

Indeed we have 

an d 

J Qp-,(s- À[Ja)Qa-y(s) ds 

J Q , 7 ( s )Q iJ-r ( s + Àa[J) ds 

L Pr [Aa-y ["' Q{J-,(t) dt + A[J-, 100 

Qa1 (t) dt] = 
Ì O"a-y -À(3a 0"(3-y+À(3a 

L Pr [Aa-y ["' Q{J7 (t) dt + A[J-, 100 

Qa1 (t) dt] = 
ì O"a-y+Àa(3 0"(3-y-Àa(3 

L P1 [A[J-, ["' Q,-,(t) dt +A,-, 100 

Q,e1 (t) dt] 
Ì 0"(3-y-Àa(3 O"a-y+Àa(3 

( 4.i:39) 

Let us now take the derivative with respect to r of equation ( 4.i:37). We find for À,Ba S r S 

o - l """"" [di~ 27rrc0 ,e(lrl) - -Q0 ,e(r) +L:( p1 dr - Aa1 Q,e1 (aa1 - r) 

+ A[J7 Q,7 ( <T[J-y + r)] ( 4.i:40) 

The third term in the square braces exists for -a0 ,e :::; r :::; Àa,B· The second term in the square 
braces exists for Àa,B :::; r :::; a a,B. The first term in the square braces is 

dJ l 
_2. 
dr 

r < Àa,B , 

r 2:: Àa,e , 

where we used equation ( 4.i:38). So we can rewrite equation ( 4.i:40) as follows 

21rrc~13 (lr l) = - Q~13 ( r) + L p7 [! Q /3-r (t )Q:,_, (t + r) d t+ A p-, Q , 7 (<T iJ-r+r)] , 
ì 

( 4.i:41) 

(4.i:42) 
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where the Iast term exists oniy when Àf3a ::; r ::; Àaf3 (we are considering the worst case possibie 
when a0 > a13). 

In particuiar when all the diameters are equai, aaf3 = a, Àaf3 =O, and Qa:{3(r) has support 
on [0, a]. We find then for O ::; r ::; a 

21rC~f3(r) = -Q~f3(r) + 2: p1 ra-r Q131 (t)Q~1 (t + r) dt . 
1 lo 

i.1.2 Relationship between U and Q 

( 4.i:43) 

Introducing the Wiener-Hopf factorization ( 4.i:22) into the OZ equation 4.i:19 we find in matri-
ciai notation 

[I+ #H(k)YPJQ(k) -I= [QT( -k)]-1 -I . ( 4.i:44) 

When we take the inverse one dimensionai Fourier transform of this expression the right hand 
side give zero contribution for r > Àf3a [30] infact: 

(1) form equation (4.i:23) follows that for ik -t oo 

CJa{3( -k) r-..) 8af3 + e-ikÀf'a [ta{3(k) + ffia(3(k)e-ik(aaf'-Àf'a)] (4.i:45) 

where la{3(k) and ma:{3(k) are 0(1/k). Then we must have 

{ [QT( -k)]-1- I} af3 r-..) eikÀf'ana{3(k) ' 

with liffiik-+oo na{3(k) =O. From which follows that for r > Àf3a 

e-ikr { [QT( -k)]-1- I} a:f3 i~ O . 

( 4.i:46) 

( 4.i:47) 

When taking the inverse Fourier transform of the right hand side of ( 4.i:44) we can then 
dose the path of integration on the Iower haif imaginary k = x + iy piane. Since the 
contribution from the path at y < O gives zero contribution to the totai integrai; 

(2) the matrix eiements of {JT( -k) are anaiytic functions of k on the whoie compiex piane 
(being the Fourier transforms of functions with finite support). The same then hoids for 
the eiements of [ {JT (-k)] - 1 . Then the path integrai considered a t point (l) must vanish 
by Cauchy' s theorem. 

The inverse o ne dimensionai Fourier transform of ( 4.i:44) is then 

27rUap(lrl) = Qa:f3(r) +l: P, [21r {at'-r Q1(3(s)U1a(lr- si) ds 
l J Àf'-y 

-27rAyp ['" e~1"U7,(Jr- si) ds] 
CTf'-y 

( 4.i:48) 

or in the Iimit /-l -t O 

( 4.i:49) 

( 4.i:50) 
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We now use the charge sum rule to simplify the last term. The normalization condition for 
the partial pair distribution function can be written (see (B.iii:6)) 

Pp J 9pv(r) dr= Np- dpv . (4.i:51) 

Multiplying this expression by zp., summing over J.-l, and using the neutrality condition (4.i:2) 
we find for hp.v = 9p.v - l 

LPP J hpv(r)dr = -Zv . 
p. 

Multiplying by a1 and recalling ( 4.i:34) we find 

47r L AP.ìPP. roo hp.v(r)r2 dr= -Avì . 
P. lo 

Integrating by parts we have 

[ r[rhpv(r)]dr = [-r [" rhpv(r)r +fu'"'[{" r'hpv(r')dr'] dr . 

( 4.i:52) 

( 4.i:53) 

( 4.i:54) 

Since hp.v(k =O) must be finite, then hp.v(r) must behave as 1/r3+t, E> O for r ~ oo. Then the 
first term in the right hand si de of ( 4.i:54) must vanish also in r = oo and we find 

" 100 Avì 27r ~ Ap.1 Pp. Up.v(r) dr=-- . 
o 2 p. 

Then the relationship between U and Q becomes 

[ 

f(J'!3'Y 
27rUa,a(lrl) = Qa,a(r) +L p1 21r l). Q1 ,a(s)U1a(lr- si) ds 

ì Àf3'Y 

{u/3"! -r ] Aa,a 
-21rA1 ,a lo U1a(lt1) dt + - 2- . 

For r ~ a a,B we must ha ve 9a,B ( r) = O. W e can then write 

U,p(r) = 100 

sh,p(s) ds = 100 

sh,p(s) ds + r; 

Ja,a r 2 

27r + ~ r,~ aa,a , 

w here we ha ve defined the constants 

J,p = 27r 100 

sh,p(s) ds = Jp, . 

( 4.i:55) 

( 4.i:56) 

( 4.i:57) 

( 4.i:58) 

It is easy to verify that the relationship ( 4.i:56) between U and Q on the interval À,aa < 
r < apa involves the function Ua,a(r) only on the interval O ~ r < a,aa· Given Ua,a(r) on 
O ~ r < a,aa, is then possible to find Qa,a(r) as a function of Aa,a and Ja,B· This is clone in 
appendix C. Moreover we know that 

lim Qa,a(r) = -Aa,a , 
r-+u(;a 

and we continuously extend Q a,B ( r) in À,aa 

Qa,a (À,aa) = lim Qa,a(r) . 
r-t>..+ /3a 

( 4.i:59) 

( 4.i:60) 
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An interesting problem which has not yet been solved is the determination of a complete analytic 
solution of the PY integral equations for a system of three dimensiona! non additive hard spheres 
(NAHS). In some early papers Lebowitz and co-workers [49, 50] found the exact correlation 
functions as well as the solution of the PY integral equation for NAHS in one dimension with 
some restriction on the non additivity parameter (Rap- (Ra + Rp)/2), but their extension to 
the three dimensiona! system was not complete and they could not provide a closed analytical 
expression for the direct correlation functions. 

The NAHS model is interesting because the inclusion of a negative (Rap < (Ra + Rp)/2) or 
positive (Rap > (Ra + Rp)/2) non additivity is crucial to model several experimental results on 
binary systems ( compound forming alloys, aqueous electrolyte solutions as well as molten salts 
are good examples for negative non additivity. Positive non-additivity could be used to model the 
tendency to phase separation in liquid alloys, some alkali metals alloys, or supercritical aqueous 
solutions of N aCL See [51] for the references). Ordering phenomena ( compound alternation 
or segregation) can often be interpreted in terms of the excluded volume effects due to non 
additivity in the repulsive cores. 

In this section we will show which are the main difficulties in trying to generalize to NAHS 
the work of Baxter [30] on the analytic solution of the PY approximation for a mixture of 
additive hard spheres. 

Let us consider an homogeneous an d isotropic fl uid of density p made of n different types 
of hard spheres of diameter R1 , R2 , ••• , Rn. Let Pa be the density of the hard spheres of type 
a= l, 2, ... , n. Moreover let the distance of closest approach between two spheres be 

( 4.ii:l) 

where !l.ap are the parameters which rules the non additivity: for !l.0 p =O the spheres are said 
to be additive. 

The Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equation (B.ii:l) give a relationship between the partial total 
correlation functions h0 p and the partial direct correlation functions c0 p 

hap(r) = Cap(r) + LP7 J c"'Y(s)h7p(lr- si) 
'Y 

( 4.ii:2) 

where r = lrl and s = lsl. 
Sin ce the pair interaction potential c/Jap ( r) is infinite for r < Rap we must ha ve 

hap(r) = -1 for r < Rap ( 4.ii:3) 

Sin ce c/Jap ( r) is zero for r > Rap, the PY approximation states t ha t we must ha ve 

C0 p(r) =O for r > Rap (4.ii:4) 

The problem consists in the solution of the system of equations (4.ii:2), (4.ii:3), and (4.ii:4). 

ii. l The Wiener-Hopf factorization is ili defined 

Multiplying the OZ equation ( 4.ii:2) times y'p0 ppeik·r and integrating over the whole space in 
dr we find in matricial form 

ii(k) = C(k) + C(k)ii(k) ( 4.ii:5) 



where k = lkl and 
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flap(k) = 2'11" i: eikrUap(r) dr 

Uap(r) = ["' JPaPf3Shap(s) ds 
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( 4.ii:6) 

( 4.ii:7) 

W e follow the convention of choosing ha/3 ( -r) = ha/3 ( r) an d Caf3 ( -r) = Caf3 ( r) so t ha t U a/3 an d 
Va/3 are e ve n functions. 

Now we note that I- C(k), where I is the identity matrix, is a symmetric matrix and an 
even function of k. So following Baxter we perform the following Wiener-Hopf factorization 

I- C(k) = [I+ H(k)]-l = QT( -k)Q(k) ( 4.ii:8) 

where we use the superscript T to denote the transposed matrix and 

- 1Ra{3 .k A Qa(3(k) = fla/3- e~ rQa{3(r) dr= fla/3- Qa{3(k) . 
Sa{3 

( 4.ii:9) 

The Qa{3(r) are real functions with support in [Saf3, Ra/3] and zero everywhere else. The param-
eters Sa/3 are for the moment unknowns. We will now prove that they are ill defined for the 
NAHS. 

W e first rewrite equation ( 4.ii:8) as follows 

Ca(3(k) = Q0 (3(k) + Q{3a( -k)- L Q1 a( -k)Q113(k) . ( 4.ii:10) 
'Y 

Then we multiply both sides by e-ikr and integrate in dk/(27r) over the whole real axis. We find 
for r > Ra/3 

2'11"Vap(r) =-L J Q-,a(t)Q-,p(t + r) dt , 
'Y 

(4.ii:11) 

w here the integration in dt is over the interval 

(4.ii:12) 

Now from (4.ii:4) and (4.ii:7) follows that Va{3(r) = O for r > Ra/3· So also the sum of the n 
integrals in ( 4.ii: 11) must vanish. O ne can readily verify t ha t each one of the n integrals vanishes 
if we choose 

( 4.ii:13) 

For additive hard sphere this choice reduces to S1a = (R1 - Ra)/2 independent from {3, which 
is Baxter' s choice. We readily realize looking at (4.ii:1) that using (4.ii:13) for NAHS, would 
lead to a dependence of S1 a from an intermediate index {3, occurrence which is not admissible. 
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For a symmetric binary mixture n = 2, ~11 = A22 = ~12 = ~21 = A, R1 = R2 = R, and 
Pl = P2 = p/2. The problem reduces to determine the direct correlation function for like 
species cn ( r) and for unlike species c12 ( r). A good approximation t o the true direct correlation 
functions has been given by Gazzillo [52]. 

In this case the determination of the 4 Sa/3 is much simplified. Following the argument given 
in the previous subsection we have studied the interval ( 4.ii:l2) for r = Raf3 in the 8 cases of 
interest, determining in each case the Sa/3 for which the intersection vanishes for r > Ra/3· We 
found: 

•a=jj=l 
T = l [Su, R] n [Su - R, O]. The intersection vanishes for Su = O. 
T= 2 [S21, (1 + ~)R] n [S21 - R, ~R]. The intersection vanishes for S21 =~R. 

•a=/1=2 
T= l [S12, (l+ A)R] n [S12- R, AR]. The intersection vanishes for S12 =~R. 
T= 2 [S22, R] n [S22- R, 0]. The intersection vanishes for S22 =O. 

• a= l,jj = 2 
T= l [Su, R] n [S12 -(l+ ~)R, 0]. 
T= 2 [S21, (l+ ~)R] n [S22 - (1 + ~)R, -AR]. 

• a= 2,/1 =l 
T= l [S12, (1 + A)R] n [Su - (1 + ~)R, -~R]. 
T= 2 [S22, R] n [S21 -(l+ ~)R, 0]. 

We see that with the choice Sn = S22 = O and S12 = S21 = ~R each integrai in (4.ii:ll) 
vanishes. Once the Sa/3 have been chosen the determination of the partial direct correlation 
function through Baxter' s method is straightforward. With our choice of the Sa/3 we had to 
restrict O < A < l /2 and we found for the like direct correlation function 

(4.ii:l4) 

where a1, a2, and a4 are functions of A and R. The solution has the correct limit (4.i:l5) 
as ~ -i- O. U nfortunately despite having the correct functional form and the correct ~ -i- O 
limit this solution does not compare well with Gazzillo's approximation or with the numerically 
generated function. 

For the unlike direct correlation function we found 

c12 ( r) = c1 for O < r < AR , 
c12(r) = ao/r + a1 + a2r + a4r3 for ~R < r < (1- ~)R , 
c12(r) = bo/r + b1 + ~a2r + ~a4r3 for (1- ~)R < r < (1 + A)R , 

where c1, ao, bo, and b1 are functions of ~ and R. c12(r) is discontinuous at r = AR, 

and c~2 (r) is discontinuous at r = (1- A)R. The discontinuities are unphysical. 

(4.ii:l5) 
( 4.ii:l6) 
( 4.ii:l7) 

( 4.ii:l8) 

So it looks as if the Wiener-Hopf factorization does not give any good result for the NAHS. 
An element in favor of this conclusion come from the analysis of the Widom-Rowlinson model 
in the next subsection. 
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The Widom-Rowlinson model [53] is obtained from the binary mixture of hard spheres by setting 

!:::.. = d/R , 

and letting R-+ O. 
Ahn and Lebowitz find the following solution in one dimension 

o ' 
sin[d(k2 + 4112)112] 

211 (k2 + 4112)1/2 

where 11 is a parameter which can be determined from the following equation 

11 = VfilP2 cos(211d) 

( 4.ii:l9) 

( 4.ii:20) 

(4.ii:21) 

( 4.ii:22) 

It is possible to fin d a factorization like in ( 4.ii: lO) an d ( 4.ii:9). For example choosing 
Q n = Q22, Q12 = Q21, and Q n, Q12 real functions o ne finds 

where amongst the 4 solutions to (4.ii:l0) we have chosen the one for which limc
12

-+o Qn 
limc

12
-+0 Q12 = O. Notice that the solution found indeed give for Qu(k) and Q12(k) even, 

real functions. Infact for a symmetric binary mixture, the partial structure factors Sa/3 ( k) = 
(JPaP/3 /P ){[I- C(k )]-1 }a/3 are given by 

s(k) = ~ 1 ( _ 1 c12
1
(k) ) 

2 1- cr2(k) c12(k) 

But sin ce limk-+oo C12 ( k) = O and the Sa/3 ( k) has to remain finite for all k then we must ha ve 
Ct2(k) < l for all k. 

However even ifa factorization is possible, in the Widom-Rowlinson model the hu(r) is 
unknown for all r. For the Wiener-Hopf factorization technique to be useful it is necessary that 
in the relationship between the Q(r) and the h(r), the h(r) are involved only over the interval 
where they are known. But this is not possible in the Widom-Rowlinson model for what we 
just said. So it seems as if the Wiener-Hopf factorization is not a useful technique to solve 
the Widom-Rowlinson model or the more generai non additive hard spheres model in the PY 
approximation. 

In chapter 7 the structure of the three dimensionai Widom-Rowlinson model will be studied 
in detail starting from Monte Carlo simulation results. We will also point out several misprints 
in the portion of the paper of Ahn and Lebowitz [53] dealing with the three dimensionai Widom-
Row linson model. 



Chapter 5 

Generating functionals, consistency, 
and uniqueness in the integrai 
equation theory of liquids 

In chapter 3 we introduced the most common integrai equation theories (IET). IET of the liq-
uid state statistica! mechanics are valuable tools for studying structural and thermodynamic 
properties of pairwise interacting fluid systems [12, 54]. Many of these approximations to the 
exact relation between pair potential and pair correlation functions have been proposed in the 
last half century, starting from the pioneering works [55-57] t o the most refined an d modern ap-
proximations [58-62] which may approach the accuracy of computer simulation with a negligible 
computational cost. 

The functional method in statistica! mechanics [12] provides the most generai and sound 
starting point t o introduce IET as approximations of the exact functional relations and i t is the 
classical statistica! mechanics counterpart of the quantum density functional theory. 

Notwithstanding the success of present IETto describe the structure of simple one compo-
nent systems, considerable work is stili devoted to derive improved approximations which could 
accurately describe the thermodynamics as well. Also applications to non simple or multicom-
ponent systems are stili subject of current studies. 

Actually, the description of thermodynamics is o ne weak point of IET approaches: reasonable 
and apparently harmless approximations to the potential-correlation relations usually result in 
a dramatically inconsistent thermodynamics where many, if not ali, among the exact sum rules 
derived from statistica! mechanics, are violated. 

The problem of thermodynamic inconsistency, i. e. the inequivalence between different routes 
to thermodynamics, actually plagues the IET approach to the point that the degree of inconsis-
tency between different formulae for the same quantity is used as an intrinsic measurement of 
the quality of a closure. 

In the past, some discussion of the thermodynamic consistency appeared in the literature. 
Hypernetted chain approximation (HNC) was recognized as a closure directly derivable from an 
approximation for the free energy functional [63] , thus exhibiting consistency between the virial 
formula and the thermodynamic expression for the pressure. However, this limi t ed consistency 
is not enough to guarantee a unique and faithful description of the phase diagram. Apart the 
problem of the remaining inconsistencies, the descriptions of the criticai points and spinodal 
lines are seriously inadequate. 

Extensive work on HNC [64-66] showed that in place of a true spinodal line, it is more 
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appropriate to describe the numerica! results as due to a region in the thermodynamic plane 
where no real solution of the integrai equation exists. In particular, Belloni[64) showed that 
the disappearance of the solution originates from a branching point where two solutions merge, 
instead than from aline of diverging compressibility. Thus, we have direct evidence that HNC 
may have multiple solutions, at least in part of the phase diagram. 

Empirica! improvements on HNC have been proposed [58, 61, 62) providing in many cases ex-
cellent results for one-component simple fluids. However, although reduced, the thermodynamic 
inconsistency problem remains and the multiple solution problem is completely untouched. 

In this work we start an investigation of a new approach to IET directly addressing the 
two points of uniqueness of the solution and thermodynamic consistency. The basic idea is 
to constrain the search for new closures within the class of generating functionals which are 
strictly convex free-energy functionals, thus enforcing the virial-energy consistency as well as 
the uniqueness of the solution. 

In particular, in the present chapter we try to answer the following questions: i) does at 
least one strictly convex free-energy functional of the pair correlation function exist? ii) what 
is the nature of the resulting spinodal line (if any), iii) what is the quality of the resulting 
thermodynamic and structural results? iv) does the simultaneous requirement of consistency 
and uniqueness automatically provide improved results? 

As we will show, we ha ve a positive answer for i), a thorough an d interesting characterization 
for ii), some interesting indications for iii), and a partly negative answer for iv). 

However, we can show t ha t i t is possible to exploit the contro l provided by the generating 
functional approach to easily generate new closures and we feel our procedure could be the basis 
of a more systematic approach t o IET. 

In section i we recall the connections between closures, generating functionals, thermody-
namic consistency and uniqueness of solutions and we illustrate them in the well known case of 
HNC approximation. In section ii we introduce two straightforward extensions of HNC intended 
to cure its problems. In Section iii numerica! results are presented and discussed. In section iv 
we show two possible improvements of the closures studied. 

i Thermodynamic consistency and uniqueness of the solution of 
integrai equations 

Since the work by Olivares and McQuarrie [67) it is known the generai method to obtain the 
generating functional whose extremum with respect to variations of the direct (c(r)) or total 
(h(r)) correlation functions results in the closure relation, provided the Ornstein-Zernike equa-
tion is satisfied. In a way, here we address the inverse problem of the derivation of a closure: 
given a closure (whatever was the way of deriving it) what is the functional of the correlation 
functions which has the closure as extremum value equation? 

For example, if we have a closure of the form 

p2c(r) = w{h(r),,B</>(r)} (5.i:l) 

where </>(r) is the pair interaction potential and w is an arbitrary function, the functional 

Q[h(r),,B</>(r)] = l (/ dk A A - -{ph(k) -ln[l- ph(k)]}-
2,Bp (27r )3 

j dr h(r) 11 
dt W{th(r),f3<P(r)} + constant) (5.i:2) 
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is such that the extremum condition 
6Q 

6h(r) = 
0 ' (5.i:3) 

is equivalent to 

p2 h(r) = W{h(r ), .8</>(r)} +p j h(ir- r'I)W { h(r'), .8</>(r')} dr' . (5.i:4) 

Olivares and McQuarrie also showed how to find the generating functional if the closure is 
expressed in the form 

p2 h(r) = w { c(r ), ,8</>(r)} . (5.i:5) 

In section iv.3 we discuss the extension of their method to the case of a closure written as 

(5.i:6) 

where 1'( r) = h( r) - c( r) is the indirect correlation function. Notice t ha t most of the modern 
closures correspond to this last case. 

The possibility of translating the originai integrai equation into an extremum problem allows 
to get an easy control on two important characteristics of the approximation: thermodynamic 
consistency between energy and virial routes to the thermodynamics and uniqueness of the 
solution. 

Indeed, once we get the generating functional Q, due to the approximations induced by the 
closure, there is no guarantee that its value at the extremum is an excess free energy. In order 
to be a free energy, the functional should satisfy the condition 

6Q p 
6</>(r) = 2g(r) ' (5.i:7) 

where g( r) = h( r) + l is the pair distribution function. 
Even if this condition is not new, and mention to it is present in the literature [68], we 

discuss it in appendix D as well as its consequences on the thermodynamic consistency between 
the virial pressure and the density derivative of the free energy. 

Another issue where the generating functional approach is useful is the problem of multiple 
solutions of the integrai equations [64]. In particular, the analysis of the convexity properties of 
the generating functional is a very powerful tool [69, 70]. 

Let us illustrate this techniques in the case of HNC closure. It is well known [63, 67] that 
the HNC equation with closure 

c(r) = h(r) -In [g(r)e,84>(r)] (5.i:8) 

can be derived from the variational principle 

6F[h] =O 
6h(r) ' 

(5.i:9) 

where 

F[h] = Foz[h] + FHNc[h] ( 5.i: lO) 
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with 

{ 
J dk A A 

Foz[h] = (21r)3 {ph(k) -ln[l + ph(k)]} , 

FHNc[h] =p2 j dr{l+g(r) [ln(g(r)efi4>(rl) ~1] ~h2 (r)/2} 
(5.i:ll) 

Let us call h(r) the extremum of F, solution of the variational principle (5.i:9). It can be 
shown (see appendix D) that, within an additive constant, F[h]/(2,8p) is the excess Helmholtz 
free energy per particle of the liquid. This ensure thermodynamic consistency between the 
route to the pressure going through the partial derivative of the free energy and the one going 
through the virial theorem ( see appendix D). In addition, i t allows t o get a closed expression 
for the excess chemical potential without further approximations [71, 72]. This feature is highly 
desirable for applications of IET to the determination of the phase diagrams. 

Moreover if we can prove that F, defined on some convex set of trial correlation functions 
Dc, is a strictly convex functional, then we know that ifa solution to (5.i:9) exists, it corresponds 
t o a minimum an d is unique. A functional F is strictly convex if for all y ( r) E D c an d y ( r) =1- O, 
we have 

J ( ) 82 F[ h] ( 1 1 
A = y r 8 h ( r) 8 h ( r 1) y r ) dr dr > O (5.i:l2) 

We calculate the second functional derivatives as follows 

82 Foz[h] _ 2 J ~e-ik·(r+r') l 
8h(r)8h(r1) -p (21r)3 [l+ ph(k)]2 

(5.i:l3) 
82 FHNc[h] 2 1 ( l ) 
8h(r )8h(r1 ) = p 8(r- r) 9(r) - 1 

Recalling that the static structure factor S(k) =l+ ph(k), we find forA 

(5.i:l4) 

Now, the most interesting results would be to show the strict convexity of the HNC functional 
over the convex set of all the admissible pair correlation functions ( all the h( r) 2 -l an d 
properly decaying to zero at large distance. 

However, this is not the case for HNC. It has not been possible to show the positive definite-
ness of equation (5.i:l4) and it has been shown [64] that in some region of the thermodynamic 
plane HNC does exhibit multiple solutions. 

The bes t we can do is to obtain a more limited result. Calling 91 = su p 9( r) (91 > l is the 
height of the first peak of the pair distribution function) and using Parseval theorem, we find 

2 J dk A2 ( l l) A/p> (27r)3y (k) S2(k) -l+ 91 (5.i:l5) 

from which we deduce that A> O on the following set of functions 

D = {h ( r) l O < S ( k) < J 91 / (91 - l) V k} (5.i:l6) 
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We conclude that F defined on any convex set of functions Dc C D is strictly convex. Near the 
triple point we are sure we are out from such set since the first peak of the pair distribution 
function for the Lennard-Jones fluid is g1 :::::: 3 [73], so that Jgl/(gl -l) :::::: 1.2. The first 
peak of the static structure factor is also dose to 3. Then we are not inside D and the HNC 
approximation may have multiple solutions [64]. 

Instead, if we are in the weak coupling regime, the previous conditions tells us that there is 
a range where the branch of solutions going to the perfect gas limit is unique and quite isolated 
from other solutions. 

ii Extensions of HNC 

The generating functional approach can be used in a systematic way to look for better closures. 
We think that this way, we can obtain a less empirica! search method for improving closures. 

In the following we report some preliminary analysis we have done. As a first test of our 
program, we have restricted our investigations to simple modifications of HNC functional. As 
we will discuss later, su eh a choice is certainly not optimal. However, we can learn enough to 
consider the approach worthwhile of further investigations and we feel the results are interesting 
in order to reveal more details about the characteristics of the solutions of the highly non linear 
IET. 

ii.l The HNC/H2 approximation 

We want to modify the HNC closure in order to have an integrai equation with a generating 
functional which is strictly convex without having to restrict its definition domain. We choose 
as our modified HNC (HNC /H2) closure 1 

c(r) = h(r) -ln[g(r)J - {3</J(r) - ah2 (r) (5.ii:l) 

with a a parameter to be determined. The new closure generating functional is 

(5.ii:2) 

Its second functional derivative with respect to h is 

8
2 
FHNC/H2[h] 2 l [ l l 
t5h(r)t5h(r') =p 8(r- r) g(r) -l+ 2ah(r) (5.ii:3) 

Recalling that h= g- l and g(r) >O for all r, we see that fora= 1/2 

l (1 )2 
--l+ 2ah = - g ~O Vg . 
g g 

(5.ii:4) 

Then FHNCjH2 is a convex functional and since Foz is unchanged and strictly convex (see 
appendix E), their sum, the generating functional of the integrai equation, is strictly convex. 

Moreover {Foz[h] + FHNCjH2[h]}/(2f3p) continues to be the excess Helmholtz free energy 
per particle of the liquid since equation (5.i:7) holds (see appendix D). 

10ur first trial should really be c= -lng- f3cf;. Which should be called HNC/Hl. We have tested numerically 
this closure and we found that it performed worst than HNC/H2 both for the structure and for the thermodynamics 
of the system under exam. 
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We have then an integrai equation which is both thermodynamically consistent (the pressure 
calculated from the virial theorem coincides with that one calculated from the Helmholtz free 
energy) and with a solution which, when i t exists, is unique. 

ii.2 The HNC/H3 approximation 

In the same spiri t as in subsection ii. l we can try to add a term h3 in the HNC /H2 closure 

c(r) = h(r) -ln[g(r)] - {3</J(r)- ah2(r)- -yh3(r) , (5.ii:5) 

with a and 'Y parameters to be determined. We call this approximation HNC/H3. The closure 
generating functional is 

FHNCjH3[h] = p2 J dr {l+ g(r) [In (g(r)t!<f>(r)) - 1]- h2(r)/2+ 

ah3 (r)/3 + -yh4 (r)/4} 

Its second functional derivative with respect to h is 

82:FHNC/H3[h] 
8h( r )8h(r') p2/i(r- r') [gtr) - l+ 2ah(r) + 3')'h2 (r)] 

lò(r- r1
) 
1 ~(!ir) {l- 2ag(r) + 3')'g(r)[l- g(r)]} 

(5.ii:6) 

(5.ii:7) 

In order to have the right hand side of this expression positive for g > O the only choice we have 
is to set a = 1/2. In this way 

(1- g)[l- 2ag + 3-yg(l- g)] = (1- g) 2 (1 + 3-yg) , (5.ii:8) 

and we see that :FHNCJH3 is a conve~ functional if we additionally choose 'Y > -1/[3supg(r)]. 
Once again {:Foz[h] + :FHNC/H3[h]}/(2(3p) is the excess Helmholtz free energy per particle 

of the liquid and the thermodynamic consistency virial-free energy is ensured. 

iii N umerical results 

To solve numerically the OZ plus closure system of nonlinear equations we used Zerah' s al-
gorithm [74]. We performed Fourier transforms using a fast Fourier transform routine taken 
from CERN library. In the code we always work with adimensional thermodynamic variables 
T*= 1/((JE),p* = pa3 , and P*= Pa3 /E, where a andE are the characteristic length and char-
acteristic energy of the system respectively.We always used 1024 grid points and a step size 
l:ir = 0.025a. 

The thermodynamic quantities were calculated according to the statistica! mechanics formu-
lae for: the excess internai energy per particle 

(5.iii:l) 

the excess virial pressure 

(3Pv /p- l= -~rr(Jp {oo d<jJ(r) g(r)r3 dr , 
3 lo dr 

(5.iii:2) 
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the bulk modulus calculated from the compressibility equation 

f3 l 
Be=--=---

PXT S(k =O) 
(5.iii:3) 

where XT is the isothermal compressibility, and the bulk modulus calculated from the virial 
equation 

apv 
/3-op 
l- ~7rf3p1oo d</J(r) g(r)r3 dr- ~7rf3p21oo d<jJ(r) 8g(r) r3 dr 

3 0 dr 3 0 dr 8p 
(5.iii:4) 

For the calculation of Bp once g(r) and c(r) had been calculated, Lado' s scheme for Fourier 
transforms [75] was used to determine 8g(k)j8p. Even if slow, this allows us to explicitly 
calculate and later invert the coefficients matrix of the linear system of equations which enters 
the calculation of 8g( k) l op. 

iii.l Inverse power potentials 

The generai form of the inverse power potential is 

(5.iii:5) 

where 3 < n < oo. For this class of fluids the thermodynamics depends only from the dimen-
sionless coupling parameter 

(5.iii:6) 

In this subsection we choose to fix p* = l so that equation (5.iii:6) gives the relation between z 
and T*. 

We performed our calculations on the n =12, 6, and 4 fluids at the freezing point. We 
compared three kind of closures: the thermodynamically consistent one of Rogers and Young 
[76] (RY) with thermodynamic consistency virial-compressibility and known to be very dose 
to the simulation results, the hypernetted-chain (HNC) closure, and the HNC /H2 described in 
subsection ii. l. In each case we compared our data with the Monte Carlo (MC) results of Hansen 
and Schiff [77]. 

iii.l.l The inverse 12th power potential 

The freezing point for this fluid is at z = 0.813. In figure 5.1 we compare the MC and RY results 
for the pair distribution function. The RY a parameter to achieve thermodynamic consistency 
at this value of z is 0.603. Notice that we express a in units of a and not of a= (3/47rp) 113 as 
in the originai Rogers and Young' s paper [76]. In figure 5.2 we compare the MC, the HNC, and 
the HNC/H2 results for the pair distribution function. 

In table 5.1 we compare various thermodynamic quantities ( the excess internai energy per 
particle, the excess virial pressure, the bulk moduli) obtained from the RY, the HNC, and the 
HNC/H2 closures. In the MC calculation of Hansen and Schiff the excess internai energy per 
particle is 2.675, the excess virial pressure is 18. 7, and the bulk modulus 72. 7. 
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FIGURE 5.1: Comparison of the Monte Carlo (MC) and Rogers Young (RY) results for the 
pair distribution function of the inverse 12th-power fluid at z = 0.813. 
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FIGURE 5.2: Comparison of the Monte Carlo (MC), the HNC, and HNC/H2 results for the 
pair distribution function of the inverse 12th-power fluid at z = 0.813. 

iii.1.2 The inverse 6th power potential 

The freezing point for this fluid is at z = 1.54. In figure 5.3 we compare the MC and RY results 
for the pair distribution function. The RY a parameter to achieve thermodynamic consistency 
a t this value of z is 1.209. In figure 5.4 we compare the MC, the HNC, and the HNC /H2 results 
for the pair distribution function. 
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closure uexc/(NE) (JP(v) /p- l Be Bp 
RY (a= 0.603) 2.626 18.359 69.782 70.125 
HNC 3.009 21.036 45.278 80.430 
HNC/H2 3.200 22.372 52.661 87.255 

TABLE 5.1: We compare various thermodynamic quantities as obtained from the RY, the 
HNC, and the HNCIH2 closure, for the inverse 12th-power fluid at the freezing point (z = 
0.813). uexc l (N €) is the excess internai energy per particle, {3 p( v) l p - l the excess viri al 
pressure, Be and Bp are the bulk moduli from the compressibility and the virial equation 
respectively. 
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FIGURE 5.3: Comparison of the Monte Carlo (MC) and Rogers Young (RY) results for the 
pair distribution function of the inverse 6th-power fluid at z = 1.54. 

In tabie 5.2 we compare various thermodynamic quantities ( the excess internai energy per 
particle, the excess viriai pressure, the buik moduli) obtained from the RY, the HNC, and the 
HNC/H2 closures. In the MC calcuiation of Hansen and Schiff the excess internai energy per 
particle is 4.090, the excess viriai pressure is 38.8 and the buik moduius 110.1. 

iii.1.3 The inverse 4th power potential 

The freezing point for this fluid is at z = 3.92. In figure 5.5 we compare the MC and RY resuits 
for the pair distribution function. The RY a parameter to achieve thermodynamic consistency 
at this vaiue of z is l. 794. In figure 5.6 we compare the MC, the HNC, and the HNC /H2 results 
for the pair distribution function. 

In tabie 5.3 we compare various thermodynamic quantities ( the excess internai energy per 
particle, the excess viriai pressure, the buik moduli) obtained from the RY, the HNC, and the 
HNC/H2 closures. In the MC calcuiation of Hansen and Schiff the excess internai energy per 
particle is 8.233, the excess viriai pressure is 107.7 and the buik moduius 156. 
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FIGURE 5.4: Comparison of the Monte Carlo (MC), the HNC, and HNC/H2 results for the 
pair distribution function of the inverse 6th-power fluid at z = 1.54. 

closure uexe /(NE) {3P(v) /p- l Be Bp 
RY (a= 1.209) 4.114 39.027 110.952 111.420 
HNC 4.235 40.178 84.016 113.733 
HNC/H2 4.283 40.635 88.289 115.757 

TABLE 5.2: We compare various thermodynamic quantities as obtained from the RY, the 
HNC, and the HNC/H2 closure, for the inverse 6th-power fluid at the freezing point (z = 
1.54). uexc / (N f) is the excess internai energy per parti cl e, j3 p( v)/ p - l the excess virial 
pressure, Be and Bp are the bulk moduli from the compressibility and the virial equation 
respecti vely. 

iii.2 The spinodal line 

In this subsection we study a pair potentiai with a minimum In particuiar we chose the Lennard-
J o n es potentiai 

(5.iii:7) 

where E and a are positive parameters. The criticai point for this f:l.uid is at [78] 

Te* 1.3120 ± 0.0007 
p; 0.316 ± 0.001 
p; 0.1279 ± 0.0006 

Integrai equations fail to have a soiution at Iow temperature and intermediate density, i.e. 
in the two-phase unstabie region of the phase diagram. In particuiar it is well known that the 
HNC approximation is unabie to reproduce the spinodalline, the Iocus of points of infinite 
compressibility in the phase diagram [64]. This is due to the Ioss of soiution as one approaches 
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FIGURE 5.5: Comparison of the Monte Carlo (MC) and Rogers Young (RY) results for the 
pair distribution function of the inverse 4th-power fluid at z = 3.92. 
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FIGURE 5.6: Comparison ofthe Monte Carlo (MC), HNC, and HNC/H2 results for the pair 
distribution function of the inverse 4th-power fluid at z = 3.92. 

the spinodalline on an isotherm from high or from low densities. The line of loss of solution, in 
the phase diagram, is called termination line. The loss of solution for the HNC approximation 
is due to the loss of strict convexity of the generating functional [79]. Indeed, using HNC 
approximation, we computed the bulk modulus from the compressibility equation Be, on several 
isotherms as a function of the density. At low temperatures we found that both at high density 
and at low density we were unable to continue the isotherm at low values of Be. Zerah' s 
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closure uexe /(NE) j3P(v) /p- l Be Bp 
RY (a= 1.794) 8.001 104.664 250.106 242.948 
HNC 8.047 105.277 223.328 244.212 
HNC/H2 8.068 105.542 226.966 257.678 

TABLE 5.3: We compare various thermodynamic quantities as obtained from the RY (notice 
that the bulk moduli were not given in the Rogers and Young' s paper and the value of the 
virial pressure as reported in our table was not corrected to take into account the long 
range nature of the potential), the HNC and the HNC/H2 closure, for the inverse 4th-
power fiuid at the freezing point (z = 3.92). uexe j(N€) is the excess internai energy per 
particle, f3P(v) /p- l the excess virial pressure, Be and Bp are the bulk moduli from the 
compressibility and the virial equation respectively. 

algorithm either could not get to convergence or it would converge at a non physical solution 
(with a structure factor negative at some wavevector k). Since HNC/H2 has, by construction, 
an always strictly convex generating functional, we expect it to be able to reproduce a spinodal 
line ( there should be no termination line). 

In Figure 5. 7 we show the behavior of Be o n several isotherms as a function of density, 
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FIGURE 5. 7: Behavior of Be of the Lennard-Jones fiuid, on severa! isotherms as a function 
of the density for the HNC/H2 approximation. 

calculated with the HNC/H2 approximation. We see that now there are no termination points. 
Be never becomes exactly zero and the low temperature isotherms develop a bump in the inter-
mediate density region. The same plot for the bulk modulus calculated from the virial pressure 
Bp, shows that at low temperatures this bulk modulus indeed becomes zero along the isotherms 
both at high and low densities. 

In figure 5.8 the pressure is plotted as a function of the density on several isotherms for the 
HNC/H2 approximation. Apart from the fact that we find negative pressures, the isotherms has 
a Van der Waals like behavior. 

In figure 5.9 the pressure is plotted as a function of the chemical potential (J-t* = J-t/ E -

(3T* /2) ln[21rn2 /(ma2E)], where m is the mass of the particles). We see that the coexistence of 
the two phases (points where the curve crosses itself) is lost between T* = 1.1 and T* = 1.2. 
There generally are two points of coexistence. 
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FIGURE 5.8: Behavior of the pressure of the Lennard-Jones fluid, on several isotherms as a 
function of the density for the HNC/H2 approximation. 
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FIGURE 5.9: Pressure versus chemical potential (up to an additive constant) fora Lennard-
Jones fluid, calculated on several isotherms using the HNC/H2 approximation. 

iv Improving the closures 

The numerica! results for HNC/H2 exhibit interesting features as far as the coexistence re-
gion is concerned but show unambiguously a worst agreement with the MC structural data in 
correspondence with a 1narginal improvement in the thermodynamics. 

We feel that the main problem is the diffi.culty of an accurate description of the bridge 
functions in terms of powers of the pair correlation function. Recent investigations on improved 
closures seem to point to the indirect correla t io n function !'( r) or some renormalized version of 
it, as the best starting point for progress. However, before moving to more complex relations 
or functional dependences, we have explored two possible directions for improving the HNC /H2 
closure. In the first approach we have tried to follow the MHNC approach by Lado et al. [80]. In 
the second we have explored the possibilities of optimization offered by the numerica! coeffi.cient 
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of the cubie term in the generating functional. 

iv.l The reference HNC/H2 approximation 

From the graphical analysis of the pair distribution function it is known [12] that g(r) may be 
written as 

g( r) = e -.8</>(r )+ì(r )+ B(r) , (5.iv:l) 

where r(r) = h(r)- c(r) is the sum of all the series type diagrams and B(r) the sum of bridge 
type diagrams. If we take 

(5.iv:2) 

we have that our HNC/H2 approximation amounts to setting G(r) =O. Rosenfeld and Ashcroft 
[58] proposed that B(r) should be essentially the same for all potentials cp(r). We now make 
the same proposal for the G function. In the same spirit of the RHNC approximation of Lado 
[80] we will approximate G(r) with the G function of a short range (reference) potential c/Jo(r). 
Assuming known the properties of the reference system, we can calculate the G function as 
follows 

Go(r) = ln [go(r)e.B<I>o(r)J - ro(r) + ~h6(r) . (5.iv:3) 

The reference HNC /H2 (RHNC /H2) approximation is then 

(5.iv:4) 

An expression for the free energy functional can be obtained turning on the potential cp( r) 
in two stages: first, from the noninteracting state to the reference potential c/Jo ( r) and then from 
there to the full potential cp( r). To this end we write 

(5.iv:5) 

with ll.cp( r) = cp( r) - c/Jo ( r). Following the same steps as in [59] we obtain for the excess free 
energy per particle 

(5.iv:6) 

where the first two terms were already encountered in section i 

!3!1 ~p J dr {l+ g(r) [in (g(r).!.P(r)) - 1]- h2 (r)/2 + h3 (r)/6} (5.iv:7) 

l J dk A A 

2p (21r)3 {ph(k) -ln[l + ph(k)]} (5.iv:8) 

The third term is assumed known 

{3! (0) = -~ j d {
1 

dÀ G( . À O) 8g(r; Ào, O) = f3(f(O) _ f(o) _ f(o)) 
3 2 p r J o o r' o' a Ào l 2 ' 

(5.iv:9) 
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here j(O} is the excess free energy per particle of the reference system and f~o), JJ0
) are defined 

as in equations (5.iv:7), (5.iv:8) for the reference potential and its corresponding correlation 
functions. The last term is 

l j (1 8g(r; l, Àl) 
(3D.f3 = - 2p dr lo dÀ1 G(r; l, Àl) BÀ

1 
(5.iv:l0) 

According to our proposal, G is insensitive to a change in potential from </>o to <f>. We may then 
approximate this last term as follows 

f3l:!..fa"' -~p j drGo(r)[g(r)- go(r)J . (5.iv:ll) 

Now that we have the free energy we may consider it as a functional ofboth h(r) and Go(r) 
and take its variation with respect to these functions. We find, 

[3 Of"zc = ~p j dr { c(r) - h(r) + h2 (r )/2 +In [g(r ).!~(r) ]- Go(r)} Oh(r) -

~p j dr[g(r) - go(r)JOGo(r) . (5.iv:12) 

It follows that the free energy is minimized when both the RHNC/H2 closure (equation (5.iv:4)) 
is satisfied and when the following constraint 

j dr[g(r) - go(r)JOGo(r) =O , (5.iv:l3) 

is fulfilled. 
Taking the second functional derivative of fexc with respect to h(r) we find that also this 

free energy is a strictly convex functional of the total correlation function. This property was 
lacking in the RHNC theory and constitutes the main feature of the RHNC /H2 closure. As 
already stressed in section ii.l it ensures that ifa solution to the integrai equation exists it has 
to be unique. 

The constraint, as for RHNC, gives a certain thermodynamic consistency to the theory (see 
[59]). If we choose a reference potential <f>o(r) = <f>o(r; a, E) which depends on some length and 
energy parameters a and E, the optimum values of the parameters that minimize the free energy 
can be determined by the constraint (5.iv:l3) which becomes 

J 8Go(r) 
dr[g(r) - go(r)] Ba =O , (5.iv:14) 

an d 

J 8Go(r) 
dr[g(r) - go(r)] BE =O , (5.iv:15) 

However, neither the hard-sphere pseudo bridge functions nor some empirical attempt to 
model the unknown function via a Yukawa function provided useful results. 

iv .1.1 Results from the RHN C /H2 approximation 

For the Lennard-Jones fluid near its triple point (p* = 0.85 and T* = 0.719) we tried to mimic 
the G function with a Yukawian. We chose 

e-r/À 
Go(r) = -A-- , 

r 
(5.iv:16) 
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where A and À are two positive constants. Setting ,\ equal to the first minimum of the pair 
distribution function obtained from a molecular dynamics simulation [73] (.\ ~ 1.5), we varied 
A to fit the excess internai energy obtained in the simulation [81] (uexc /(N E) = -6.12). The 
resulting value forA was around 124. The values of the pressure and of the bulk modulus did 
not match with the ones of the simulation and the pair distribution function had a lower first 
peak and the successive peaks shifted forward respect to the g(r) of the simulation as is shown 
in figure 5.10. 
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FIGURE 5.10: Comparison of the pair distribution function computed from the RHNC/H2 
with a yukawian G function and from a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, fora Lennard-
Jones fiuid at p* = 0.85 and T* = 0.719. 

iv.2 Optimized HNC/H3 approximation 

For T= O HNC/H3 reduces to HNC/H2. For T> O the first peak ofthe pair distribution function 
is dumped respect to the one of the pair distribution function calculated with HNC/H2. For 
T < O the first peak increases giving in generai a better fit to the simulation data. 

In figure 5.11 we compare the pair distribution function of the Lennard-Jones fluid near its 
triple point, calculated with a molecular dynamic simulation [73], the HNC /H2 approximation, 
the approximation HNC/H3 with T= -0.203 (at lower values of T Zerah' s algorithm would fail 
to converge), and the approximation HNC/H3 with T= -0.1 (when the generating functional 
of HNC/H3 is stili strictly convex). As we can see HNC/H3 fits the simulation data better than 
HNC/H2 even if the first peak is stili slightly displaced to the left of the simulation data, a well 
known problem of the HNC approximation [58]. 

The best results are given by HNC /H3 with T = -0.203. Note that the HNC /H3 generating 
functional at this value of T is not strictly convex (strict convexity is lost for T ;S -1/9). The 
first peak of the static structure factor is at ka ~ 6.75 and has a magnitude of 2.41, a quite low 
value fora liquid near the triple point. We have calculated the pressure and the internai energy. 
We found {3Pjp ~ 3.87 and uexc/(NE) ~ -5.72 (very dose to the HNC results f3P/p ~ 3.12 and 
uexc /(N E) ~ -5.87) to be compared with the simulation results [81] 0.36 and -6.12 respectively. 
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FIGURE 5.11: Comparison of the pair distribution function of a Lennard-Jones fluid at 
p* = 0.85 an d T* = O. 719 computed from the molecular dynamic (MD) simulation of Verlet, 
the HNC/H2 approximation, and the HNC/H3 approximation. For HNC/H3 we present 
results obtained setting 'Y = -0.1 (when the generating functional of the approximation is 
stili strictly convex) and 'Y = -0.203 (which gives the best fit possible to the simulation data 
but does not ensure the strict convexity of the generating functional). 

The bulk moduli are Be ~ 11.74 and Bp ~ 36.61 which shows that at the chosen value of 1 
we do not have the thermodynamic consistency virial-compressibility and we do not improve on 
HNC inconsistency (using HNC we find Be~ 7.09 and Bp ~ 32.72). 

iv .3 Functionals of -y 

Often in the numerica! solution of the OZ + closure integrai equation use is made of the auxiliary 
function 1(r) = h(r)- c(r). Suppose that the closure relation can be written as 

(5.iv:17) 

where W is a function of a function. 
We want to translate the integrai equation into a variational principle involving functionals 

of 1 ( r). Then we introduce a closure functional :Fcl [T] su eh t ha t 

b":Fcl[T] = w{ ( )} 
81( r) l r (5.iv:18) 

and an OZ functional Foz,eb] such that, when c(r) and 1(r) satisfy the OZ equation, we have 

b":Foz,e[T] _ 2 ( ) 

81(r) -p c r (5.iv:19) 

Then when both the closure and the OZ relations are satisfied, the functional :F =Fez+ Foz,e 
is stationary with respect to variations of 1(r), i.e. 

(5.iv:20) 
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This is the variational principle sought. 
We want now find Foz,c· The OZ equation in k space is 

pè2(k) + fli(k)è(k)- i'(k) =o . (5.iv:21) 

When we solve it for è we find two solutions 

(5.iv:22) 

where r(k) = Pi'(k) is always positive since 

"2 "2 
A 2" 2 h 2 h r = p hè = p " = p -- , l+ ph S(k) 

(5.iv:23) 

S(k) being the liquid static structure factor which is positive definite for all k. Since è(k) is 
a function which oscillates around O, where è is negative we have to choose the solution with 
the minus sign, where it is positive the one with the plus sign. In particular if the isothermal 
compressibility of the liquid xr, is smaller than the one of the ideal gas x~, we have that 

è(O) = ~ (1 - x~) < o , 
P XT 

(5.iv:24) 

and we have to start with the minus sign. 
The functional we are looking for is then (see equation (30) in [67] with the constant set 

equal to zero) 

Foz,c[-y] = { dt j dr-y(r) j (:~3 ieik-r [ -ti'(k) + sc(k)..jt2i'2 (k) + 4ti'(k)] , (5.iv:25) 

where sc(k) is +l when è(k) ~O and -1 when è(k) <O. Rearranging the integrals and making 
the change of variable y = tr we find 

l J dk rt(k) 
Foz,cb] = 2 (21r)3 lo dy ( -y + sc(k)y'y2 + 4y) 

J (:~ 3 { -f'2/4+ Sc(k) [ (1 +f'/2) v,.--(l_+_f_/2-)2---1 

- ln (l + i' /2 + V (l + Ì' /2) 
2 

- l)) } (5.iv:26) 

If the closure relation was 

(5.iv:27) 

we would have introduced a closure functional Fcl[r] such that 

8Fcl[r] = w{ ( )} 
8')'(r) ì r ' (5.iv:28) 

and an OZ functional Foz,h[r] such that, when h(r) and 1(r) satisfy the OZ equation, we have 

(5.iv:29) 
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To find Foz,h we notice t ha t the OZ equation in k space relating h and i, now is 

ph2 (k) - Pi(k)h(k) - i(k) =O · 

When we solve it for h we find 

We now have, 

h= r ± Jr2 +4r 
2p 

Foz,h['Y] = J (2~3 { t 2 /4+ sh(k) [ (l+ tj2) J (l+ tj2 r -l 

-In (l+ t /2 + J (l+ t /2) 
2

- l)]} 

(5.iv:30) 

(5.iv:31) 

(5.iv:32) 

where sh(k) is +l when h(k) > O and -1 when h(k) ~O. Note that since hc ~O (see (5.iv:23)) 
we must have sh =Se. 

The second functional derivative of Foz,h is 

(5.iv:33) 

which shows that due to the presence of the sign sh the functional Foz,h is neither convex 
nor concave. Thus, any check of the convexity properties of generating functionals of the ')'( r) 
function should be done on the full functional. 

v Conclusions 

In this chapter we have analyzed the relations between generating functionals, thermodynamic 
consistency and uniqueness of the solution of the integrai equations of liquid state theory. We 
think that the requirement of deriving from a free energy and the uniqueness of the solution are 
two important ingredients to enforce in the quest for better closures. The former requirement is 
of course crucial to get virial-energy consistency. Buti t is also important to get integrai equations 
able to provide a closed formula for the chemical potential without additional approximations. 
This last issue looks highly desirable for applications of IET to the determination of phase 
diagrams. The latter is certainly a useful constraint from the numerica! point of view but it is 
also a very strong condition, probably able to avoid some non physical behavior in the coexistence 
region, although this point would deserve further investigation. Most of the existing closures fail 
to satisfy the condition of uniqueness of the solution. Among them, only the Optimized Random 
Phase Approximation by Andersen and Chandler [70, 82] satisfies both constraints although they 
were not used in the originai derivation of the approximation. One obvious question is whether 
the enforcement of these constraints automatically results in improved closures. 

In this work, we have started an exploration of the capabilities of the combined requirement 
of consistency and uniqueness, starting with simple modifications to the HNC closure, corre-
sponding to the addition of a square and a cubie power of h(r) in the HNC functional. We found 
a couple of approximations (HNC/H2 and HNC/H3), which have built in the virial-free energy 
thermodynamic consistency and have a unique solution. 
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We numerically tested these closures on inverse power and the Lennard-Jones fluid. From 
the tests on the inverse power potential fluids one can see that the HNC/H2 approximation 
is comparable t o HN C for the thermodynamic quantities and performs worst t han RY an d 
even HNC for structural properties. The tests on the Lennard-Jones fluid revealed as this 
approximation does not suffer from the presence of a termination line (present in HNC and 
almost all the existing closures). This allowed us t o follow isotherms from the low density 
to the high density region and this behavior would be very useful in the study of the phase 
coexistence. However, the thermodynamic results show only a marginai improvement on HNC 
and the structure is definitely worse. 

Our trials to improve HNC/H2 in the same spirit of the modified HNC approaches did not 
succeed. We feel that the main reason is in the difficulty of modeling the real bridge functions 
through a polynomial in the function h(r). In this respect, approaches based on generating 
functionals depending on the indirect correlation function 1'( r) look more promising but we 
have not tried them yet. 

Much better results for the structure are found with HNC/H3 as is shown in figure 5.11. 
However, probably for the same reasons just discussed, one has to renounce to have an approx-
imation with a strictly convex generating functional depending on h( r). The thermodynamics 
reproduced by HNC /H3 is not yet satisfactory: due to the slight left shift of the main peak of the 
g( r) the calculated pressure misses the simula t io n result. Nonetheless the presence of the free 
parameter 1' in HNC /H3 leaves open the possibility of imposing the thermodynamic consistency 
virial-compressibility. If the value of the parameter needed to have the consistency is bigger t han 
-1/ [3 su p g ( r)] then we would ha ve an approximation w hich is completely thermodynamically 
consistent and have a unique solution. This strategy may eventually lead to discover that the 
price we have to pay to have a completely thermodynamically consistent approximation is the 
loss of strict convexity of the generating functional. 



Chapter 6 

Stability of the iterative solutions of 
integrai equations as one phase 
freezing criterion 

A recently proposed connection between the threshold for the stability of the iterative solution 
of integrai equations for the pair correlation functions of a classica! fluid and the structural in-
stability of the corresponding real fl uid is carefully analyzed. Direct calculation of the Lyapunov 
exponent of the standard iterative solution of HNC and PY integrai equations for the lD hard 
rods fluid shows the same behavior observed in 3D systems. Since no phase transition is allowed 
in such lD system, our analysis shows that the proposed one phase criterion, at least in this 
case, fails. We argue that the observed proximity between the numerica! and the structural 
instability in 3D originates from the enhanced structure present in the fluid but, in view of the 
arbitrary dependence on the iteration scheme, it seems uneasy to relate the numerica! stability 
analysis to a robust one-phase criterion for predicting a thermodynamic phase transition. 

i lntroduction 

When studying the structure and thermodynamics of classica! fluids one is often faced with 
the task of solving the nonlinear integrai equation which stems out of the combination of the 
Ornstein-Zernike equation and an approximate relation between pair potential and correlation 
functions ( the closure) [12]. Integrai equations can be generally written in the form 

(6.i:l) 

w h ere ')'( r) E S may be the total correla t io n function h ( r), the direct correlation function c( r), 
or a combination of the two, S is a set of a metric space of functions, and A : S -7 S is a non 
linear operator mapping S into itself. 

N umerical analysis of integrai equations suggests the use of the following combination 

')'(r) = h(r)- c(r) (6.i:2) 

since ')' is a much smoother function than h or c, especially in the core region. 
It has been pointed out by Malescio et. al. [83-85] that, amongst the different numerica! 

schemes that o ne may choose to sol ve ( 6.i: l), the simple iterative scheme of P i card plays a special 
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role. Picard scheme consists in generating successive approximations to the solution through 
the relationship 

(6.i:3) 

starting from some initial value !o. If the sequence of successive approximations {l'n} converges 
toward a value 1'*, then 1'* is a fixed point for the operator A, i.e. it is a solution of Eq. (6.i:l), 
ì* = Aì*. Banach' s fixed point theorem (see chapter l in [86] especially theorem LA) states 
that, given an operator A: S ---t S, where S is a closed nonempty set in a complete metric space, 
the simple iteration (6.i:3) may converge toward the only fixed point in S (A is k contractive) or 
it may not converge (A is non expansive). So the simple iterative method can be used to signal 
a fundamental change in the properties of the underlying operator. 

The operator A will in generai depend on the thermodynamic state of the fluid. In order 
to determine the properties of the operator at a given state we can proceed as follows. First, 
we find the fixed point 1'* using a numerica! scheme (more refined then Picard' s) capable of 
converging in the high density region. Next, we perturb the fixed point with an arbitrary initial 
perturbation <>o ( r) so that 

(6.i:4) 

where we have introduced the Floquet matrix M. Now 81 = M80 may be considered as the new 
perturbation. We then generate the succession {<>n} where 

(6.i:5) 

If the succession converges to zero then the operator A is k contractive, if i t diverges the operator 
is non expansive. Mal esci o et. al. call {<>n} fìctitious dynamics an d associate to the resulting fate 
of the initial perturbation the nature of the structural equilibrium of the fluid. If the succession 
converges to zero they say that the fluid is structurally stable and structurally unstable otherwise. 
We will call Pinst the density where the transition between a structurally stable and unstable 
fluid occurs. 

Following Malescio et. al. i t is possible to define a measure for the structural stability of the 
system as follows. We define 

( 6.i:6) 

where l!f(r)!l = V"L./:'=~ 1 f 2(ri) is the norm of a function f defined over a mesh of N points. We 
assume that the norm of the perturbation depends exponentially on the number of iterations 

( 6.i:7) 

where À is the Lyapunov exponent related to the fictitious dynamics. Then one can write the 
average exponential stretching of initially nearby points as 

(

n-1 ) 
À = lim !. log2 II si 

n-+oo n 
i=O 

(6.i:8) 

Malescio et. al. have calculated the dependence of À on the density for various simple 
three dimensionai liquids ( and various closures): hard spheres [83], Yukawa, inverse power an d 
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Lennard-Jones potentials [84]. Forali these systems they found that À increases with the density 
and the density at which À becomes positive, Pinst, falls dose to the freezing density P! of the 
fluid system. This occurrence lead them to propose this kind of analysis as a one-phase criterion 
to predict the freezing transition of a dense fluid and to estimate P!· However, we think that 
there are some practical and conceptual diffi.culties with such one-phase criterion. 

First of ali, it does not depend only on the closure adopted but also on the kind of algorithm 
used to solve the integrai equation. Indeed, different algorithms give different Pinst and Malescio 
et. al. choose to use as instability threshold for their criterion the one obtained using Picard 
algorithm, thus giving to it a special status. However, it is hard to understand why the particular 
algorithm adopted in the solution of the integrai equation should be directly related to a phase 
boundary. 

Moreover, one would expect t ha t the estimate of Pinst would improve in connection with 
improved closures. This is not the case, a t least in the one component hard sphere fl uid. 

Even a more serious doubt about the validity of the proposed criterion comes from its 
behavior in one dimensionai systems. In this chapter we present the same Lyapunov exponent 
analysis on a system of hard rods in one dimension treated using either the Percus-Yevick (PY) 
or the hypernetted chain (HNC) approximations. What we find is that the Lyapunov exponent 
as a function of density has the same behavior as that for the three dimensionai system (hard 
spheres): it becomes positive beyond a certain Pinst· Since it is known [10] that a one dimensionai 
fluid of hard rods does not have a phase transition, our result sheds some doubts on the validity 
of the proposed criterion. 

ii Technical details 

As numerica! scheme to cale ula te the fixed point we used Zerah' s algorithm [7 4] for the three 
dimensionai systems and a modified iterative method for the hard rods in one dimension. In the 
modified iterative method input and output are mixed at each iteration 

!'n+l = Amix!'n = aAf'n + (1 - a)!n (6.ii:1) 

where a is a real parameter O < a < l. Note that while for a non expansive operator A the 
P i card iterative method ( 6.i:3) needs not converge, o ne can prove convergence results on an 
Hilbert space for the modified iterative method with fixed a (see proposition 10.16 in [86]). In 
all the computations we used a uniform grid of N = 1024 points with a spacing 8r = 0.025. 
Generally, we observed a marginai increase of Pinst by lowering N. 

A method to find a Lyapunov exponent, equivalent but more accurate than the one of 
Malescio et. al. (6.i:8), goes through the diagonalization of the Floquet matrix. Note that in 
generai this matrix is non symmetric, thus yielding complex eigenvalues. A Lyapunov exponent 
can then be defined as [87] 

>.' = log [ IDf" ( ,jer'f + ei'f)] (6.ii:2) 

where eri and eii are respectively the real and imaginary part of the i-th eigenvalue. In our 
numerica! computations we always used recipe (6.ii:2) to calculate the Lyapunov exponents since 
it is explicitly independent from the choice of an initial perturbation. 

W e constructed the Floquet matrix in the following way [88]. In a Picard iteration we start 
from ')'(r) we calculate c(r) from the closure approximation, we calculate its Fourier transform 
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c(k), we calcuiate ,:Y(k) from the OZ equation, and fi.nally we anti transform i' to get ì'(T). For 
exampie for a three dimensionai system a PY iteration in discrete form can be written as follows 

(1 +li) (e-,8</>i- l) 

4 b N-1 
~.T L Ti sin(kjTi)Ci 

J i=1 

pcJ 1 ( 1 - pcj) 
bk N-1 

27r2T· L kj sin(kjTi)i'j 
't j=1 

(6.ii:3) 

(6.ii:4) 

(6.ii:5) 

(6.ii:6) 

where Ti= ibT are the N mesh points in T space, kj = jòk are the N mesh points in k space, with 
òk = 1rj(NòT), Ci= c(Ti), ìi =!(Ti), ci= c(kj), ii= ,:Y(kj), and </Ji = <jJ(Ti) is the interparticle 
potentiai calcuiated on the grid points. The Fioquet matrix will then be 

(6.ii:7) 

where 

n1 = f>os(kmr!) [ 1 ~~ + ( 1 ~~rJ ( 6.ii:8) 

The HNC case can be obtained repiacing in (6.ii:7) [exp( -/3</Jj) -l] with [exp( -/3</Ji +ìj) -l] 
and the Martynov Sarkisov (MS) [61] closure can be impiemented repiacing i t with [exp(- /3</Jj + 
Jl + 2')'j- 1)/ Jl + 2')'j- 1]. 

To derive the expression for the Fioquet matrix valid for the one dimensionai system and 
consistent with a trapezoidai discretization of the integrais, we need to repiace ( 6.ii:4) and ( 6.ii:6) 
with 

(

N-1 ) 
20r ~ cos(kjr;)e; +~Co (6.ii:9) 

òk (N-1 
l ) -:; ~ cos(kjr;)i'j + 2to (6.ii:l0) 

iii Numerica! results 

iii.l Three dimensionai systems 

We have caicuiated the Lyapunov exponent (6.ii:2) as a function of the density for a three 
dimensionai hard spheres fiuid and a Lennard-Jones fiuid at a reduced temperature T* = 2.74, 
using both the PY and the HNC closures. For the hard spheres we have aiso used the MS closure. 
The resuits of the calcuiations are shown in figure 6.1 and 6.2 respectiveiy. In good agreement 
with the resuits of Maiescio et. al. [83, 84], we can see how the siope of the curves starts high at 
Iow densities and decreases rapidiy with p. At high densities the Lyapunov exponent becomes 
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FIGURE 6 .l: W e show the Lyapunov exponent as a function of the packing fraction 7J = 
p1rd3 /6 fora system of three dimensionai hard spheres of diameter d as calculated using the 
PY, the HNC, and the MS closures. 

zero at Pinst· Before reaching the instability threshoid the curves show a rapid change in their 
siope at Pc < Pinst· The insets show a magnification of the region around Pc from which we are 
Iead to conclude that, within the numerica! accuracy of the calcuiations, the siope of the curves 
d>..' /dp undergoes a jump at Pc· 

For the hard spheres fluid we found 'f/inst = Pinst7rd3 /6 of about 0.445 in the PY approxima-
tion, around 0.461 in the HNC approximation, and around 0.543 in the MS approximation. For 
the Lennard-Jones fluid our results were indistinguishabie from those of Maiescio et. al. [84]. 
We found a reduced instability density Pinst around 1.09 in the PY approximation and around 
1.06 in the HNC approximation. 

iii.2 The one dimensionai hard spheres 

We have caicuiated the Lyapunov exponent (6.ii:2) as a function of the density fora one dimen-
sionai hard spheres fluid using both PY and HNC closures. The results of the calcuiation are 
shown in figure 6.3. The curves show the same qualitative behavior as the ones for the three 
dimensionai fluids. 

iii.3 The Floquet matrix 

In figure 6.4 we show a surface piot of the non-zero region of the Fioquet matrix (6.ii:7) as 
caicuiated for the three dimensionai hard spheres fluid in HNC approximation at 'fJ = 0.3. As 
we approach the criticai density the peaks near i = l accentuate themseives. This suggests that 
the trace of the transition of operator A from k contractive to nonexpansive can be found in a 
locai change of the Fioquet matrix. 
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FIGURE 6.2: We show the Lyapunov exponent as a function of the reduced density for a 
Lennard-Jones fluid at a reduced temperature T* = 2.74 as calculated using the PY and 
the HNC closures. 

iv Conclusions 

The fictitious dynamics associateci to the iterative soiution of an integrai equation can signai 
the transition of the map of the integrai equation from k contractive to non expansive. If the 
Lyapunov exponent is negative the map is k contractive, if i t is positive the ma p is non expansive. 

Since it is possibie to modify in an arbitrary way the fictitious dynamics keeping the same 
fixed point, it is difficuit to understand a deep direct connection between the stability properties 
of the map and a one-phase criterion fora thermodynamic transition. 

Admittediy the correiations shown by Maiescio et al. are striking. We caicuiated the Lya-
punov exponent as a function of the density for various fluids (hard spheres in one and three 
dimensions and three dimensionai Lennard-Jones fluid) both in the HNC and PY approxima-
tions. For the three dimensionai fluids the instability density falls dose to the freezing density 
P!· For exampie, the Lennard-Jones fluid studied with HNC shouid undergo a freezing tran-
sition at p* ~ 1.06 or at p* ~ 1.09, if studied with PY , rather dose to the freezing density 
Pj ~ 1.113. For hard spheres Pinst is about 10% smaller than pj rv 0.948. The Hansen-Veriet 
"ruie" states that a simpie fluid freezes when the maximum of the structure factor is about 2.85 
[9]. According to this ruie the three dimensionai hard spheres fluid studied with HNC shouid 
undergo a freezing transition at p~ 1.01 whiie when studied with PY the transition shouid be 
at p~ 0.936. The corresponding estimates obtained through Pinst' 0.879 (HNC) and 0.850 (PY) 
are poorer and, more important, are not consistent with the well known better performance of 
PY in the case of hard spheres. 

In one dimension, a fluid of hard spheres (hard rods), cannot undergo a phase transition [10]. 
From Fig. 6.3 we see that the system still becomes structurally unstabie. This can be expiained 
by observing that the structurai stability as defined by Maiescio et. al. is a property of the map 
A and in particular of the aigorithm used to get soiution of the integrai equation under study. 
As such, it is not directiy reiated to the thermodynamic properties even at the approximate Ievei 
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FIGURE 6.3: We show the Lyapunov exponent as a function of the reduced density fora 
one dimensionai fluid of hard spheres as calculated using the PY and the HNC closures. 
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FIGURE 6.4: We show a surface plot of the Floquet matrix (6.ii:7) calculated for three 
dimensionai hard spheres in HNC approximation at 1J = 0.3. The matrix was generated 
using N = 256 grid points but only the region significantly di:fferent from zero is shown. 

of the theory ( there is no direct relation between the contractiveness properties of A and the 
thermodynamics). It looks more reasonable t ha t the increase of the correlations would be the 
common origin of the numerica! instability of the Picard iteration and, whenever it is possible, 
of thermodynamic phase transitions. 



Chapter 7 

Direct correlation functions of the 
Widom-Rowlinson model 

In this chapter we calculate, through Monte Carlo numerica! simulations, the partial total and 
direct correlation functions of the three dimensionai symmetric Widom-Rowlinson mixture. We 
find that the differences between the partial direct correlation functions from simulation and 
from the Percus-Yevick approximation (calculated analytically by Ahn and Lebowitz) are well 
fitted by Gaussians. We provide an analytical expression for the fit parameters as function of 
the density. We also present Monte Carlo simulation data for the direct correlation functions of 
a couple of non additive hard sphere systems to discuss the modifi.cation induced by finite like 
diameters. 

i Introduction 

Fluid binary mixtures may exhibit the phenomenon of phase separation. The simplest system 
able to undergo a demixing phase transition is the model introduced by Widom and Rowlinson 
some years ago [89]. Consider a binary mixture of non-additive hard spheres. This is a fluid 
made of hard spheres of specie l of diameter R11 and number density P1 and hard spheres 
of specie 2 of diameter R22 an d number density p2, with a pair interaction potential between 
species i and j that can be written as follows 

(7.i:l) 

where R12 = (Rn + R22 )/2 +a. The Widom-Rowlinson (WR) model is obtained choosing the 
diameters of the spheres equal to O, 

Rn = R22 =O , (7.i:2) 

so that there is no interaction between like spheres and there is a hard core repulsion of diameter 
a between unlike spheres. The symmetry of the system induces the symmetry of the unlike 
correlations [h12(r) = h21(r), c12(r) = c21(r)]. The WR model has been studied in the past by 
exact [90] and approximate [53, 91-93] methods and it has been shown that it exhibits a phase 
transition at high density. More recently, additional studies have appeared and theoretical 
predictions have been confirmed by Monte Carlo (MC) computer simulations [94-99] 
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In this chapter we will study the three dimensionai symmetric Widom-Rowlinson mixture 
for which Pl = P2 = p/2, where p is the total number density of the fluid, and 

hu(r) 

eu (r) 
(7.i:3) 
(7 .i:4) 

Moreover we know from (7.i:l) that the partial pair correlation function 9ij = hij +l must obey 

9ij(r) =O for r < Rij . (7.i:5) 

Our main goal is to focus on the direct correla t io n functions (d cf) of the WR model as a 
simplified prototype of non-additive hard spheres (NAHS) systems. The reasons to focus on 
the dcf's is twofold: on the one hand, they are easier functions to model and fit. On the other 
hand, they play a centrai role in approximate theories like the Percus-Yevick approximation or 
mean spherical approximation (MSA) [12]. We hope that a better understanding of the dcf's 
properties in the WR model, could help in developing accurate analytical theories for the N AHS 
systems. 

We calculate through Monte Carlo simulations the like gi~c)(r) and unlike gi~c)(r) pair 
distribution functions for a system large enough to allow a meaningful determination of the 
correspondent partial direct correlation functions ci~c)(r) and ci~c)(r), using the Ornstein-
Zernike equation (12]. W e compare the results for the unlike direct correlation function with the 
results of the Percus-Yevick (PY) analytic solution found by Ahn and Lebowitz [53, 91]. In the 
same spiri t as the work of Grundke an d Henderson for a mixture of additive hard spheres (100], 

· c (MC) c ) (MC)( ) (PY)( ) we propose a fit for the funct10ns Ll11 ( r) = c11 ( r) and Ll12 ( r = c12 r - c12 r . 
At the end of the chapter we also show the results from two Monte Carlo simulations on a 

mixture of non-additive hard spheres with equal diameter spheres Rn = R22 = R12/2 and on 
one with different diameter spheres R 11 =O and R 22 = R 12 to study the effect of non zero like 
diameters on the WR dcf's. 

ii Monte Carlo simulation and PY solution 

The Monte Carlo simulation was performed with a standard NVT Metropolis algorithm [14] 
using N = 4000 particles. Linked lists (14] have been used to reduce the computational cost. 
We generally used 5.2 x 108 Monte Carlo steps where one step corresponds to the attempt to 
move a single particle. The typical CPU t ime for each density was around 20 hours ( runs a t 
higher densities took longer t han runs a t smaller densities) o n a Compaq AlphaServer 4100 
5/533. 

W e run the simulation of WR model a t 6 different densities p = pa3 = 0.287 48, 0.4, 0.45, 
0.5, 0.575, and 0.65. Notice that the most recent computer simulation calculations (96, 97] give 
consistent estimates of the criticai density around 0.75. Our data at the highest density (0.65) 
are consistent with a one phase system. 

The Monte Carlo simulation returned the 9ij ( r) over a range not less t han 9.175a for the 
densest system. In all the studied cases the pair distribution functions attained their asymptotic 
value well inside the maximum distance they were evaluated. Thus, it has been possible to obtain 
accurate Fourier transforms of the correlation functions [hij(k)]. To obtain the Cij(r) we used 
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Ornstein-Zernike equation as follows 

eu (k) 
hu(k) [l+ ~hu(k)]- ~hi2 (k) 

[l+ ~hu(k)] 2 - [~h12(k)] 2 

ht2 ( k) 

(7.ii:l) 

(7.ii:2) 

From the hij(k) and Cij(k) we get the difference 'Yij(k) = hij(k) - Cij(k) which is the Fourier 
transform of a continuous function in real space. So it is safe to transform back in real space [to 
get 'Yij(r)]. Finally, the dcf's are obtained from the differences hij(r) -')'ij(r). 

While for a system of non-additive hard sphere in three dimensions a closed form solution 
to the PY approximation is stili lacking, Ahn and Lebowitz have found an analytic solution of 
this approximation for the WR model (in o ne an d three dimensions). 

The PY approximation consists of the assumption t ha t Cij ( r) does not extend beyond the 
range of the potential 

Cij(r) =O for r > Rij . (7.ii:3) 

Combining this with the exact relation (7.i:5) and using the Ornstein-Zernike equation we are 
left with a set of equations for Cij(r) and 9ij(r) which have been solved analytically by Ahn and 
Lebowitz. 

Their solution is parameterized by a parameter z0 • They introduce the following two func-
tions of zo (which can be written in terms of elliptic integrals of the first and third kind) 

roo dz 
lzo zyfz3 + 4z/zo- 4 ' 

(7 .ii:4) 

roo dz 
lzo yfz3 + 4z/zo- 4 ' 

(7.ii:5) 

and define zo in terms of the partial densities p1 and P2 as follows 

(12/2)3 
1J = 27r vfriliJi = . cos 1t 

(7.ii:6) 

They then define the following functions (note that in the last equality of equation (3.76) in [53] 
there is a misprint) 

2 l+Y 

(7 .ii:7) 

(7.ii:8) 

where Y = (2k/ 12 ) 2 • 

We also realized that some other misprint should be present in the Ahn and Lebowitz paper 
since we have found empirically that the PY solution (with k in units of a) should be given by 

C12(k) = C12 (ks) , (7.ii:9) 
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where s is a scale parameter to be determined as follows 

- 1/3 s = -[h12(r =O)] . (7.ii:l0) 

Notice that for the symmetric case p1 = p2 = p/2 and 'fJ = 1rp = 0.90316 ... we find zo = l and 
s =l. 

In Figs. 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 we show three cases corresponding to the extreme and one inter-
mediate density. In the figures, we compare the MC simulation data with the PY solution for 
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FIGURE 7.1: Top panel: partial direct correlation functions obtained from the Monte Carlo 
simulation (points) with the c~~Y) ( r) obtained from the PY approximation (line) a t a density 
pci = 0.28748. Bottom panel: partial pair distribution functions obtained from the Monte 
Carlo simulation compared with the ones obtained from the PY approximation at the same 
density. The open circles and the dashed line: the like correlation functions. Closed circles 
and the continuous line: the unlike correlation functions. 

the partial pair distribution functions and the partial direct correlation functions. Our results 
for the partial pair distribution functions at pa3 = 0.65 are in good agreement with the ones of 
Shew and Yethiraj [96]. The figures show how the like correlation functions obtained from the 
PY approximation are the ones that differ most from the MC simulation data. The difference is 
more marked in a neighborhood of r = O and becomes more pronounced as the density increases. 

In Fig. 7.4 we also show the results for the partial direct correlation function in k space a t 
a density pa3 = 0.28748. 
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FIGURE 7.2: Same as in Fig. 7.1 at a density pa3 = 0.4. 

iii Fit of the data 
From the simulations we found t ha t cgfc) ( r) < 8 x 10-3 for r > a a t all the densities studi ed. 
This allows us to say that .6.~2 (r) ~O for r >a. Moreover we found that both .6.~ 2 (r) for r <a, 
and .6.~ 1 ( r) are very well fitted by Gaussians 

bu exp[-au(r + du)2] for all r >O, 
b12 exp[ -a12r2] for O < r < a, 

(7.iii:1) 
(7.iii:2) 

In Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 we show the behaviors of the parameters of the best fit (7.iii:1) and (7.iii:2), 
with density. In order to check the quality of the fit, we did not use the data at p= 0.45 in the 
determination of the parameters. The points for a12 and b12 are well fitted by a straight line or 
a parabola. As shown in Fig. 7.5 the best parabolae are 

a12 (p) 0.839 + 0.096{5 - 1.287 p2 , 
b12(f5) = -0.155 + 0.759{5- 0.159p2 

(7.iii:3) 
(7.iii:4) 

Fig. 7.6 shows how the parameters for Llh (r) are much more scattered and hard to fit. The 
quartic polynomial going through the five points, for each coe:fficient, are 

au (p) 
bu (p) 
du (p) 

-55.25 + 504.8{5 - 1659.{52 + 2364.{53 - 1236.pi 
171.4 - 1556.p + 5166.{52 - 7421.{53 + 3906~t 
128.9- 1144.{5 + 3747.p2 - 5328.p3 + 2782.pi 

(7 .iii:5) 
(7.iii:6) 
(7.iii:7) 
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FIGURE 7.3: Same as in Fig. 7.1 at a density po:3 = 0.65. 
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FIGURE 7.4: We compare the partial direct correlation function in k space obtained from 
the Monte Carlo simulation (with superscript MC) with the one obtained from the PY 
approximation (with superscript PY) at a density po:3 = 0.28748. 

The di:fficulty in finding a good fit for these parameters may be twofold: first we are fitting 
Ll~ 1 ( r) with a three (instead of two) parameters curve and second the partial pair distribution 
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FIGURE 7.5: We plot, for five different values of the density, the parameters a12 (diagonal 
crosses) and b12 (starred crosses) ofthe best Gaussian fit (7.iii:2) to ~i2 (r) for r <a, and fit 
them with parabolae (lines). The parameters at pa3 = 0.45 where not used for the parabolic 
fit and give an indication of the quality of the fit. 

functions obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation are less accurate in a neighborhood of the 
origin (due to the reduced statistics there ). This inaccuracy is amplified in the process of finding 
the partial direct correlation functions. Such inaccuracy will no t affect significantly ~~2 ( r) w hich 
has a derivative very dose or equal to zero near the origin, but it will significantly affect Llfl (r) 
w hich is very steep near the origin. 

In order to estimate the quality of the fit we have used the simulation data at p = 0.45. 
From Fig. 7.5 we can see how the para bo li c fit is a very good o ne. In Fig. 7.6 the point at 
p= 0.45 gives an indication of the accuracy of the quartic fit. We have also compared the pair 
distribution and direct correlation functions obtained from the fit with those from MC: both the 
like and unlike distribution functions are well reproduced while there is a visible discrepancy in 
the dcf from the origin up to r = 0.5a. However we expect that moving on the high density or 
low density regions (where the quartic polynomial becomes more steep) the quality ofthe fit will 
get worst. In particular the predicted negative values for a11 , in those regions, are completely 
unphysical and the fit should not be used to extrapolate beyond the range 0.28 < p < 0.65. 

iv From WR to non additive hard spheres 

In order to see how the structure, and in particular the dcf's of the Widom-Rowlinson model 
change as one switches on the spheres diameters we have made two additional Monte Carlo 
simulations. In the first one we chose Pl = P2 = 0.65/ Rf2 and Ru = R22 = R12/2. The 
resulting partial pair distribution functions and partial direct correlation functions are shown 
in Fig. 7. 7. From a comparison with Fig. 7.3 we see how in this case the switching on of the 
like diameters causes both c12 ( r) for r < R12 and g12 ( r) for r > R12 to approach r = R12 with 
a slope dose to zero. 

In the second simulation we chose Pl = P2 = 0.65/ Rf2 and Ru = O, R22 = R12· The 
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FIGURE 7.6: We plot, for five different values of the density, the parameters a 11 , bu and du 
(stars) of the best Gaussian fit (7.iii:l) to ~h(r), and draw the quartic polynomial (lines) 
through them. The parameters at pa3 = 0.45 where not used to determine the quartic 
polynomial and give an indication of the quality of the fit. 

resulting partial pair distribution functions and partial direct correlation functions are shown 
in Fig. 7.8. From a comparison with Fig. 7.3 we see how in this case the switching on of the 
like diameters causes bot h 911 (O) an d c11 (O) to increase, an d c12 ( r) t o lose the nearly zero slope 
at r =O. As in the previous case 912(r) for r > R12 approaches r = R12 with a slope dose to 
zero. The like 22 correlation functions for r > R12 vary over a range comparable to the one over 
w hich vary the like 11 correla t io n functions of the WR model. 

For both these cases there is no analytic solution of the PY approximation available and 
a better understanding of the behavior of the direct correlation functions may help in finding 
approximate expressions [52]. 

v Conclusions 

In this chapter we have evaluated the direct correlation functions of a Widom-Rowlinson mixture 
at different densities through Monte Carlo simulation and we bave studied the possibility of 
fitting the difference between MC data and the PY dcf's. We found a very good parameterization 
of c12(r) for r < a [see equations (7.iii:2) and (7.iii:3)-(7.iii:4)] and a poorer one for cn(r) 
[see equations (7.iii:1) and (7.iii:5)-(7.iii:7)]. The difficulty in this last case probably arises 
from the necessity of using three parameters [instead of just two needed for parameterizing 
c12 ( r)], although i t cannot be completely excluded some effect of the decreasing precision of the 
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FIGURE 7. 7: Monte Carlo results a t a density p = p1 = p2 = 0.65/ Rr2 for the partial direct 
correlation function ( on top) and the partial pair distribution function (below) of a mixture 
of non additive hard spheres with R11 = R22 = R12 j2. The open circles denote the like 
correlation functions. The closed circles denote the unlike correlation functions. 

simulation data near the origin. 
In the last part of the chapter we have illustrateci with additional Monte Carlo data the 

changes induced in the WR dcf's by a finite size of the excluded volume of like correlations. 
These results are meant to provide a guide in the search of a manageable, simple analytical 
parameterization of the structure of mixtures of non additive hard spheres which is stili not 
available although highly desirable. 
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Chapter 8 

Pressures for a One-Component 
Plasma on a pseudosphere 

The classica! (i.e. non-quantum) equilibrium statistica! mechanics of a two dimensionai one 
component plasma (a system of charged point-particles embedded in a neutralizing background) 
living on a pseudosphere (an infinite surface of constant negative curvature) is considered. In the 
case of a flat space, it is known that, fora one-component plasma, there are several reasonable 
definitions of the pressure, and t ha t some of them are not equivalent to each other. In the present 
chapter, this problem is revisited in the case of a pseudosphere. Generai relations between the 
different pressures are given. At one special temperature, the model is exactly solvable in the 
grand canonica! ensemble. The grand potential and the o ne-body density are calculated in a 
disk, and the thermodynamic limit is investigated. The generai relations between the different 
pressures are checked on the solvable model. 

We study the ergodicity of a classica! finite dynamical system moving in a connected and 
compact domain of a pseudosphere. In particular we derive a condition on its potential and 
kinetic energy sufficient for the system to be ergodic. We discuss the existence and uniqueness 
of the grand canonica! Gibbs distribution as the limi t distribution for the system with an infinite 
number of particles. We consider the special case of the one component Coulomb plasma on 
a pseudosphere and prove the ergodicity of the system obtained by switching off the mutuai 
interaction amongst the particles. 

W e also derive an equation of state for the one component Coulomb plasma on a pseudosphere 
using a field theoretical argument, and argue that the same equation of state holds for the same 
system on a large class of Riemannian surfaces. 

i Introduction 

This chapter is divided into four parts: in the first part (from subsection i.l to subsection 
iii.l) we study a two dimensionai one component Coulomb plasma (2D OCP) as a dynamical 
system moving in a connected and compact domain of a pseudosphere. In the second part ( from 
subsection iii.2 to subsection iii.6) we compare four different definitions for the pressure of this 
system and derive some generai sum rules. In the third part (section iv) we study a swarm offree 
particles moving on a pseudosphere and coupled to a massive scalar field, a Yukawa field. This 
is a field theoretical description of a system of particles interacting through a screened Coulomb 
potential of the Debye-Yukawa form. When the Yukawa interaction tends to the Coulomb 
interaction the system reduces to a one component Coulomb plasma. In the last part (section 

80 
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v) we sol ve exactly the 2D OCP o n a finite disk of the pseudosphere, in the grand canonica! 
ensemble, at a special temperature. The thermodynamic limit is also investigated and the sum 
rules among the different definitions for the pressure are checked. 

Coulomb systems such as plasmas or electrolytes are made of charged particles interacting 
through Coulomb' s law. The simplest model of a Coulomb system is the one component 
plasma, also called Jellium: an assembly of identica! point charges, embedded in a neutralizing 
uniform background of the opposite sign. Here we consider the classica! (i.e. non quantum) 
equilibrium statistica! mechanics of the one component plasma. Although many features of 
more realistic systems are correctly reproduced, this model has the peculiarity that there are 
several reasonable definitions of its pressure, and some of these definitions are not equivalent to 
each other [101, 102]. 

The two-dimensional version of the one component plasma has been much studied. Provided 
that the Coulomb potential due to a point-charge is defined as the solution of the Poisson 
equation in a two-dimensional world (i.e. is a logarithmic function - ln r of the distance r to that 
point-charge), the two dimensionai o ne component plasma mimics many generic properties of the 
three-dimensional Coulomb systems. Of course, this toy logarithmic model does not describe 
real charged particles, such as electrons, confined on a surface, which nevertheless interact 
through the three dimensionai Coulomb potential 1/r (with the electric field lines coming out 
of the surface). O ne motivation for studying the two dimensionai o ne component plasma is that 
its equilibrium statistica! mechanics is exactly solvable at one special temperature: both the 
thermodynamical quantities and the correlation functions are available [103]. 

How the properties of a system are affected by the curvature ofthe space in which the system 
lives is a question which arises in generai relativity. This is an incentive for studying simple 
models. Thus, the problem of a two dimensionai one component plasma on a pseudosphere has 
been considered [104]. 

For this two dimensionai one component plasma on a pseudosphere, the problem of studying 
and comparing the different possible definitions of the pressure also arises. This is the subject 
of the present chapter. 

A pseudosphere is a non compact Riemannian surface of constant negative curvature. U nlike 
the sphere it has an infinite area and it is not embeddable in the three dimensionai Euclidean 
space. The property of having an infinite area makes it interesting from the point of view of 
Statistica! Physics because one can take the thermodynamic limit on it. 

Riemannian surfaces of negative curvature play a special role in the theory of dynamical 
systems [105]. Hadamard study of the geodesie fl.ow of a point particle on a such surface [106] 
has been of great importance for the future development of ergodic theory and of modern chaos 
theory. In 1924 the mathematician Emil Artin (107] studied the dynamics of a free point particle 
of mass m on a pseudosphere closed at infinity by a refl.ective boundary (a billiard). Artin' s 
billiard belongs to the class of the so called Anosov systems. All Anosov systems are ergodic and 
posses the mixing property [108]. Sinai [109] translated the problem of the Boltzmann-Gibbs gas 
into a study of the by now famous "Sinai' s billiard", which in turn could relate to Hadamard' s 
model of 1898. Recently, smooth experimental versions of Sinai' s billiard have been fabricated 
a t semicond uctor interfaces as arrays of nanometer potential wells an d ha ve opened the new 
field of mesoscopic physics [110]. 

The following important theorem holds for Anosov systems [111],[112]: 

Theorem i.l Let M be a connected, compact, orientable analytic surface which serves as the 
configurational manifold of a dynamical system whose Hamiltonian is H = T+ U. Let the 
dynamical system be closed and its total energy be h. Consider the manifold M defined by 
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the Maupertuis Riemannian metric (ds)2 = 2(h - U)T(dt) 2 on M. If the curvature of M is 
negative everywhere then the dynamical system is an A nosov system an d in particular is ergodic 
on Mh ={h= H}. 

If the dynamical system is composed of N particles, the same conclusions hold, we need only 
require that the curvature be negative when we keep the coordinates of all the particles but anyone 
constant. 

A simple example for the application of this theorem is given by the free asymmetrical top. In 
this case the configurational manifold M is given by the Euler angles if = ( q8, qiP, q'I/J) = ( (}, <p, 'ljJ). 
Since the potential energy U is zero the Maupertuis Riemannian metric is ds2 /(2h) =T dt2 = 
gJJ,vdqJJdqv where the kinetic energy is 

l .2 ·2 • 2 • 2 •• 
T= 2{8 !1 +<p [!3 + (J2 - !3) s1n B] + 'ljJ !3 + <p'ljJ213 cos B} , (8.i:l) 

with h, !2, and !3 the three moments of inertia. The manifold M is then 80(3) with the 
following metric tensor 

l 988 =!h ' 
giPIP : t[J3 + (J2 - !3) sin2 B] 
g,p,p -113 ' 
gip,p = 213 cos (} 

If we calculate the scalar curvature of M, this is w ha t we fin d 

R = .!:__ [4 - I 3] 
!t h (8.i:2) 

We conclude that when 13 > 412 the system is ergodic. This is also shown at the end of section 
37 of [113] where it is said that " ... the top does not at any time return exactly at its originai 
position". 

The chapter has the following structure. In subsection i.l we give a brief description of 
the pseudosphere. In subsection i.2 we introduce the one component Coulomb plasma as a 
dynamical system confined in a connected and compact domain of the pseudosphere. 

We discuss the ergodicity of the system in section ii: we calculate the curvature of M for 
a generai dynamical system with potential energy U. Requiring the curvature to be negative 
we find a disequality containing T and partial derivatives of U whose fulfillment we are able 
to prove for the one component Coulomb plasma with the Coulomb interaction amongst the 
particles switched off. In subsection ii.3 we discuss the thermodynamic limit from the point of 
view of ergodic theory. 

In section iii we compare four different definitions of pressure for the one component plasma 
on the pseudosphere. In subsection iii.l we use the virial theorem to derive an expression for 
the virial pressure of the finite or infinite one component plasma in terms of the one and two 
particle correlation functions. It is known that, due to the presence of an inert background 
without kinetic energy, the tbermal pressure of a flat one component plasma is negative for 
particular values of the temperature [114, 115] (this pathology occurs also in three dimensions). 
A pressure that is always positive is the kinetic pressure which is defined [101, 102] as one would 
define the pressure in the kinetic theory of gases. In subsection iii.2 we show the equivalence 
between the virial pressure and the kinetic pressure for the one component plasma on the 
pseudosphere. In subsection iii.3 we derive a relationship between the thermal pressure and 
the kinetic pressure in the thermodynamic limit (although for usual fluids the thermal pressure 
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and the kinetic pressure are equivalent, in the presence of a background they are different). In 
subsection iii.4 we extend a "contact theorem" proved by Totsuji [116] for the flat one component 
plasma, to the plasma on the pseudosphere. In subsection iii.5 we treat the non neutra! one 
component plasma on the pseudosphere: we review the previous definitions of pressure, define 
the mechanical pressure [101], and determine the relationship between the mechanical pressure 
and the kinetic pressure in the thermodynamic limit. In subsection iii.6 we derive expressions 
of the thermal and mechanical pressures appropriate for the grand canonica! ensemble. These 
will be used in the last section. 

On a pseudosphere since the area of a large domain is of the same order as the area of the 
neighborhood of the boundary, ali the above definitions of pressure depend on the boundary 
conditions. In section iv we show that a bulk pressure independent of the boundary conditions 
can be defined from the Maxwell stress tensor [117, 118] at some point well inside the fluid. We 
derive an equation of state for this Maxwell tensor pressure and show that it holds for the one 
component plasma on a large class of Riemannian surfaces including the piane, the sphere, and 
the pseudosphere. 

In the last section v, we illustrate the generai properties of the o ne component plasma o n 
the pseudosphere at the special value of the Coulombic coupling constant at which ali properties 
can be explicitly and exactly calculated. The grand potential and the one particle density are 
calculated in a disk, and the thermodynamic limit is investigated. The generai relations between 
the different pressures are checked on the solvable model. 

i.l The pseudosphere 

There are a t least three commonly known sets of coordinates t o describe a pseudosphere S. 
The one which render explicit the "similarity" with the sphere is if = ( q1, q2 ) = ( qr, q'P) = 

( r, <p) with r E [O, oo[ and <p E [0, 21r) the metric being, 

(8.i:3) 

Another set of coordinates often used is (r, <p) with r = tanh(r/2). They are the polar 
coordinates of the unitary disk, 

V= {w E <C llwl <l} (8.i:4) 

The metric in terms of this new coordinates is, 

d 2 + 2d 2 ds2 = 4a2 r r <p 
(1 - r2)2 

(8.i:5) 

The unitary disk with such a metric is called the Poincaré disk 1 . 

A third set of coordinates used is (x, y) obtained from (r, <p) through the Cayley transforma-
tion, 

. w+i 
z = x + zy = --.-l+zw 

(8.i:6) 

which establishes a bijective transformation between the unitary disk and the complex half 
p lane, 

1i = { z = x + iy l x E R, y > O} (8.i:7) ------------------------------
1 N o t ice that in this chapter, instead of working with a dimensionless r, we preferred t o work with r = 

2atanh(r/2), so that at small r, the geodesie distance (8.i:9) of a point (r,r,o) from the origin would simply have 
r as its leading term. 
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The center of the unitary disk corresponds to the point z0 = i, "the center of the plane". The 
metric becomes, 

ds2 = a2 dx2 + dy2 
y2 (8.i:8) 

The complex half plane with such a metric is called the hyperbolic piane, and the metric the 
Poincaré' s metri c. 

Cayley transformation is a particular Mobius transformation. Poincaré metric is invariant 
under Mobius transformations. And any transformation that preserves Poincaré metric is a 
Mobius transformation. 

The geodesie distance d01 between any two points q0 = ( To, <p o) an d q1 = ( T1, 'P1) o n S is 
given by, 

cosh( do t/ a) = cosh T1 cosh To - sinh T1 si nh To cos ( <p1 - <p o) 

Given the set of points nd at a geodesie distance from the origin less or equal to d, 

Od= {(T, <p) l Ta ~d, <p E [0, 27r)} 

that we shall call a disk of radius d, we can determine its circumference, 

and its area, 

C = .C(and) =a 1 J +2 + sinh2 
T fj;2 dt 

r=dfa 

27r a sinh (~) f""V 1r a edfa a d-too 

A = V{f!d) = 12
" dcp fodja dr a2 sinh r 

= 41ra2 sinh2 (2~) d~oo 1ra
2 edja 

The Laplace-Beltrami operator on S is, 

(8.i:9) 

(8.i:10) 

(8.i:ll) 

(8.i:12) 

(8.i:13) 

where g is the determinant of the metric tensor g = detii9JLv Il· 
The curvature is expressed in terms of the Riemannian tensor which for a surface has 22 (22

-

1)/12 =l independent components. Fora pseudosphere ifwe choose the coordinates (T, <p), the 
metric tensor is, 

(8.i:l4) 

The characteristic component of the Riemann tensor is, 

RT ' h2 <pT<p = - Slll T • (8.i:15) 
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The Gaussian curvature is given by 

R T<p - r.p<pRT - l 
T<p - g <pT<p - - 2 • a 

(8.i:l6) 

Contraction gives the components of the Ricci tensor, 

(8.i:l7) 

and further contraction gives the scalar curvature, 

(8.i:l8) 

i.2 The one component Coulomb plasma 

The one component Coulomb plasma is an ensemble of N identica! pointwise particles of mass 
m and charge q, constrained t o move in a connected an d compact domain n c S by an infinite 
potential barrier o n the boundary of the domain an. The total charge of the system is neutralized 
by a background surface charge distribution uniformly smeared on n with density Pb = -nq (Pb 
is O outside of n), where n = N/V(n) is the particle number density. 

The pair Coulomb potential between two unit charges a geodesie distance d apart, satisfies 
Poisson equation on S, 

(8.i:l9) 

where c5(2) (dot) = c5(qo - ih)/ y/g is the Dirac delta function on the curved manifold. Poisson 
equation admits a solution vanishing at infinity, 

(8.i:20) 

The electrostatic potential of the background w( ifJ satisfies, 

!:l. w( ifJ = - 27rpb . (8.i:21) 

If We ChOOSe n = naTo l the electrOStatiC p0tential Of the backgrOUnd inside n Can be ChOSen t0 
be just a function of r (see appendix H), 

2 { [l- tanh
2
(ro/2)] . 2 2 } w(r) = 21ra qn ln 2 + s1nh (ro/2) ln[tanh (ro/2)] 

1-tanh (r/2) 
(8.i:22) 

The self energy of the background is (see equation (H.:9)), 

l 
vo = -2(27ra2qn) 2{1- cosh ro + 4 ln[cosh(ro/2)] + 

2 sinh4 ( ro/2) ln[tanh2 ( ro/2)]} . (8.i:23) 

The total potential energy of the system is then, 

U = VQ + Vpb + Vpp , (8.i:24) 
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where Vpp is the potential energy due to the interactions amongst the particles, 

(8.i:25) 

and Vpb is the potential energy due to the interaction between the particles and the background, 

N 

Vpb =L qw(Ti) 
i= l 

This expression can be rewritten as follows, 

where, 

is a constant and, 

N 

vpb =L qw(Ti) 
i= l 

with, 

(8.i:26) 

(8.i:27) 

(8.i:28) 

(8.i:29) 

(8.i:30) 

Since the interaction between the particles is repulsive we conclude that, up to an additive 
constant ( vo + v1), the potential U is a positive function of the coordinates of the parti cles. 

ii Ergodicity 

Consider a closed one component Coulomb plasma of N charges and total energy h, confined 
in the domain naTo c s. Let the coordinates of particle i be ili =q( i) 0 ea = (q(i) t, q(i) 2

) E naTo' 
where i!a = 8/ 8q0 (a= l, 2) is a coordinate basis for S. The trajectory of the dynamical system, 

Tto = {qN (t) = (ift, ... , ifN) l t E [0, to]} , (8.ii:l) 

is a geodesie on the 2N dimensiona! manifold M defined by the metric, 

(8.ii:2) 

on sN. Since Vpb and Vpp are positive on naro we have, J 

(8.ii:3) 

where Q' has a negative curvature along the coordinates of any given particle. In the next 
subsection we will calculate the curvature of g along the coordinates of one particle. According 
to the theorem stated in the introduction we will require the curvature to be negative everywhere 
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on sN. This will determine a condition on the kinetic and potential energy of the system, 
sufficient for its ergodicity t o hold o n M h. 

Let Pi = P(i)
0

C.P be the momentum of charge i, where w0 = dq0 are the 1-forms of the dual 
coordinate basis, an d define p N (t) = (p1 , ... , p N). The ergodicity of the system tells us t ha t 
given any dynamical quantity A(qN,pN), its time average, 

(A)t = lim ..!:_ {T A(qN,pN) dt , 
T-too T } 0 

coincides with its microcanonical phase space average, 

f A(qN pN) <S(h - H) d4N p, s 
(A) _ Mps ' P 

h - f 6(h - H) d4N s Mps P,p 

where the phase space of the system is, 

Mps = {(qN,pN) l ifi ES i= l, ... ,N; 

P( i) a E [ -oo, oo] i = l, ... , N, a = l, 2} , 

the phase space measure is, 

2 

d
4
N P,ps = II dq(l) 0 

• · • dq(N) 0 dP(1) 0 • • • dP(N) 0 
a=l 

and 6 is the Dirac delta function. 

ii. l Calculation of the curvature of M 

(8.ii:4) 

(8.ii:5) 

(8.ii:6) 

(8.ii:7) 

We calculate the curvature of M along particle l using Cartan structure equations. Let T = 
h - U ( r, cp) be the kinetic energy of the N parti cl e system of total energy h, as a function of 
the coordina t es of parti cl e l ( all the other particles having fixed coordina t es). W e choose an 
orthonormal basis, 

{ 
wf = aVTdr 
Wcp = a si nh( T) VT dcp (8.ii:8) 

By Cartan second theorem we know that the connection 1-form satisfies w6~ + w~6 = O. 
Then we must have, 

We use Cartan first theorem to calculate r;;rcp' 

-wf A 1\ wcp cp 

d(aVTdr) 
l - -

a T2 ,cp dcp 1\ dr= O 

(8.ii:9) 

(8.ii:l0) 

where in the last equality we used the fact that the pair interaction is a function of 'Pi- 'Pi and 
that the interaction with the background is a function of r only (being the system confined in a 
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domain which is symmetric under translations of <p). We must then conclude that c./ <p is either 
zero or proportional to w <p. W e proceed then calculating, 

- (j:J 1\ -f -w f w (8.ii:ll) 

d(a sinh(r)VTd<p) 
l - -

a(sinh(r)T2),T dr 1\ d<p 

which tells us that indeed, 

_ riJ (si nh( r) T~), T _ riJ 
w~= w . 

T a sinh(r)T 
(8.ii:12) 

Next we calculate the characteristic component of the curvature 2-form R6p = dw6p + w6;y 1\ 

-i 
w S' 

J,-f w <p 
- l l -d[ -(sinh( T )T2),TT-2 d';?] 

l l 
[(sinh(r)T2) TT-2] T -T~ -/h - ' ' w 1\ wr 

a2 sinh(r)T 
(8.ii:13) 

and use C art an third theorem to read off the characteristic component of the Riemann tensor, 
l l 

Rf ~~ ~ = _ [(sinh(r)T2),TT-2],T 
'PT'P a2 sinh(r)T 

(8.ii:14) 

We find then for the scalar curvature, 

(8.ii:15) 

which can be rewritten in terms of the Laplacian as follows, 

R = _2._ {l+_!__ [-a2t::..U + U,c.pc.p - (U,T)2]} 
a2T 2T sinh2 r T 

(8.ii:l6) 

For finite values of h, the condition for R to be negative on all the accessible region of sN is 
then, 

U (U )2 
21ra2 q2n - ,c.pc.p + _,_T- < 2T . 

sinh2 r T 
(8.ii:17) 

ii.2 Ergodicity of the semi-ideai Coulomb plasma 

Consider a o ne component Coulomb plasma w here we switch off the mutuai interactions between 
the particles, leaving unchanged the interaction between the particles and the neutralizing back-
ground (U = v0 + Vpb)· We will call it the "semi-ideai" system. Define, 

(8.ii:l8) 
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and call h = h - v0 - v1 and 

f(N) = -Nin[l- tanh2(r0/2)] = Nin[l + sinh2 (ro/2)] 

= N In (l + 47r:2n) 
We will have (a= 2rra2nq2) 

r = inf 2T2 = { 2[h- af(N)]2 h > af(N) 
qN EO(h,ro) 0 h :::; aj(N) 

N otice t ha t for Iarge N, a t constant n, we ha ve 

-vola = !:_ [-2_!!__ +In (1 + _!!__) + !] + 0(1/N) q2 4rra2n 4rra2n 2 
Q 

j(N) +N- 2 + 0(1/N) . 
q 

(8.ii:l9) 

(8.ii:20) 

(8.ii:21) 

(8.ii:22) 

Using the extensive property of the energy we may assume that h= N ho, where ho is the totai 
energy per particle. Then for Iarge N we will have 

h=Nho+af(N)+ (~r [m(l+ 47r:2n)- ~] +0(1/N) > af(N) , (8.ii:23) 

if ho ~O. 
O n the other hand for h > af (N) we ha ve 

= sup [aT + (U,r )2
] :::; sup [aT] + sup [(U,r )2

] 
qN EO(h,ro) qN EO(h,ro) qN EO(h,ro) 

= l+= ah+ a 2 tanh2 (ro/2) , (8.ii:24) 

Condition (8.ii:l7) is aiways satisfied if l < r. Then the semi-ideai system is ergodic if, 

(8.ii:25) 

where h+ is the Iargest root ofthe equation l+= r. Recalling that tanh2(r0 /2) -t l at Iare N, 
one can verify that, given equation (8.ii:23), equation (8.ii:25) must be satisfied at Iarge N if 
ho> O. 

We conclude that the semi ideai system is certainiy ergodic if the totai enery is extensive 
and the totai energy per particle is positive. 

ii.3 The thermodynamic limit 

From the point of view of ergodic theory, given the microcanonicai phase space probability 
distribution for the N particle dynamicai system, 

(8.ii:26) 

i t is naturai t o assume the existence of an asymptotic probability distribution P( T) with T = 
(N, qN ,pN) as the number of particles tends to infinity [119]. One usually has, 

> p (8.ii:27) 
N-+oo 

n= vfn) constant 
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where in the limi t process one has to take into account the extensive property of h N. This 
freedom in taking the limi t translate itself in the existence of an whole family of limi t distribution 
{ P[j} parameterized by the temperature 1/ f3 of the infinite system. 

By the theorem of equivalence of ensembles [120] we know that P[j indeed exists and is 
the grand-canonica! Gibbs distribution, which is well defined for the one component Coulomb 
plasma [104]. The uniqueness of the limit distribution is discussed in [121]. 

Given the existence and uniqueness of the limit distribution one can reach the averages of 
the infinite system using the following procedure, 

(A)n = { APdr -t (A)= { APdr , JMo n~s JMs 
(8.ii:28) 

where A is any given dynamical variable and, 

Mn={(N,qN,pN) l NEN;qiEO i=l, ... ,N; 
P(i)a E [-oo,oo] i= l, ... ,N,a = 1,2} (8.ii:29) 

iii Pressures of the one component Coulomb plasma 

For a one component Coulomb plasma several different definitions of the pressure are possible 
[101]. In this section we review four of them. We treat the neutral system in the first four 
subsections and the non neutral system in the last subsection. 

iii.l The virial theorem 

The Hamiltonian of our dynamical system of N particles is, 

(8.iii: l) 

where we are assuming the particles confined in Oaro (we will omit the subscript aro unless 
explicitly needed), with [J = U + confining potential. The kinetic energy is, 

(8.iii:2) 

The Roman indices label the particles, and the lower or upper Greek indices denote covariant or 
contravariant components respectively. A sum over repeated Greek indices is tacitly assumed. 

The equations of motion for particle i are, 

. a 8H l aa( ~) 
q(i) = -- = -g fJ qi P(i) 

8P(i)a m f1 
(8.iii:3) 

where the comma stands for partial differentiation and the dot for total derivative with respect 
to time. 
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If we take the time derivative of L:i q( i) T P( i) T we find 1 , 

(8.iii:4) 

where the last term is called the virial of the system. 
Since the system is confined in n the coordinates q( i) T(t) and their canonically conjugated 

momenta P(i)T(t) remain finite at all times. We then must have, 

(8.iii:5) 

W e define the virial pressure PAv) of the system as minus the t ime aver age of the force per 
unit length exerted by the confining potential on the particles. By the ergodic hypothesis we 
ha ve, 

N N 

_!_(I: 9Tv ( ~)P(i)TP(i))t - -f-(I: q( i) T gl-'V ,T( ~)P(i) 1-'P(i)v)t 
m i=l m i=l 

N 

-(I: q(i)TU,T(~))t (8.iii:6) 
i=l 

where d1 ~Q = v'9 n~=l;,B#a dq.B' is the elementary "surface" element, on the pseudosphere, 
orthogonal to the direction a. The line integrai is, 

(8.iii:7) 

Moreover the ergodic hypothesis allows us to replace the time averages with microcanonical 
phase space averages. To reach the thermodynamic limit we further replace the microcanonical 
averages with grand-canonica! phase space averages over Mn and let n -t S. We call p(v) the 
virial pressure of the system in the thermodynamic limit, 

p(v) = li m 
0-+S 

n constant 

p( v) 
n (8.iii:8) 

10ne may be tempted to start with the time derivative of Li i/1. · ik Note however that this quantity does not 
remain finite at all times. This is because, when you follow the motion of a particle colliding with the boundary, 
it may go around the origin indefinitely, and cp (which must be defined as a continuous variable, without any 21r 
jumps) may increase indefinitely. Thus the time average of the time derivative of this quantity does not vanish. 
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We calculate next the three terms contributing to the pressure. The first one is, 

(8.iii:9) 

where z is the fugacity of the system, ,\ = J21rf3fi2 jm is the de Broglie thermal wavelength, 
and dS = y'g rr~=l dq0 = a2 sinh T d<p dr is the elementary area element on the pseudosphere. 
In the following we will introduce a generalized fugacity ( = zj..\2• Since V(Oaro) diverges less 
rapidly than ro..C( 80aro) as To ---+ oo, this term does not contribute to the pressure. 

The second term is, 

N 

- 2~ (L q(i) 7 gJW ,A<li)P(i);'(i))n = 
l=l 
N 

- 2~ (Lr;g~"~",r(<li)[p(i) 10f)n = 
l= l 

where ng) is the one particle correlation function, 

(8.iii:l0) 

(8.iii:ll) 

Since for the infinite system U does not depend on the choice of the pseudosphere origin we 
must have n~)(qi) =n. In the event that n~) (r) rv n near the boundary (see appendix G), 

~"aro 
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comparing the asymptotic behaviors of 21ra2 J;o T cosh T dr and ro..C( BOaro) as To -t oo we find 
that the second term gives a contribution n/ f3 to the pressure. 

The third term is, 

N 

-<~= q(i) ru,r(ili))n (8.iii:l2) 
i=l -~ L ng) (<li, <f2)(q(l) T v,T1 ( d12) + q(2) T v,., ( d12)) dS1 dS2 , 

where n~) is the two particle correlation function, 

(8.iii:l3) 

w hich for the infinite system can be rewritten as n~) ( ifi, ih) = n2 g( d12 ), w h ere g is the usual 
pair correlation function. Notice that since the charges are indistinguishable we must have 
n~\qi,ih) = n~)(q2,ift). Then equation (8.iii:12) can be rewritten as follows, 

q L n~l(ql) r1 W,T(rl) dS1 
N 

-(E q( i) ru,r(~))n 
i= l 

-q2 L ngl(qi,<}2)q(l)Tv,TI(d12)dS1dS2 , (8.iii:l4) 

When ng) (r) rv n near the boundary (see appendix G), we find the contribution of the 
aT0 

background to the pressure comparing the asymptotic behaviors of, 

fs rW,T( r) dS = 21ra2 nq ( -21ra2 foTo r tanh(r /2) sinh r dr) (8.iii:15) 

and ro.C(BOar0 ) as ro -t oo. So doing we find that the background contributes to the pressure 
a term -21ra2 (nq)2. 

We then reach the following expression for the pressure in terms of the one and two particle 
correlation functions, 

(8.iii:16) 

iii.2 Equivalence of virial and kinetic pressures 

The average force exerted by the particles on a perimeter element ds = a sinh ro d<p of the 
boundary BOaro, is [ ng) ( ro) / f3]ds w h ere ng) (T) is the o ne parti cl e density a t a distance ar from 
the origin. Therefore the kinetic pressure is, 

(8.iii:l7) 
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We assume that this quantity has a limit when r 0 --7 oo. It will now be shown that the virial 
pressure Pàv), is the same as P~k). 

Replacing the virial pressure with the kinetic pressure in the left hand side of equation 
(8.iii:6) we have, 

(8.iii:l8) 

U sing Gauss theorem we find, 

(8.iii:19) 

The first term on the right hand side of this equation can be further developed into, 

(8.iii:20) 

We see then that we recover the term (8.iii:9) plus the term (8.iii:10) of the virial pressure. 
In the second term on the right hand side of equation (8.iii:19) we can replace the gradient 

of the one particle correlation function with its expression in terms of one and two particle 
correlation functions. We know that the equilibrium states of the finite system contained in the 
domain n are described by correlation functions which are solutions of the BGY hierarchy, 

l (m) (-. -. ) f3q2 nn ,al ql, ... 'qm = 

[-n L Fa, ( d10) dSo +~Fa, (d!j)] nl;"l (<li, ... , tb,) 

+L Fa, (dJo)nhm+l)(qi, ... , <fm, <fo) dSo , 

where Fa1 (diO) = -V,a1 (diO)· For m= l we have, 

(8.iii:21) 

(8.iii:22) 

which when inserted into the second term on the right hand side of equation (8.iii:19) gives the 
term (8.iii:l4) of the virial pressure. We then find that, 

P.(k) _ P.(v) 
n - n 

iii.3 The thermal pressure in the Canonica} ensemble 

(8.iii:23) 

The thermal pressure is defined as the partial derivative with respect to the area of the Helmholtz 
free energy F(/3, A, N) keeping the number of particles N, the background charge, and the 
temperature T constants, 

(8.iii:24) 
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The free energy is related to the logarithm of the partition function Q(/3, A, N) as follows, 

l F=--lnQ 
f3 

and the partition function is defined as, 

-- -f3H(qN ,pN) 14N h -2N J Q(N,A,T) = N! e a- P,ps 

-- e-f3U(qN) dS1 · · · dSN À-2N 1 
N! n 

where À = J2Jrj3n2 /m is the de Broglie thermal wavelength. 

(8.iii:25) 

(8.iii:26) 

We calculate the thermal pressure using the dilatation method. We make the following 
change of variables in the definition of the partition function, 

{ 
'P i --+ 'P i 'P i E (0, 27r) 
Ti --+ Toti ti E (0, l) 

(8.iii:27) 

This enables us t o calculate the partial derivative with respect t o A = 21ra2 ( cosh r 0 - l) through 
a partial derivative with respect t o r 0 , 

pg> = ~~ 8~o [~ lnQ(ro)] 

l l l 8Q(ro) 
21ra 2 sinh ro f3 Q ( ro) OTo 

where, 

with, 

l { ~ ~ v([d;j],..) 

-~L j v([d;p]11J)a2 sinh(rotp)ro dtpd<pp 
~ 

an d, 

At the end of the calculation we undo the change of variables going back to (Ti, 'Pi)· 
We find then, 

P.(t) _ l l {N l ('"" roti ) f3 ( 8Ur0 ) } n - - +- ~ n-- ro-- n 21ra2 sinh To f3 ro To i tanh( roti) To oro · 

(8.iii:28) 

(8.iii:29) 

(8.iii:30) 

(8.iii:31) 

(8.iii:32) 
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Recalling that aro..C(80) = ro27ra2 sinh ro we see that for the ideal gas (U = O) the thermal 
pressure coincides with the virial pressure [see terms (8.iii:9) and (8.iii:10)]. It remains to 
calculate the excess thermal pressure, 

(t) 
Pn,exc 

l auro 
arol:(80) (ro aro )n 

p(t) + p(t) + p(t) 
n,pp n,pb n,bb ' (8.iii:33) 

which is made up of three contributions: the one from the particle-particle interactions, the 
o ne from the particle-background interactions, an d the one from the background-background 
interaction. 

Let us calculate Pg~p· Since, 

we find, 

which coincides with the second term on the right hand side of equation (8.iii:14). 
Let us calculate next pg) b' ,p 

p(t) - - q2 
n,pb - aro ..C( an) 

arol:(80) 

{ -nii; L [r; v,r; (d;p) + Tp v,rp (d;p)] dSp)n 

-n IL L v(d;p) dSp)n 
t 

-n(L { v(dip) 
7~ dSp)n 

. Jn tan Tp 
t 

+n aro~8fl) II; L v(d;p) dSp)n} 

{ nii; L T; V,r; (d;p) dSp)n 

+n(L j Tpv(dip) d1 ~P-r)n 
i !an 

-n aro~8fl) II; L v(d;p) dSp)n} 

(8.iii:34) 

(8.iii:35) 

We see that the first term on the right hand side coincides with the first term on the right hand 
side of equation (8.iii:14). 
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Let us calculate in the end Pg~b' 
' 

2 
p(t) - __ _;;;.q __ 

n,bb- aroC(80) 

ar0C(80) 

(8.iii:36) 

We find then the following relationship between the thermal and the virial pressure, 

pg) = p~•) q2~LL v(dpq)[ng)(rp) -n]dSpdSq 

+ l aro~Bfl) Lin rpv(dpq)[ng)(rq) -n]d
1
Ep,dSq. (8.iii:37) 

The second integrai on the right hand side of this equation is zero: the electric potential at 
ijp created by the total charge distribution (particles plus background) is given by the quantity 
q In v(dpq)[ng)(rq) -n] dSq. Since the total charge is zero, by Newton's theorem the above 
potential vanishes on the disk's boundary Tp = r 0 . In the first integrai on the right hand side 
of equation (8.iii:37) -qn In v(dpq) dSq is the electric potential created by the background at ijp. 
We then have, 

(8.iii:38) 

We want to find an expression for the difference between the thermal and the virial pressure 
in the thermodynamic limit. Since ng)(rp)- n is localized near the boundary (see appendix G) 
we change the integration variable from r to a = r0 - r and take the limit r0 -t oo. We have 
that the electric potential of the background behaves as, 

w(a) (8.iii:39) 
ro-teo 

Then using the normalization condition for the one particle correlation function we find, 

(8.iii:40) 

This latter formula is the same as in the case of a flat system in the thermodynamic limit 
(half-space), except for the factor exp( -a) (see [101] section 5.1.2. The flat system expression 
is recovered taking the limita -t oo, a -t O, aa =x). 
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iii.4 Difference between thermal and kinetic pressure 

In a flat half space ( thermodynamic limi t of a disc) the difference between the thermal and the 
kinetic pressure p(t) - p(k) is related to the potential difference between the surface and the 
bulk [116]. We want to give the analog of this relation in the case of a pseudospheré. In this 
subsection we will omit the subscripts on the correlation functions. 

Let us first review the flat case. In reference [101] the last equation of section 5.1.2. becomes 
in our notation, 

where x is the distance from the boundary. The electric potential <jJ(x) obeys the Poisson 
equation, 

d2</J(x) = -27rq [n(l)(x)- n] 
dx2 

After an integration by parts, and taking into account that xd</J/dx vanishes at x= O (because 
of the overall neutrality) and at x= oo (because the electric field goes fast to zero in the bulk), 
one finds, 

p(t) - p(k) = -qn [</Jbulk - </Jsurface] (8.iii:41) 

This equation (8.iii:41) can be found in [116], equations (2.18) and (2.20). 
Let us now give another, more pictorial, proof of equation (8.iii:41). We considera large disk 

filled with a one component Coulomb plasma, of area A. For compressing it a little, changing 
the area by dA < O, we must provide the reversible work 8W = p(t)ldAI. We may achieve 
that compression in two steps. First, one compresses the particles only, leaving the background 
behind; the corresponding work is 8W(l) = p(k)ldAI, since p(k) is the force per unit length 
exerted on the wall by the particles alone. Then, one compresses the background, i.e. brings the 
charge -qnbldAI from a region where the potential is <Psurface =O into the plasma, spreading it 
uniformly; the corresponding work is 8W(2) = -[qnldAI/A] J <jJ(r)dS, where <jJ(r) is the potential 
a t distance r from the center. Therefore, 

p(t) = p(k)- ~ J </>(r) dS . (8.iii:42) 

Since </J( r) differs from </Jbulk only in the neighborhood of the boundary circle, in the large disc 
limi t, 

~ J </>( r) dS ~ 4>-oulk (8.iii:43) 

and (8.iii:42) becomes (8.iii:41). 
Let us now follow the same steps on a pseudosphere (see figure 8.1). We again get (8.iii:42), 

with </J( T) instead of </J( r). But now, the neighborhood of the boundary circle has an area of the 
same order of magnitude as the whole area A, and (8.iii:43) is no longer valid. In the large disc 
limit, we rather have, 

l J rro A </J(r)dSrve-r0 }

0 
<jJ(r)erdT . (8.iii:44) 
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large disk of area A charge -qnb ldAI 

Poincare disk 

..., ... ...,..., .... ,"'...,tatic potential 
u.1~utu'"''"' r from the 

FIGURE 8.1: Shows the Poincaré disk, the disk of area A initially containing the 2D OCP, 
and the disk of area A - dA containing the compressed 2D OCP. Since we are working at 
constant /3, N, Nb, the leftover background charge qnbdA must be spreaded uniformly within 
the compressed disk. 

Using (8.iii:44) in (8.iii:42), we recover, after some manipulation, equation (8.iii:40), 

(8.iii:45) 

Indeed, in (8.iii:45) [n(l)(r) -n] can be expressed in terms of </J(r) through the Poisson equation, 
~<P(r) = -21rq[n(1)(r)- n]. Since the charge density is localized at large r, we can use for the 
Laplacian Ll "'a-2 [d2 /dr2 +d/dr]. After integrations by parts, (8.iii:45) becomes, 

rTO 
p( t) - p(k) "' -qn e-ro lo cp( T )er dr ' (8.iii:46) 

which is the same as (8.iii:42) in the large r0 limit. 
In conclusion, (8.iii:41) valid fora large flat disc generalizes into (8.iii:46) on a pseudosphere 

iii.5 N o n neutra! system an d the mechanical pressure 

In this subsection we want to revisit the various definitions of pressure and the relations between 
them for a non neutral one component Coulomb plasma, i.e. a system with Pb = -nbq with 
nb -=f. n. It is convenient to introduce the number of elementary charges in the background: 
Nb = nbA 

In this case we find for the virial and kinetic pressure of the finite system, 

P.(k) _ p(v) _ 
n - n - (8.iii:47) 
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The thermal pressure becomes equation (8.iii:37) with n replaced by nb, 

For the non neutral system we can introduce a fourth type of pressure: the mechanical 
pressure, or partial pressure due to the particles. Fora fluid parameterized by (/3, A, N, nb) the 
mechanical pressure is defined as follows, 

p(m) = _ (8F) 
n 8A f3,N,nb 

(8.iii:49) 

U sing the dilatation method again, we fin d, 

(8.iii:50) 

Using Newton's theorem this expression can be simplified as follows, 

(8.iii:51) 

The difference between the thermal and the mechanical pressure can be rewritten as, 

(8.iii:52) 

In the thermodynamic limit we find, 

p(m) - p(v) = 21ra2q2nb(n- nb) . (8.iii:53) 

In equation (8.iii:52) [n~) (T) - nb] differs from zero just in a neighborhood of the disk boundary 
( the system tends t o be electrically neutral in the bulk). Then changing variables from T to the 
distance from the boundary cr = To - T we find, 

p( t) -p( m) = - w(cr)[n l) (cr) - nb] sinh( To - cr) der . 2q f.TO ( 
ero O S 

Using the asymptotic expansion (8.iii:39) for the background potential we have, 

p(t) _ p(m) q 100 

21ra2qnb( -a- l)[n~)(a)- nb]e-u da 

-21ra2q2nb(n- nb) 

-21ra2nbq2100 

[n~)(a) - nb]ae-u da , 

(8.iii:54) 

(8.iii:55) 

where we used the asymptotic form for the normalization condition of the one particle correlation 
function. We also have, 

(8.iii:56) 
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large disk of area A charge -qn b IdA l 

Poincare disk 

FIGURE 8.2: Shows the Poincaré disk, the disk of area A initially containing the 2D OCP, 
and the disk of area A - dA containing the compressed 2D OCP. Since we are working at 
constant j3, N, nb, the leftover background charge qnbdA must be sent to infinity. 

The difference p( m)- p(k) can be obtained by a slight change in the argument of subsection 
iii.4 ( see figure 8.2). Again we consider a large disk filled with a o ne component Coulomb plasma 
of area A, and we compress it infinitesimally, changing its area by dA < O, now at constant 
{3, N, nb, providing the reversible work 8W = _p(m)dA, in two steps. First one compresses the 
particles only, leaving the background behind, and the corresponding work is b"W(l) = _p(k)dA. 
Then one must withdraw the leftover background charge qnbdA, bringing it from the surface, 
where the potential is cp8urface to infinity, where the potential vanishes. The corresponding work is 
8W(2) = -qnbdAcpsurface· Therefore one finds, p(m)- p(k) = qnbcpsurface· In the thermodynamic 
limit on the pseudosphere, cp8urface ~ 21ra2q(n - nb)· 

iii.6 Thermal and mechanical pressures in the Grand Canonica} ensemble 

In the following we shall also need an expression of the thermal and mechanical pressures ap-
propriate for the grand canonica! ensemble. It should be remembered that, fora one component 
plasma, the grand canonica! partition function must be defined [122] as an ensemble of systems 
with any number N of particles in a fixed area and with a fìxed background charge density -qnb 
( using am ensemble of neutral systems, i.e. varying nb together with N does not give a well 
behaved grand partition function). Thus the grand partition function 3 and the corresponding 
grand potential n = -lnS/ f3 are functions of {3, A,(, nb, where ( is the fugacity. We assume 
that even on a pseudosphere, the grand potential is extensive, i.e. of the form n= Aw(/3, (, nb)· 
The usual Legendre transfonnation from F ton and from N to ( changes (8.iii:24) into, 

(8.iii:57) 

Since w depends on A through nb = Nb/ A, (8.iii:57) becomes, 

(t) 8w P = -w+nb-
onb 

(8.iii:58) 
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Note the difference with an ordinary fluid, without a background, for which p(t) = -w. 
The mechanical pressure (8.iii:49) is changed by the Legendre transformation into, 

p(m) =- (~~) =-w 
{3,(,nb 

(8.iii:59) 

iv The Yukawa fluid and the Maxwell tensor pressure 

In the previous sections we have described a method for calculating the virial and kinetic pres-
sures exerted by the Coulomb plasma on the "surface" of its container comparing them with 
the thermal pressure. In this section, following closely a derivation due to Jancovici [118], we 
will calculate the Maxwell tensor pressure p( B) of the plasma on the Riemannian surface, using 
a field theoretical argument. This bulk pressure has been shown to be equivalent to the thermal 
pressure as defined by Choquard, for the flat plasma. On a pseudosphere, since the surface of 
a large domain is of the same order of magnitude as the volume, the thermal pressure would 
depend on the boundary conditions and probably would be different from the Maxwell tensor 
pressure. 

A field theoretical description of a one component Coulomb plasma on a Riemannian mani-
fold 'R can be obtained as follows. Consider a system of particles of mass m and charge q living 
on the whole manifold with a number density n, immersed in a uniform neutralizing background 
charge distribution of charge density Pb = -nq, and coupled to a scalar field 4> of "mass" a. 
This we will call a Yukawa fluid. In the limit of a vanishing a the Yukawa fluid reduces to the 
one component Coulomb plasma. 

Let us introduce the mass density of particle i, 

w here ffi is the position of p artide i, and the total charge density as, 

P= Pp + Pb , 

Pp = q L 8 (q- ffi) l yg . 

The Hamiltonian of the fluid can be written as, 

where Hp is the kinetic energy of the particles, 

Hp = J 1lpy'g dij , 

1-lp = ~ LPi9p,v(ffi)(P(i)p,/m)(P(i)v/m) 
i 

(8.iv:1) 

(8.iv:2) 

(8.iv:3) 

(8.iv:4) 

and H 4> + Hp4> is their total "electrostatic" potential energy. If the dimension of the manifold is 
d we have, 

H q, = J 1lq,y'g dij , 

1lq, = - 2~d [g~'" <P ,p</> ,v + a2 <P 2] (8.iv:5) 
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where Et = 2, E2 = 21r, E3 = 47r, and, 

Hpq, = J 1ipq,Vgdij , 

1lpcj> = p</J . (8.iv:6) 

The Lagrangian density .CJg = (.Cp + .Ccj>)Jg has a particle contribution, 

(8.iv:7) 

and a field contribution, 

(8.iv:8) 

The field equation of motion is, 

_!__ [8(.Ccj>Jg) l = 8[.Ccj>y'g] 
8qP 8</J ,p 8</J 

(8.iv:9) 

which reduces to Helmholtz equation, 

(8.iv:l0) 

whose solution may be written in terms of its Green function G, as follows, 

cf>(ifo) = J G(dot)P(ift)Vg dift . (8.iv:ll) 

In appendix F we give a collection of Green functions for the Euclidean spaces of dimension 
d~ 3 and for some simple Riemannian manifolds of dimension d= 2 and d= 3. 

Performing an integration by parts and neglecting the "surface" contribution of the field at 
infinity (when such "surface" does not reduce to a "point" as in finite manifolds) we can rewrite 
the energy density of the Yukawa fluid as, 

l 
(1/,cj> + 1lpcj>)Vg = 2Ed [gPV </J,p</J,v + a2</J2]Vg 

l 
2p<jJJg . (8.iv:l2) 

The total stress tensor is, 

2 c5[.Cy'g] 
Tpv = - y'g §gJJV = (Tp)pv + (Tcj>)pv . (8.iv:l3) 

It has a particle contribution, 

(T.) __ ~ . P(i)p P(i)v 
p pv - L.__, P~ ' . m m 

(8.iv:l4) 
~ 

and a field contribution, 

(8.iv:l5) 
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The mass current density of particle i is, 

P(i)" 
Ji = Pi--"' m 

(8.iv:16) 

From the conserva t io n of the mass of a parti de ( Ji"'; i"' = O, w here the semi colon stands for 
covariant derivative), the equation of motion of the particles, and the equation of motion of the 
field, follows the conservation of the stress tensor (T"vt = 0). 

The Maxwell tensor pressure of the Yukawa fluid is given by, 

p(8) -(T11)n 
l 

--(T"")n 
d 

(8.iv:17) 

(8.iv:18) 

where as in the previous sections ( ... )n stands for the grand-canonica! average and fluid isotropy 
was used in the last equality. The particle contribution to the pressure is, 

where in the second equality we changed coordinate basis on 'RN: from the coordinate basis 
{ €-t M} to the non-coordinate orthonormal reference frame { eip}' defined by, 

(8.iv:19) 

where the transition matrix satisfies, 

with gipio = 8ipio· We denoted with ( ... )'R the grand-canonica! average using the new phase 
space coordinates, 

and with Pi the mass density in the local orthonormal frame. Carrying out the integration over 
the momenta we find, 

Switching back to the originai coordinate basis yields, 

PJol = ~(La(q- <ii)/v'9)n 
~ 

n (8.iv:20) 
{3 
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We see then that the fieid contribution to the pressure turns out to be the excess pressure 
over the one of the ideai fluid. Making use of the rotationai symmetry of the fluid, the excess 
pressure may be written as, 

In particuiar for a two dimensionai manifoid we have, 

Using equation (8.iv:11) we find, 

(O) a 2 

P</> = 47r ([q L G(doi)- nqla][q L G(doj)- nqla])n. , 
i j 

(8.iv:21) 

(8.iv:22) 

(8.iv:23) 

where la = J G(d01) dS1. The homogeneity and isotropy of the fluid allows us to rewrite the 
excess pressure as sum of two terms, 

(O) _ (O) (O) 
p</> - pself + pnon-self ' 

where the selfterm is, 

p(O) = lim[.P.(O)(J) + p(O)(J)] 
self d-tO O l ' 

PJ O) (d) = reguiarized term ( see n ex t subsection) 

(O) ( -) a2 21 2 ) P1 d = 4nq _ G ( do1 dS1 
7r do1>d 

and the non-self term is, 

where h= g- l is the pair correiation function. 

iv.l Calculation of the self part of the excess pressure 

(8.iv:24) 

(8.iv:25) 

(8.iv:26) 

(8.iv:27) 

(8.iv:28) 

In the caicuiation of the seif part of the excess pressure care is needed in negiecting the force 
that each particle exerts on itself [117]. Such contribution is responsibie for the divergence of the 
self part of the excess pressure at small geodesie distances from the origin when one calcuiates 
it, for exampie, on the q1 =O "surface" (without taking advantage of the rotationai symmetry 
of the fluid, i.e. from equation (8.iv:l7) instead of equation (8.iv:18)). In order to cure such 
divergence one can empioy the prescription described in equation (8.iv:25): split P;:{1 into the 
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eontributions PJ8) of geodesie distanee from the origin d01 < d and P1(B) of geodesie distanee 
from the origin d01 >d, and let d --7 O in the end. Now Pi8) is eonvergent and ean be eomputed 
using the rotational symmetry as shown in equation (8.iv:27). For a pseudosphere one finds 
[123], 

Pi8
) = Um Pi8)(d) 

d-t O 

a2 roo 
471" nq2 27ra2 J l Q~ (y) dy 

(aa) 2 
2 'lj;'(v +l) 

-2-nq 2v+ l (8.iv:29) 

where 'lj; is the psi funetion (the logarithmie derivative of the gamma funetion). PJ8
) must 

be regularized by the preseription t ha t no particle sits on the q1 = O "surfaee". This ean be 
realized by removing from the integration domain a thin slab lq11 < e and taking the limite --7 O 
afterwards, 

P.(8) 
o 

where in the last equality we kept just the divergent part of the integrand. Sinee d ean be taken 
arbitrarily small, the regularized PJ8

) ean be eomputed using the small d form of G(d), which 
is just the Coulomb potential in JR2 , 

d ---+ r = y' x2 + y2 , 

G(d) ---+ G(r) = -lnr + eonstant . 

We then find for PJ8), 

2 Vd2 -x2 2 2 2 
n(B)(d-) =- nq l. 1 d J d x - y =- nq ..r o lm x y 2 2 2 . 

2E2 c--+0 c<lxl<d -.JJ2-x2 (x + y ) 4 

W e finally find for the self part of the exeess pressure of the Yukawa fluid on the pseudosphere, 

p(B) __ nq2 (aa)2 n 2 'lj;'(v +l) 
self- 4 + 2 q 2v +l (8.iv:31) 

iv .2 Calculation of the non-self part of the excess pressure 

First note that sinee the integrand in (8.iv:28) depends only on the shape of the geodesie triangle 
(0, l, 2), the integration ean be performed on another pair of positions (0, 2) rather than (l, 2). 

(8.iv:32) 

U sing Dirae notation, 
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where i, j are positions, gives for the integrai on O in (8.iv:32), 

j G(dot)G(do2) dSo = j dSo ( 11-t.E: a 2l O) (O 1-t.E: a 212) 
( 1 1 (-1€~:2)2 1 2) 

Thus equation (8.iv:32) becomes, 

8G(d12) 
-E2 8a2 

p(O) = - n2q2 f 8G( d12) h(d ) dS . 
non-self 4 a 8a 12 2 

Restricting ourselves to the pseudosphere case, since G depends on a only through the 
combination (a a) we fin d, 

p(O) =- n2q2 f 8G(r) h( ) dS . 
non-self 4 a 8a T (8.iv:33) 

iv.3 The Coulomb limit on the pseudosphere 

The Yukawa interaction is a screened Coulomb interaction. In the limit of an infinite screening 
length 1/a, the Yukawa interaction reduces to the Coulomb potential. As a -t O, v -t O, 
G(r) -t Qo(coshr) = -ln(tanhr/2), and a8Gf8a -t O. Thus, 

Moreover since 'lj;' (l) = 1r2 /6 is finite, 

(O) -
pnon-self - O ' 

(O) -
pself-

We find then that the excess pressure entirely comes from the self part, 

p(O) _ p(O) __ nq
2 

4> - self - 4 · 

iv .4 Range of validity of the equation of state 

(8.iv:34) 

(8.iv:35) 

(8.iv:36) 

It has been shown by Jancovici [118] that the same equation of state (8.iv:36) holds for the 
plasma on the plane, the sphere, and the pseudosphere. 

More generally we can state that such equation of state holds on any surface with the 
following property, 

• {/ 2 J 8G(doi) } l~ G (do I) dS1 - 21rn Ba2 h( d01) dS1 = O , (8.iv:37) 

where G is the Green function of Helmholtz equation (F.:l), and h is the pair correlation function 
satisfying the following charge sum rule, 

n J h(d01) dS1 = -1 . (8.iv:38) 
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v Exact results at (3q2 == 2 

When the Coulombic coupling constant is (3q2 = 2, all the thermodynamic properties and 
correlation functions of the two-dimensional one-component plasma can be computed exactly in 
several geometries [4, 124, 125] including the pseudosphere [104]. In reference [104] the density 
and correlation functions in the bulk, on a pseudosphere, were computed. Here we are interested 
in these quantities near the boundary. In reference [104] the calculations were clone fora system 
with a - ln sinh( d/2a) interaction and i t was shown that this interaction gives the same results 
as the real Coulomb interaction -In tanh(d/2a), as far as the bulk properties are concerned. The 
argument in favor of this equivalence no longer holds for the density and other quantities near 
the boundary; therefore we shall concentrate on the real Coulomb system with a - ln tanh( d/2a) 
interaction. This system was briefly considered in the Appendix of reference [104]. For the sake 
of completeness, we revisit here the reduction of the statistica! mechanics problem to the study 
of a certain operator. 

v .l The grand potential 

Working with the set of coordinates (r, <p) on the pseudosphere (the Poincaré disk representa-
tion), the particle i-particle j interaction term in the Hamiltonian can be written as [104] 

(8.v:l) 

where Zj = riei<fJJ and Zj is the complex conjugate of Zj· This interaction (8.v:l) happens to 
be the Coulomb interaction in a flat disc of radius 2a with ideai conductor walls. Therefore, 
it is possible to use the techniques which have been developed [126, 127] for dealing with ideai 
conductor walls, in the grand canonica! ensemble. 

The grand canonica! partition function of the OCP at fugacity ( with a fixed background 
density nb, when (3q2 = 2, is 

(8.v:2) 

where for N = l the product IJi<i must be replaced by L We have defined a position-
dependent fugacity ((r) = ([l - r 2 /(4a2 )]411"nba

2
- 1ec which includes the particle-background 

interaction (8.i:22) and only one factor [l - r 2 /(4a2 )]-1 from the integration measure dS 
[1- r 2 /(4a2 )]-2 dr. This should prove to be convenient later. The ec factor is 

e c = exp [ 47rnba2 
( ln cosh2 ~ - sinh2 ~ ln tanh2 ~) J (8.v:3) 

which is a constant term coming from the particle-background interaction term (8.i:22) and 

(47rnba2
)
2 

[ ro . ro ( . ro ro )] ln Co = 
2 

ln cosh2 
2 + s1nh2 

2 s1nh2 
2 ln tanh2 

2 - l (8.v:4) 

which comes from the background-background interaction (8.i:23). Notice that for large domains, 
when ro ---+ oo, we have 

(8.v:5) 
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an d 

lnCo "'-J (8.v:6) 

Let us define a set of reduced complex coordinates Ui = (zi/2a) inside the Poincaré disk and its 
corresponding images u; = (2a/ zi) outside the disk. By using Cauchy identity 

det ( l *) = ( -l)N(N-1)/2 rri<j(Ui- Uj)(u:- uj) 
Ui - Uj (i,j)E{1,··· ,N}2 Ili,j( Ui - Uj) 

(8.v:7) 

the particle-particle interaction term together with the [l - (r[ /4a2))-1 other term from the 
integration measure can be cast into the form 

(8.v:8) 

The grand canonica! partition function then is 

(8.v:9) 

We shall now show that this expression can be reduced to an infinite continuous determinant, 
by using a functional integrai representation similar to the one which has been developed for 
the two-component Coulomb gas [21]. Let us consider the Gaussian partition function 

(8.v:l0) 

The fields 'ljJ and ij} are anticommuting Grassmann variables. The Gaussian measure in (8.v:l0) 
is chosen such that its covariance is equal to2 

(8.v:ll) 

where ( ... ) denotes an average taken with the Gaussian weight of (8.v:l0). By construction we 
ha ve 

Z0 = det(M-1) 

Let us now consider the following partition function 

which is equal to 
Z = det(M-1 + () 

and then z 
Zo = det[M(M-1 + ()) = det[l + K] 

where 
K(r, r') = M(z, z') ((r') = 

1
((r')_, 

---------------------------- -uu 

(8.v:l2) 

(8.v:l3) 

(8.v:l4) 

(8.v:l5) 

(8.v:l6) 
2 Actually the operator M should be restricted to act only on analytical functions for its inverse M- 1 to exist. 
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The results w hich follow can also be obtained by exchanging the order of the factors M an d 
M-1 + ( in (8.v:15), i.e. by replacing ((r') by ((r) in (8.v:l6), however using the definition 
(8.v:l6) of K is more convenient. Expanding the ratio Z/ Zo in powers of ( we have 

(8.v:l7) 

Now, using Wick theorem for anticommuting variables [21], we find that 

(8.v:l8) 

Comparing equations (8.v:l7) and (8.v:9) with the help of equation (8.v:l8) we conclude that 

3 = Co !_ = Co d et (l + K) 
Zo 

(8.v:l9) 

The problem of computing the grand canonica! partition function has been reduced to finding 
the eigenvalues of the operator K. The eigenvalue problem for K reads 

(8.v:20) 

For À # O we notice from equation (8.v:20) that <P(r) = <P(z) is an analytical function of z. 
Because of the circular symmetry it is natural to try <P(z) = <Pl(z) = z1 = r 1eifcp with l a 
positive integer. Expanding 

1 
00 

( -1 )n 
__ z_z..,...' =L ::2 
1-- n=O 

4a2 

(8.v:21) 

and replacing <P1(z) = z1 in equation (8.v:20) one can show that <Pt is actually an eigenfunction 
of K with eigenvalue 

Àt = 47ra2(ec Bt0 (l +l, 47rnba2 ) 

with to = r5/(4a2 ) = tanh2 (To/2) and 

the incomplete beta function. So we finally arrive to the result for the grand potential 

00 

{30 = -lnS = -lnCo- L ln (l+ 47ra2(ec Bt0 (l +l, 47rnba2 )) 

f=O 

(8.v:22) 

(8.v:23) 

(8.v:24) 

with ec and ln Co given by equations (8.v:3) and (8.v:4). This result is valid for any disk 
domain of radius aT0 • Later, in Section v.3, we will derive a more explicit expression of the 
grand potential for large domains To -+ oo. 
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v.2 The density 

As usual one can compute the density by doing a functional derivative of the grand potential 
with respect to the position-dependent fugacity: 

(l) _ _ !___ u n=. ( 2 )2 ~l ,...... 
n (r) - l 4a2 ((r) 8((r) (8.v:25) 

The factor [1- (r2 /4a2)]2 is due to the curvature (104], so that n(1)(r) dS is the average number 
of particles in the surface element dS = [1- (r2 /4a2)]-2 dr. Using a Dirac-like notation, one 
can formally write 

ln3 = Tr ln(l + K) +In C0 = J (r lln(l + ((r)M)I r) dr+ In Co (8.v:26) 

Then, doing the functional derivative (8.v:25), one obtains 

(8.v:27) 

where we have defined G(r, r') by3 G = (1 + K)-1 M/(47ra). More explicitly, G is the solution 
of (1 + K)G = M/(47ra), that is 

( 
r"2 ) 41l"nba

2 
-l 

1--
- c j - 4a2 l G(r, r') +(e G(r", r') _, dr" = _1 l - zz 4?ra [l - zz l 

4a2 4a2 

(8.v:28) 

and the density is given by 

(8.v:29) 

From the integrai equation (8.v:28) one can see that G(r, r') is an analytical function of z. Trying 
a solution of the form 

00 

G(r, r') = L at(r')zl (8.v:30) 
l= O 

into equation ( 8. v:28) yields 

(8.v:31) 

Then the density is given by 

n(l)(r) = (ec (l- _c)4"n••'+l f ( r2 )l l 
4a2 4a2 l+ 4?ra2(eC Bt0 (i~+ l, 47rnba2 ) 

l= O 
(8.v:32) 

--~-----------------------
3the factor 47ra is there just to keep the sarne notations as in reference [104]. 
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After some calculation (see Appendix I), it can be shown that, in the limit a -t oo, the result 
for the flat disk in the canonica! ensemble [103] 

n(l)(r) - (- 2) ~l (7rnbr2)f 
- exp 1rnbr L.....t (/) 1 N) 

nb f=O T t.+ , b 
(8.v:33) 

is recovered. up to a correction due to the non-equivalence of ensembles in finite systems. In 
(8.v:33), T is the incomplete gamma function 

}'(i+ l, x) =l" tle-tdt (8.v:34) 

In t ha t flat-disk case, in the thermodynamic limi t (half-space), n (l) ( ro) = ncontact -t nb ln 2. 

v .3 Large domains 

We are now interested in large domains To -t oo. In this thermodynamic limit we will show 
that the sums in equations (8.v:24) and (8.v:32) can be replaced by integrals. For pedagogica! 
reasons we will first consider the case 47rnba2 = l in which the calculations are simpler, and 
afterwards deal with the generai case. 

v .3.1 The case 47rnba2 = l 

In this case the incomplete beta function that appears in equations (8.v:24) and (8.v:32) simply 
is 

(8.v:35) 

When To -t oo we have 
B (f l l) ~ exp( -4(f + l)e-ro) 

to + ' f +l (8.v:36) 

Then the sum appearing in the grand potential (8.v:24) takes the form 

f= ln (l+ (e exp( -4(f + l)e-r0
)) 

f=O nb 4(f + l)e-ro 
(8.v:37) 

where we have used the asymptotic expression (8.v:5) for ec. This sum can be seen as a Riemann 
sum for the variable x = 4(f + l)e-ro. Indeed, for large values of To, the variable x varies in 
small steps dx = 4e-ro. The sum (8.v:37) then converges, when To -t oo, to the integrai 

[oo ln (l+ (e e-x) ~ 
lo nb x 4e-~ 

(8.v:38) 

This expression together with equation (8.v:6) for the constant ln Co gives the grand potential 
in the thermodynamic limit To -t oo 

ero [['X) ( (ee-x) ] 
(30 ~ -4 l 

0 
ln l + nb----;- dx - l (8.v:39) 

We notice that the grand potential is extensive as expected. The area of the system being 
A= 47ra2 sinh2 ( To/2) ~ 1ra2ero, we find that the grand potential per uni t area w = n; A is given 
by 

[ 
{oo ( (e e-x) ] 

(3w = -nb lo ln l + nb----;- dx - l (8.v:40) 
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Similar calculations lead from equation (8.v:32) to the density n(1)(a) near the boundary as a 
function of the distance from that boundary aa = a( To - T), 

(8.v:41) 

After the change of variable x eu -t x, this can be written as 

(8.v:42) 

The average density n = N/A can be obtained integrating the density profile (8.v:42) or by 
using the thermodynamic relation N= -[3((80/8(). We find 

(8.v:43) 

v.3.2 The generai case 

With the case 47rnba2 = l we have illustrateci the generai procedure for computing the thermo-
dynamic limit. Now we proceed to compute it in the more generai case where 47rnba2 has any 
positive value. To simplify the notations let us define a= 47rnba2 . The main difficulty is to find 
a suitable asymptotic expression of the incomplete beta function 

(8.v:44) 

when to -t l which is valid for large f. As we have noticed in the previous section the main 
contribution from the sum in i that appears in the grand potential comes from large values 
of i which are of order ero. For these values of i the integrand in the definition of the beta 
function (1- tyl:-ltl is very peaked around t= t 0 and decays very fast when t -t O. So the main 
contribution to the incomplete beta function comes from values of t near t 0• It is then natura! 
to do the change of variable in the integrai t= t0 - v where with the new variable v the integrai 
is mainly dominateci by small values of v. Then we have 

rto 
Bto(i +l, a)= Jo (1- to + v)a-lelln(to-v) dv (8.v:45) 

Replacing to by its asymptotic value t 0 rv l - 4e-ro and taking into account that v is small ( of 
order e-ro), we find, at first order in e-ro, 

(8.v:46) 

where we have introduced once more the variable x = 4ie-ro (at first order in e-ro it is the same 
variable x= 4(i + l)e-ro introduced in the case a= l) and 

(8.v:47) 
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is an incomplete gamma function. With this result an d eq uation ( 8. v:5) the term e c Bt0 ( f + l, a) 
in the expressions (8.v:24) and (8.v:32) appears as a function of the continuous variable x = 
4fe-ro 

cB (o l ) a r(a, x) e to .c- + , a /"V e x a 
(8.v:48) 

With this result we can replace the sums for P in equations (8.v:24) and (8.v:32) by integrals 
over the variable x and we find the following expressions for the grand potential per unit area 

(8.v:49) 

and the density 

(8.v:50) 

In particular the contact value of the density, that is when a= O, is 

(8.v:51) 

After some calculation (see Appendix I), it can be shown that, in the limit a ~ oo, the result 
for the flat disk in the thermodynamic limit ncontact = nb ln 2 is again recovered. 

An alternative expression for the density which we will also use is obtained by doing the 
change of variable xeu ~x and introducing again a= 47rnba2 

(8.v:52) 

From this expression it can be seen that in the bulk, when a~ oo and e-u ~O, the density is 
equal to the background density, n(l)(a) ~ nb. The system is neutral in the bulk. The excess 
charge, which is controlled by the fugacity (, concentrates as usual on the boundary. 

The average total number of particles N and the average density n = N/ A can be computed 
either by using the thermodynamic relation 

N= _ 13,an 
8( 

or by integrating the density profile (8.v:50) 

The two methods yield the same result, as expected, 

(8.v:53) 

(8.v:54) 

(8.v:55) 
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The ratio of the average density and the background density can be put in the form 

n { 00 r(a, x) dx 
nb =lo xa 

((ea lnb) + ar(a, x) 
(8.v:56) 

As seen on equations (8.v:52) and (8.v:56) the density profile n(l)(a) and the average density n 
are functions ofthe parameter g = (e47rnba

2 lnb. Different values ofthis parameter g give different 
density profiles and mean densities. Depending on the value of g the system can be globally 
positive, negative or neutral. From equation (8.v:56) it can be seen that the average density is 
a monotonous increasing function of the fugacity, as it should be. Therefore there is one unique 
value of the fugacity for which the system is globally neutral. For the case 47rnba2 = l, we have 
determined numerically the value of g needed for the system to be neutral, n= nb. This value 
is g = (elnb = 1.80237. 

It may be noted that, in the case of a flat disk in the grand canonica! ensemble, the 2D 
OCP remains essentially neutral (the modulus of its total charge cannot exceed one elementary 
charge q), whatever the fugacity ( might be [128, 129]; this is because the Coulomb interaction 
-In( r l L) becomes infinite at infinity and bringing an excess charge from a reservoir a t infinity 
to the system already carrying a net charge would cost an infinite energy. On the contrary, 
in the present case of a 2D OCP on a pseudosphere, the Coulomb interaction (8.i:20) has an 
exponential decay at large distances, and varying the fugacity does change the total charge of 
the disk. 

Figure 8.3 shows several plots of the density n(l)(a) as a function of the distance a from the 
boundary (in units of a), for different values of g, in the case a= 47rnba2 = l. It is interesting 
to notice that for g ~ l the density is always an increasing function of a. Far away from the 
boundary, the density approaches the background density nb from below. O n the other hand 
when g > l, but not too large, the density profile shows an oscillation: n(l)(a) is no longer a 
monotonous function of a. Far away from the boundary, a -t oo, the density now approaches 
the background density from above. Finally, when g is large enough, the density profile is again 
monotonous, now a decreasing function of a. The change of behavior as a -t oo can actually be 
shown analytically. Let us define u =e-u. From equation (8.v:52) we have 

(8.v:57) 

The first term in the integrai is always positive. The second term, l - ( exu l g), in the limi t 
a -t oo (u -t O) is l- (llg). If g < l it is negative, then fJn(l) l8u is negative and n(l)(a) is 
then an increasing function of a when a -t oo as it was noticed in the last paragraph. 

Also, in this case a= l, when (-t oo the density profile (8.v:42) can be computed explicitly 

n(1)(a) _ l 
nb - (1 - e-u) 2 (8.v:58) 

It is clearly a monotonous decreasing function of a. 

v .4 Relations between the different pressures 

From the explicit expressions (8.v:49) and (8.v:52) for the grand potential and the density 
profile, we can check the relations between the different pressures obtained in Section iii. The 
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n(l) (a) 
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FIGURE 8.3: The density profile n(l)(o-) (in units of nb) as a function of the distance from 
the boundary o- (in units of a) for different values of the parameter g = (e/nb in the case 
41rnba2 = l. From bottom to top, in full line g = 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0 and in dashed line 
g = l ( change of behavior between monotonous increasing pro :file an d oscillating pro :file), 
g = 1.80237 (globally neutra! system) and g --+ oo. 

mechanical pressure simply is p(m) = -w and it is given by equation (8.v:49). This expression 
can be transformed by doing an integration by parts in the integrai giving 

(8.v:59) 

By the replacement 

(8.v:60) 

in equation (8.v:59), one recognizes the expressions (8.v:51) and (8.v:55) for the contact density 
and the average density, thus giving 

(8.v:61) 

which is precisely, when [3q2 = 2, the relation (8.iii:53) between the mechanical pressure p(m) 
and the kinetic pressure p(k) = (1/ [3)n(l) (O) obtained in Section iii. 

The thermal pressure is 

(8.v:62) 

The last term in this equation is given by 

(8.v:63) 
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Making the replacement 

(8.v:64) 

in equation (8.v:63), one recognizes in the first term the average density n, thus obtaining 

(8.v:65) 

where 

(8.v:66) 

So the thermal pressure is given by 

(8.v:67) 

On the other hand the integrai appearing in the generai relation (8.iii:56) between the thermal 
pressure and the kinetic pressure 

(8.v:68) 

can be split into two parts 
J = -nb +I' (8.v:69) 

with 
(8.v:70) 

Using the actual integrai representation for the density profile given by equation (8.v:50) yields 

(8.v:71) 

The integrai over a can be cast in the form 

(8.v:72) 

By doing the change of variable y = xé,. one immediately recognizes the integrai representation 
of the incomplete gamma function. The above expression is then equal to 

!_ [r(a, x)] 
8a xa (8.v:73) 

Thus we have proven that I' = I and finally we have the relation 

(8.v:74) 

which is relation (8.iii:56) in the solvable case {3q2 = 2. 
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vi Conclusions 

W e have shown that a closed one component Coulomb plasma of N charges confined in a compact 
connected domain n of the pseudosphere is certainly ergodic if we switch off the Coulomb 
interaction amongst the particles leaving intact the Coulomb interaction amongst the particle 
and the background. It is left as an open problem to prove that the system remains ergodic if 
we switch on the mutuai interaction between the particles, i. e. t o show t ha t for qN E n( h, To) 
the disequality (8.ii:17) with U given by (8.i:24), holds true at least in the large N (constant n) 
limi t. If this could be proven t han taking the thermodynamic limi t N -t oo (keeping n constant) 
one would recover the Statistica! Physics of the one component Coulomb plasma. Taking the 
limit a -t O one would recover the Statistica! Physics of the flat plasma. This derivation would 
be alternative to the one of Sari and Merlini [130] which goes through "H-stability" and the 
"cheese theorem" to prove the existence of the thermodynamic limit. 

In a flat space, the neighborhood of the boundary of a large domain has a volume which is 
a negligible fraction of the whole volume. This is why, for the statistica! mechanics of ordinary 
fluids, usually there is a thermodynamic limit: when the volume becomes infinite, quantities such 
as the free energy per uni t volume or the pressure have a unique limi t, independent of the domain 
shape an d of the boundary conditions. However, even in a flat space, the one-component plasma 
is special. For the OCP, it is possible to define several non-equivalent pressures, some of which, 
for instance the kinetic pressure, obviously are surface-dependent even in the infinite-system 
limi t. 

Even for ordinary fluids, statistica! mechanics on a pseudosphere is expected to have special 
features, which are essentially related to the property that, for a large domain, the area of the 
neighborhood of the boundary is of the same order of magnitude as the whole area. Although 
some bulk properties, such as correlation functions far away from the boundary, will exist, 
extensive quantities such as the free energy or the grand potential are strongly dependent on the 
boundary neighborhood and surface effects. For instance, in the large-domain limit, no unique 
limit is expected for the free energy per unit area F/A or the pressure -(8F/8A)(3,N· 

In the present chapter, we have studied the 2D OCP on a pseudosphere, for which surface 
effects are expected to be important for both reasons: because we are dealing with a one-
component plasma and because the space is a pseudosphere. Therefore, although the correlation 
functions far away from the boundary have unique thermodynamic limits [104], many other 
properties are expected to depend on the domain shape and on the boundary conditions. This 
is why we have considered a special well-defined geometry: the domain is a disk bounded by a 
plain hard wall, and we have studied the corresponding large-disk limit. Our results have been 
derived only for that geometry. 

We have been especially interested by different pressures which can be defined for this system. 
It has been shown t ha t the virial pressure p( v) ( defined through the virial theorem) and the 
kinetic pressure p(k) (the force per unit length that the particles alone exert on the wall) are 
equal to each other. We have also considered the thermal pressure p( t), the definition of which 
includes contributions from the background. It should be noted that this thermal pressure is 
also dependent o n surface effects, since i t is defined by ( 8.iii:24) and ( 8.iii:5 7) in terms of the 
free energy or the grand potential, and the corresponding partition functions include relevant 
contributions from the surface region. The thermal pressure is not equal to the previous ones. 
We have also considered the so-called mechanical pressure p(m) which differs from the kinetic 
one only for charged systems. Generai relations among these different pressures have been 
established for the finite Coulomb plasma. U sing the notion t ha t in the thermodynamic limi t 
the one particle correlation function differs from the background density just in a neighborhood of 
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the boundary an (the system tend to be electrically neutral in the bulk) we have given, whenever 
possible, the thermodynamic limit of the various relations found. All the above definitions of 
the pressure depend on the boundary conditions. A definition of a bulk pressure independent 
of the boundary conditions has been looked for. After an erroneous attempt [104], it has been 
argued [117, 118] that a bulk pressure p(O) could be defined from the Maxwell stress tensor at 
some point well inside the fl uid. The result was 

( 
f3q2) p(O) = nb 1- 4 (8.vi:1) 

That same equation of state holds for the 2D OCP on a plane, a sphere, or a pseudosphere. 
When f3q2 = 2, the model is exactly solvable, in the grand canonica! ensemble. Explicit 

expressions have been obtained for the grand potential, the density profile, and the pressures. 
The generai relations between the different pressures have been checked. 

A bulk pressure, independent of the surface effects, can be defined from the Maxwell stress 
tensor. It is not astonishing t ha t this bulk pressure is different from the previous ones, all of 
which depend on surface effects. 



Chapter 9 

Functional integration in one 
dimensionai classical statistica! 
mechanics 

The physics of one dimensionai systems is simpler than that one of three dimensionai ones. 
Specifically the free energy of an interacting gas has had an exact solution only in one dimension. 
The apparent simplicity of restricting motion to o ne spatial dimension is well known and has had 
much appeal. But what is the relation between the exactly soluble models of the one dimensionai 
world and the richer and puzzling problems of the tree dimensionai one? A one dimensionai gas 
was once thought to be incapable even of condensation. Later with the introduction of infinite 
range forces it has been made to condense, but even so this liquid can never freeze. What one 
finds is that these models are useful tests of approximate mathematical methods, the solutions 
of these models are surprisingly complex and interesting, physical applications are often and 
unexpectedly discovered, an d more importantly they educate us t o the need of rigorous an d 
exact analysis with which one can have a better definition of reality. The fact that particles can 
get around each other is responsible for much of the structure of the ordinary world, and is also 
responsible for the difficulties which the mathematical physicist encounter in studying it. In one 
dimension we renounce to some of the structure in favor of the possibility of obtaining an exact 
solution. 

The importance of one dimensionai physics also lies in the fact that a number of many-body 
problems in higher dimensions can be accurately mapped into one dimensionai problems. 

One dimensionai models with short range two particles forces do not have a phase transition 
at a non zero temperature [10]. 

In this chapter I will describe a way of simplifying the calculation of the grand canonica! 
partition function of an ensemble of classica! particles living in a one dimensionai world and 
interacting with a given pair potential v, originally described by Edwards and Lenard in their 
paper [3] which I will call EL from now on. Using the notion of a generai Gaussian random 
process and Kac's theorem, they show how it is possible to express the grand partition function 
as a one dimensionai integrai of the fundamental solution of a given partial differential equation. 
The kind of partial differential equation will be fixed by the kind of diffusion equation satisfied by 
the Gaussian random process. In sections i, ii, and iii I will present EL's functional integration 
technique. In subsection iv.2 I will show how, in EL, the properties of the Wiener process 
are used to solve "Edwards' model". I will then show, in subsection iv.1, how one can use 
the properties of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process t o sol ve the "Kac-Baker's model", and, in 
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section vii, how the generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process can be used to sol ve models with a 
more generai pair interaction potential. Even though in EL is mentioned the generality of their 
technique they just apply it to the "Edwards' model". In Section v we show how EL propose to 
extract thermodynamical informations from their treatment an d in section vi we show, following 
EL, how it is possible to reduce the search of the grand partition function, to a characteristic 
value problem, when the diffusion equation is independent of time. 

More recently [131] the functional integrai technique of Edwards and Lenard has been used 
to solve the statistica! mechanics of a one dimensionai Coulomb gas with boundary interactions 
as a one dimensionai model for a colloidal and soap film. 

i The Problem 

The problem is to simplify the calculation of the grand canonica! partition function of a system 
of particles in the segment [0, L] whose positions are labeled by Xi with i= l, 2, ... , N, namely, 

n _ ~ ZN f. L d !.L d { V N (X l, ... , X N) } 
H- ~ - XN · · · Xl exp -

N=O N! o o () 

EL consider the total potential energy of the system to be, 

N N 
VN(xi, ... ,xN) = LLw(xi,Xj) 

i=l j=l 

(9.i:l) 

(9.i:2) 

where w( xi, Xj) is a function of two variables depending on the pair potential v(lxi - Xjl) and 
the kind of reservoir exchanging particles with the system. 

The main idea of EL, is to rewrite the grand partition function as a functional average, 

n = ( exp t dx' F( </>(x'))) (9.i:3) 

l oo l L L N ) \"foN! 1 dxN" · ·1 dx1!! F(<f>(x;)) 

And then choose F(</>) = zexp(ia</>), to get, 

oo N L L \ { N }) n= L~! l dxN ... l dxl exp iu L </>(x;) 
N=O O O ~=l 

(9.i:4) 

where in interchanging the average with the sum and the integrals they use the linearity of the 
average. we haven' t defined the average yet so we will do it next. 

ii A veraging over a generai Gaussian Random Process 

A generai Gaussian random process </>(x) is defined by the postulate that for any finite number 
of points x1, ... , XN the joint probability density for <f>(xk) in d<f>k (we will often make use ofthe 
abbreviation </>i= </>(xi)) is ofthe form, 

(9.ii:l) 
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where Bij = Bij(Xl, ... , XN) are the elements of the positive definite matrix B. 
Let ak be N arbitrary real numbers. Then, 

(9.ii:2) 

where C 

Differentiating with respect to ak and O:t (not excluding k = l) and then setting all a to zero, 
one obtains, 

(9.ii:3) 

where C is a function of two variables only, called the covariance function. From equations 
(9.ii:2) and (9.ii:3) follows that also Bij = B(xi, Xj) is a function of just two variables. The 
covariance completely characterizes the statistica! nature of <P( x) 

Replacing all the o:' sin equation (9.ii:2) with a and comparing (9.ii:2) and (9.i:4) with (9.i:l) 
and (9.i:2) one recognizes that, 

(9.ii:4) 

This imposes a restriction to the systems that one can treat. Namely we need w to be positive 
definite. 

Why is all this useful is explained in the next section. 

iii Kac's Theorem 

Considera Markoffian process <P(x), i.e. one for which, given any increasing sequence of times 
xo, Xt, ... , Xn (with xo < Xl < · · · < Xn), the probability that </J(xk) is in d</Jk (with k = 
O, l, ... , n) is the product, 

P( c/>1, · · · , cf>n) = ( r: dcf>o fl P( cf>k, Xk l cf> H, Xk_l)R( </>o, X o )d<f>o) (9.iii:l) 

where P( </Jt, x1I</Jo, xo) is the conditional probability that <jJ(x1) is in an element d</J1 around </J1 
given t ha t <P( x0 ) = <Po and R( </J, x) is the initial probability distribution for the process. 1 Bot h 
the conditional probabilities and the initial distribution are assumed to be normalized to unity 
over the interval <P E [-oo, +oo], 

(9.iii:2) 

Any quantity w hich is an expression involving <P( x) is a random variable w hose average value 
may be determined using the probability ( 9.iii: l). 

One is interested in averages of the form, 

W(x, xo) = \ exp f dx' F(cf>(x'), x')) (9.iii:3) 

l+ f= 1" dxn ["" dxn-1 · · ·1"' dx1 (F(c/>n, Xn) · · · F(c/>1, Xl)) . 
--------------------~n~=~l~x_o___ xo xo 

1Equation (9.iii:l) defines what is often called a Wiener measure in the space of continuous functions ifJ(x). 
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Kac' s theorem takes advantage of the Markoffian property (9.iii:l) to relate to each other the 
successive terms of this series by an integral-recursion formula. It can be seen by inspection 
t ha t, 

W(x, xo) =i: d,PQ(,P, xi<Po, xo) , (9.iii:4) 

n=O 

{ 

Qo( ,P, xl </>o, xo) = i: d</JoP( ,P, xl </>o, xo)R(</>o, x o) 

Qn(</J,xi<Po,xo) = f dx' i: d,P'P(,P,xi<P',x')F(,P',x')Qn-l(<P',x'l</>o,xo) 

Then one can write the following integral equation for Q, 

Q(,P,xi<Po,xo) = Qo + f Qn = J d,PoPR + f J dx' J dif>'PFQn-1 
n=l n=l =i: d<f>oP(,P,xi<Po,xo)R(<Po,xo) 

+ 1~ dx' i: d,P'P(,P,xi<P',x')F(,P',x')Q(,P',x'I<Po,xo) {9.iii:5} 

This is the main result of Kac' s theorem. 
Now assuming that the stochastic process <P( x) satisfies a forward Fokker-Planck equation, 

a 
ax P( </J, x l<Po, x o) C( <P, x )P( <P, x l<Po, x o) 

P( <P, xol<Po, xo) 8 (<P - <Po) initial condition 

it immediately follows from the integrai formula (9.iii:5), that Q satisfies, 

a 
ax Q( <P, xl<Po, xo) 

Q( <P, xol<Po, xo) 

[C( <P, x)+ F(</J, x)]Q(</J, xJ</Jo, xo) 
R( </J, x o) initial condition 

(9.iii:6) 

(9.iii:7) 

If we now further assume <P(x) to be a Gaussian process (so that equation (9.iii:l) is of the 
form (9.ii:l)) then we can put together the result of the previous section (9.ii:4) and Kac' s 
theorem, to say that, 

!1 = W(L, O} = i: dif>Q(,P, LI O, O} (9.iii:8) 

wllere Q = Q( </J, x l<Po, xo) is the solution of the partial differential equation (9.iii:7) with F( </J, x) 
= F(</J) = zexp(ia</J). This is the simplification found by EL. Note the following points: 

• This certainly is a simplification from a computational point of view (see chapter 6 of 
"Lectures in Non-equilibrium Statistica! Mechanics" by Klaus Shulten, lecture notes for 
the 498NSM course held at the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign during fall 
2003). 
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• When the operator .C is independent of 't ime' ( we keep calling x t ime because i t comes 
natural from the notion of random process. In the present contest though x is the position 
of a particle along his one dimensionai world.) then both P(<jJ, xi</Jo, xo) and Q(<jJ, xi</Jo, xo) 
depend only o n the difference x - x0 since F does not depend explicitly o n x. 

• For a non-stationary random process <jJ(x) i t simplifies things if one takes a delta function 
as initial distribution, i.e. R(<jJ, x0 ) = 8(</J- </Jo), where </Jo = <!J(x0 ). In this case Q is the 
fundamental solution of the partial differential equation (9.iii:7). 

• Fora non-stationary random process the covariance function C(x1, x2) = (<jJ(xl)<jJ(x2)) is 
not a function of x2 - x1 alone. The identification of the covariance with the inter particle 
potential v demands that the process be stationary because the inter particle potential 
is a function of the difference of the two position variables. But in some cases (due for 
example to the presence of the reservoir) w may differ from v (see subsection iv.2). 

As a final remark, in EL is stressed the importance of the Markoffian nature of the process. 
They observe that the concept of a Markoffian process involves the idea of a succession in 'time' 
and this is meaningless when there is more then one independent variable. So it seems to be 
hard to extend the technique just described evento a two dimensionai system. 

In the following section we will apply the functional integration technique described to some 
concrete examples. 

iv Examples 

Let us see now how all this works for two well known Markoffian, Gaussian stochastic processes: 

iv .l The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 

The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is a stationary process defined as follows, 

R(</Yo) 

P( </J, x 1</Jo, x o) 

with ll.x 
S(ll.x) 

_l_ exp (- <P6) 
~ 2 

l (<P - </Joe--yll.x)2 
---;===::::;::::::====7= exp -
J21rS(ll.x) 28(/l.x) 
lx- xol 
l - e -2-yll.x 

(9.iv:l) 

(9.iv:2) 

where T is the inverse of the characteristic time constant of the process, i.e. a positive real 
number. Due t o the stationarity the following identity holds, 

R(<{>) = /_: d<f>oP(<{>, xl </>o, xo)R(<I>o) (9.iv:3) 

The covariance for this process is, 

(9.iv:4) 

The Fokker-Planck equation satisfied by the process is the Smoluchowski diffusion equation 
for an harmonic oscilla t or, 

( 
82 8 ) 

.C(<jJ) =T 8<jJ2 + 8</J</J (9.iv:5) 
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So this process can be used to describe a system of particles whose potential energy is, 

fJa2 
w(x1, x2) = 2 exp -')'/Xl- x2! (9.iv:6) 

Adding a hard-core part to this long range potential and making it attractive by choosing a 
pure imaginary, gives the so called "Kac-Baker model". Yang and Lee showed that the presence 
of the hard core part is sufficient to ensure the existence of the thermodynamic potential for the 
infinite system (L ---t oo ). This was calculated exactly by Kac w ho also proved that the model 
has no phase transitions (because of the infinite range of the potential, V an Hove' s proof is not 
applicable here). Later Baker showed t ha t if one sets, 

-~ a='tvo ' (9.iv:7) 

(so that the integrai of the potential is independent of r) and then takes the limit r ---t O after 
the limit L ---t oo, then a phase transition of the classica] Van der Waals type is obtained. A 
model with exponential repulsive pair potential ( exactly like the one in (9.iv:6)) was studied by 
D. S. Newman, who concluded that there was no phase transition for such a model, not even in 
the long range limit of Baker [132]. 

iv .2 The Wiener process 

We follow EL and introduce the Wiener process. It is a non-stationary process defined by (if 
x> xo), 

R(<Po) l ( o/o ) exp --v' 47r Dx0 4Dxo 
(9.iv:8) 

P(</J, xi</Jo, xo) 
l D.</J2 

(9.iv:9) exp---v' 47r D D. x 4D D. x 
with D. x x- x0 

D.<!J <P- <Po 

where D is the diffusion constant of the Brownian process, i.e. a positive real number. 
The covariance for this process is, 

(9.iv:l0) 

The Fokker-Planck equation satisfied by the process is the Einstein diffusion equation, 

(9.iv:ll) 

So this process can be used to describe a system of particles whose potential energy is, 

(9.iv:l2) 

It was S. F. Edwards, see EL, who first realized that this is a Coulomb system: electrons of 
charge e living in the segment [O, L] are in contact with an infinite reservoir (in the region 
x < O, say). The reservoir exchanges particles with the system of electrons giving rise to the 
statistica! fluctuations in particle number. Take the system plus reservoir electrically neutra! as 
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a whole and imagine the system containing N electrons. Then there is a total charge -N e in 
the reservoir. Gauss' s theorem then tells that in the region x ;;:::: O there is a constant electric 
field of magnitude 21rNe, due to the presence of the reservoir. Now choosing, 

D 

(J 

27r 
B 

e ' 

one can rewrite the total potential energy of the system as, 

N N 
VN 21re2 L L min(xk, xl) 

k=ll=l 
N N 

2'11"e2 L L [ _lxk ; xli + Xk ; Xl] 
k=ll=l 

N N 
-21re2 L lxk- xzl + 21re2 L L xz 

k<l k=l l=l 
N 

-21re2 L lxk- xzl + 21rNe2 L xz 
k<l l=l 

(9.iv:l3) 

(9.iv:l4) 

(9.iv:l5) 

Which is readily recognized as the expected result for the "Edwards' model". We are assuming 
that the line is the real world in which each charge lives. So that also its field lines cannot escape 
from the line. Then the electric potential of each charge is the solution of J2'lj;(x )/dx2 = -47r8(x), 
i.e. 'lj;(x) = -27rlxl. 

Note that due to the presence of the neutralizing reservoir, w is not just a function of lxi -xii 
and consequently the random process is not just a stationary one as in the Kac-Baker example. 

In this case Edwards has not been able to answer in a definite way to the problem of continuity 
of the thermodynamic functions. 

v Thermodynamics 

Following EL, we want now comment briefly on the relevance of all this from the point of 
view of the thermodynamics of the system of particles. Given the grand canonica! partition 
function n = O(z, L, B) the equation of state follows from eliminating z between the two following 
equations, 

p 

B 

n 

l L lnO(z, L, B) 
8 l 

z 8z L ln n(z, L, B) 

(9.v:l) 

(9.v:2) 

where P is the pressure and n the number density of particles. Sometimes one talks about 
cbemical potential JL ( of the one-component system), instead of z. The two are related by, 

_ mB 1-'/fJ 
( )

1/2 

z- 27rfi2 e (9.v:3) 
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where m is the mass of the particles. All the other thermodynamic functions can be obtained 
from the internai energy, 

U(N,L,S) d 
d( l/O) ln n(z, L, O) (9.v:4) 

8P 
L( -P+(){}() + J.Ln) (9.v:5) 

where S is the entropy of the system. Or alternatively from the Helmholtz free energy, 

A(N,L,O) = J.LN- Olnn(z,L,O) . (9.v:6) 

It is often useful to simplify the problem by studying just the asymptotic behavior of n in the 
infinite system limit L -+ oo. This usually allows the recognition of eventual phase transitions 
(as in the Yang & Lee theory and L. Van Hove theorems) as singularities in the equation of 
state. The equation of state for the infinite system becomes then, 

l : = ~(z, v, 8) = }~'! [ ~ Infl(z, L,8)] 

n=!= lim [z: -L
1

Inn(z,L,O)] , 
V L-+oo uz 

(9.v:7) 

where the limit may not be freely interchanged with the differentiation. 

vi Characteristic value problem 

Both the examples reported have the common feature that Cis independent of time x. Under 
this circumstance the problem of calculating the grand canonical partition function n may be 
simplified even further, as shown in EL. 

Since the coefficient function F( <jJ) in equation (9.iii:7) is periodic with period 21r i t is possible 
to reduce the problem (9.iii:7) to the characteristic value problem of an ordinary differential 
operator on a finite interval of the independent variable </J. Let, 

00 

Q(<jJ, x) = L Q( <P+ 21rn, xjO, O) (9.vi:l) 
n=-oo 

This function is the periodic fundamental solution of the partial differential equation (9.iii:7), 
i.e. for x= O it reduces to, 

00 

Q(<jJ, O) = L R(<jJ + 21rn) . (9.vi:2) 
n=-oo 

For the "Kac-Baker model" one finds for example Q(<jJ, O) = 03 (</J/2, 1/vfe-)/(27r) and for the 
"Edwards' model" Q(<jJ, O) = 2:~=-oo 8(</J + 21rn). It then follows that, 

(9.vi:3) 

Since F and C do not depend on x, in solving (9.iii:7) for Q, one may use the method of 
separation of variables. This leads to the characteristic value problem, 

[C(<jJ) + F(</J)J y(<jJ) 
y(</J + 27r) 

>..y( <P) 
y( <P) . 

(9.vi:4) 
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Then one looks for a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions Ym with relative eigenvalues 
.Àm (m= O, l, 2, ... ), 

(9.vi:5) 

The expansion of Q in terms of these functions is, 

Q(<jJ,x) (9.vi:6) 
m=O 

(9.vi:7) 

For example Bm = Ym(O) for the "Edwards' model". The grand partition function becomes, 

00 

O( L) """A eÀmL L.....tm ' (9.vi:8) 
m= O 

Ym(O) ~~ d</Jym(</J) · (9.vi:9) 

The .Àm and the Ym depends parametrically on z which enters into the definition of F(<jJ). 
N ow assume t ha t among the sequence of eigenvalue .Àm there is o ne .Ào that is real and is 

bigger than the real part of all the others then the following simplification holds, 

l O(L -+ oo) "'Ao exp(..XoL) l . (9.vi:l0) 

The equation of state for the infinite system then becomes, 

p (9.vi:ll) 

n 

(9.vi:l2) 

For example for an ideal gas .Ào ( z) = az (a constant). 
Let us summarize the characteristic value problem for the two examples reported (' = d/d</J): 

(l) repulsive "Kac-Baker mode l": 

(9.vi:l3) 

(2) "Edwards' model": 

(9.vi:l4) 

where in both cases y(</J) is a function of period 21r (for the attractive Kac-Baker model the 
periodicity is lost but the characteristic value problem is still valid). 
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vii Generai potential 

In the two examples reported we started from known stochastic processes to find which physical 
model they may be able to describe. Actually one wants to do the reverse: given a physical 
model, i. e. given w (a positive definite function ( 9 .ii:4)), determine the stochastic process that 
allows the desired simplification for the grand canonica! partition function. It turns out that 
this is quite easily accomplished when w is a function of the inter particles distance alone. 

For this purpose i t is useful t o reconsider the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process in a more generai 
way. Consider the following stationary stochastic process, 

R(</1) 

P( <P, xi<Po, xo) 

with ~x 

S(~x) 

_l exp (- <P2) 
v& 2 

l (<P- <PoA(~x)) 2 

.j21rS(~x) exp- 2S(~x) 

lx- xol 
l- A2 (~x) 

where the last definition assures the validity of the stationarity property (9.iv:3). 
The covariance for this process is, 

(9.vii:l) 

(9.vii:2) 

(9.vii:3) 

It can be readily verified that the transition density of this process satisfies the following 
forward Fokker-Planck equation, 

(9.vii:4) 

where the dot means differentiation with respect to time. Introducing the function B 2 (x) = 
- 2d ln A (x)/ d x o ne c an then say t ha t the process satisfies the following stochastic differential 
equation, 

B 2 (x) 
~(x)= --

2
-<P(x) + B(x)rJ(x) (9.vii:5) 

where TJ(x) is Gaussian white noise. 
All this allows for example to simplify the thermodynamics of a system of parti cles interacting 

with a potential, 

(9.vii:6) 

for which B(x) = J2(X. 
In the more generai case one has to deal with w' s which are not functions of the inter particle 

interaction alone. For example one may be interested in modifying "Edwards' model" for the 
case of a Coulomb system living in [-L, L] and neutralized by a uniform background ( containing 
quadratic terms). This problem has been solved by R. J. Baxter [132] who developed a method 
for finding the partition function when the pair potential satisfies a linear differential equation 
with constant coefficients. His method stili leads to an eigenvalue problem but do not employ 
functional averaging. 



Chapter 10 

Conclusions 

In the thesis have been examined various simple classica! fluids. Among the one component 
systems we have studied: 

• The one dimensionai hard spheres (hard rods). A peculiarity of this system is that, due to 
its low dimensionality, it cannot undergo the fluid-solid transition. Direct calculations of 
the Lyapunov exponent of the simple iterative scheme of Picard of HNC and PY integrai 
equations for this system showed the same behavior observed in three dimensionai systems 
(see chapter 6). So at least in this case, the recently proposed [83-85] connection between 
the threshold for the stability of the iterative solution of integrai equations for the pair 
correlation functions of a classica! fluid and its freezing phase transition, failed. 

• The three dimensionai inverse power potential and Lennard-Jones fluids. We used (see 
chapter 5) these systems t o test the performance of some new closures (HN C /H2, HN C /H3) 
built in such a way to admit a unique solution and to be thermodynamically consistent 
( the pressure calculated from the virial theorem coincides with the o ne obtained from the 
partial derivatives of the free energy). In particular we showed how for the Lennard-Jones 
fluid treated with HNC/H2, one could follow the isotherms from the low density to the high 
density regions without the appearance of termination points. The isotherms had a van 
der Waals like behavior. A drawback of these new closures is that they were worst than the 
more common closures (as HNC or RY) in reproducing the structure or thermodynamics of 
these fluids. If one drops the constraint of the uniqueness of the solution, within HNC /H3, 
better results, in this sense, were obtained. 

• The one component Coulomb plasma on a pseudosphere. It has long been known that 
at some special temperature ([3q2 = 2) the partition function and distribution functions 
of a flat two dimensionai one component plasma can be exactly computed in the ther-
modynamic limit, in the canonica! ensemble, using the properties of the Vandermonde 
determinant [4, 133]. The two dimensionai one component plasma on a pseudosphere was 
first considered by Jancovici and Téllez [104] who were able to extend the exact solution to 
this system. They stili studied only the thermodynamic limit and found consistent results 
working either in the canonica! or in the grand canonica! ensembles. In the thesis ( see 
chapter 8) we extended this work to a o ne component plasma confined into a finite disk 
of the pseudosphere. Again the grand potential and the one body density were calculated 
exactly at the special temperature but now we were forced to use the grand canonica! 
ensemble. The thermodynamic limit was also investigated to check, at the special temper-
ature, some sum rules between different definitions of the pressure of the system that had 
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been previously determined on general grounds. 

In the thesis we also stressed the important role played by the pseudosphere in the theory 
of dynamical systems. In particular Sinai [109] proved the ergodicity of a gas of free 
particles on a pseudosphere closed at infinity by a reflective boundary. We posed the 
question: is the two dimensiona! one component plasma on a pseudosphere ergodic? Due 
to the diffi.culty in handling the pair interactions we could not reach a definitive answer. 

• The Kac-Baker and Edwards one dimensiona! fluids. We described in details the functional 
integration technique used by Edwards and Lenard [3] to reduce the calculation of the 
grand canonical partition function of one dimensiona! systems with pair wise interactions, 
to the solution of a particular partial differential equation ( see chapter 9). W e reported the 
treatment of the Edwards model discussed in the Edwards and Lenard paper and showed 
how one could treat the Kac-Baker model with similar means. We also discussed a possible 
extension of the method to a system with a "general" pair interaction potential. 

Among the multicomponent systems we have studied: 

• the restricted primitive model for charged hard spheres. This is the simplest model for 
a ionic fluid. We reproduced in detail (see chapter 4 section i and appendix C) the 
calculation of the charge density direct correlation function, originally given by Blum (45]. 
With the hope of learning something o n how to apply the Wiener-Hopf technique to a 
multicomponent system. 

• The mixture of three dimensiona! non additive hard spheres. A solution of the PY ap-
proximation for this system has not yet been found. In the thesis ( see chapter 4 section 
ii) we showed how any attempt to find such a solution using the Wiener-Hopf technique 
(by an extension of the known solution to the PY approximation fora mixture of additive 
hard spheres given by Baxter (30]) is bound to be unsuccessful. We motivated this failure 
by looking at a particular case: the Widom-Rowlinson model. 
We also presented Monte Carlo simulation data for the direct correlation functions of a 
symmetric mixture and a mixture with equal concentrations but different like diameters. 

• The Widom-Rowlinson model. The PY approximation for this system has been solved 
analytically bot h in one dimension an d in three dimensions by Ahn and Lebowitz [53]. W e 
ha ve calculated ( see chapter 7), through Monte Carlo numerical simulations, the partial to-
tal and direct correlation functions of the three dimensiona! symmetric Widom-Rowlinson 
mixture, and we have found that the difference between the partial direct correlation func-
tion from the simulation an d the o ne from the PY approximation (note that there are 
misprints in the Ahn and Lebowitz paper) are well fitted by Gaussians. 

In this thesis work we have explored different aspects of the theory of classical liquid. We 
have shown how it is not possible to try to find an analytic solution of the PY approximation for 
the three dimensiona! mixture of non additive hard spheres, using the Wiener-Hopf technique 
( see chapter 4). W e ha ve seen how t o build an integral equation theory starting from two basic 
requirements: the uniqueness of the solution and the thermodynamic consistency, and how to 
test it (see chapter 5). We have carefully and critically analyzed a recently proposed one phase 
freezing criterion (see chapter 6). We have carried out numerical simulations on the Widom-
Rowlinson model and on the non additive mixture of hard spheres (see chapter 7). We have 
seen how the one component Coulomb plasma on a finite disk of the pseudosphere admits exact 
analytic solutions for the grand potential and the correlation functions at a particular value of 
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the temperature. We have also seen how to obtain sum rules for different definitions of pressure 
for this system checking them on the solvable model ( see chapter 8). And we ha ve seen how the 
functional integration technique used by Edwards and Lenard to simplify the calculation of the 
grand canonical partition function of a one dimensionai fluid with pairwise interactions, could 
be generalized to treat models other than the "Edwards model" (see chapter 9). 
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Appendix A 

The Wiener-Hopf factorization 

In this appendix we present the Wiener-Hopf factorization for the Ornstein-Zernike equation. 
This is a technique wideiy used (see for exampie the works of R. J. Baxter or L. Bium) to find 
anaiytic soiutions of integrai equations (usually PY and MSA) applied to simpie systems. Here, 
for the reference, we give a much more detaiied account of this technique than found in the 
literature. 

Let us considera generic function f = f(r) with r = lrl, in the three dimensionai space. Its 
Fourier transform can be written as follows 

(A.: l) 

j(k) 47r 100 - sin(kr)[rj(r)] dr 
k o 

411" l><' cos( kr )F( r) dr , (A.:2) 

where 

F(r) = [" sf(s) ds . (A.:3) 

We can aiways imagine f defined on the whoie reai axis choosing f( -r) = f(r). In such case 

F(-r) = j_~ sj(d) ds = [" sj(s) ds = F(r) . (A.:4) 

We then have that 

(A.:5) 

Suppose we want to study the hard spheres fluid using the PY closure. We will then have 
the following constraints on the totai and direct pair correiations functions 

h(r) 
c(r) 

-1 r <d 
O r >d , 

where d is the spheres diameter. Let us consider the function 

A l l 
A(k) = S(k) = A = 1- pc(k) 

l+ph(k) 
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(A.:6) 
(A.:7) 

(A.:8) 
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where S(k) is the static structure factor, p the density of the fluid, and in the second equality 
we used OZ equation for an homogeneous fluid 

h(k) = è(k) + ph(k)è(k) . 

We introduce the two even functions of r 

S(r) 

J(r) 

[X> te( t) dt = ld te( t) dt =O r ;::-:d 

["" sh(s)ds , 

we will then have for A and h 
A(k) 1- 27rpf

00 

eikr S(r) dr= l- 4?Tp [d cos(kr)S(r) dr 
-oo lo 

h(k) 

Let us consider now the behavior of A( k) in the complex p lane k = x + iy 

A(k) 1- 21rpB(k) , 

É(k) = i: eixr [e-yr S(r)] dr . 

(A.:9) 

(A.: lO) 

(A.: l l) 

(A.:l2) 

(A.:l3) 

(A.:l4) 

(A.:l5) 

It is readily verified that B(k) is analytic on <C. Indeed since S(r) has finite support, the partial 
derivati ves of B respect to x and y exist ( can be brought inside the integrai sign) and it can be 
easily verified that 8B(k)/8x = -i8B(k)j8y for all k E <C. Moreover it follows from equation 
(A.:l5) that 

lim B (x + iy) = O Y1 < Y < Y2 , 
lxl-+oo 

(A.:l6) 

and then 

lim lnA(x + iy) =O Yl < y < Y2 · 
lxl-+oo 

(A.:l7) 

Since the structure factor S(k) < oo for all k E JR+ then A( x+ iy) has no zeroes on the real 
axis (y = 0). It is then possible to choose an E such that A has no zeroes in the strip IYI ::; E 

(being A analytic it is continuous). The function lnA will also be analytic in the strip IYI ::; E. 

We can then apply Cauchy' s theorem around the strip (see figure A.l) to find 

lnA(k) = lnQ(k) + lnP(k) k =x+ iy IYI <E , (A.:l8) 

with 
l f-it:+oo ,lnA(k') 

-2. dkk' k ?T't -iE-00 -
lnQ(k) (A.:l9) 

lnP(k) 
l i.it:+oo ,lnA(k') -- dk---

21Ti ÌE-00 k' - k 
(A.:20) 

the integrals on the contour at lxi = oo being zero. Since A(k) =A( -k) then lnQ( -k) = lnP(k) 
and we find forA the following Wiener-Hopf factorization 

A(k) = Q(k)Q( -k) IYI <E . (A.:21) 

We will now find some properties of the Q function which follows from equation (A.:l9): 
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-f 

FIGURE A. l: Path of integration. 

(1) the function InQ(k) is anaiytic for y f:- -E and InQ(-k) is anaiytic for y f:- +E. We 
conclude that Q( ±k) is anaiytic for y f:- =fE and has no zeroes (i t is the exponentiai of an 
anaiytic function); 

(2) For y =O we have 

In Q*(x) -- dx _ __,; __ ....;... l joo ,In A*(x'- iE) 
27ri _00 (x'-x)+iE 

- dx'--~---'-
l joo In A*( -x'- iE) 

27ri _00 [x'- (-x)]- iE 
_1_ joo dx' InA(x'- iE) 
27ri _00 [x' - (-x)] - iE 

In Q( -x) , (A.:22) 

where a star stands for compiex conjugation and in the second to Iast equality we used 
A*(x + iy) =A( -x+ iy); 

(3) when y -=/:- -E we have InQ(x + iy) rv ljx as lxi -t 00 which means that Q(x + iy) rv 

l+ 0(1/x); 

(4) the expression (A.:l9) for InQ(k) has a singuiarity at y =-E. It represents two different 
anaiytic functions of k for y < -E and y > -E. We want to find the anaiytic continuation 
for y > -E of the anaiytic function (A.:l9) for y < -E. In the strip IYI < E we have 

Q(k) = A(k)/Q( -k) , (A.:23) 

where A(k) is anaiytic everywhere and Q( -k) is anaiytic for y <E. The anaiytic function 
(A.:23) must then coincide with the anaiytic function (A.:l9) for y > -E in the strip 
IYI < E. It is then the anaiytic continuation Iooked for. Moreover since Q( -k) -t l as 
y -t - oo we must ha ve 

as we have 

A( x+ iy) = l- 21rpjd eixr e-yr S(r) dr . 
-d 

(A.:24) 

(A.:25) 
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Now from the properties (1) and (3) follows that for k E 1R the function 1- Q(k) E L2 ( -oo, oo). 
It is then Fourier integrable along the real axis and a function Q(r) can be defined as 

l 100 •k A 27rpQ(r) = 27r -oo e-~ r[l- Q(k)] dk . (A.:26) 

From property (2) we have that Q(r) is a real function. When r <O we can rewrite 

l i •k A 27rpQ(r) = 2 e-~ r[l- Q(k)] dk , 
7r 'T'l +1'2 

(A.:27) 

where 11 and 12 are the two paths of integration shown in figure A.2. Infact we have f'Y
2 

••• -+ O 

y 

1\ • 
Q(k) anal t1c for y>O 

R x 

-€ 

FIGURE A.2: Path of integration. 

as R-+ oo when r <O since [1- Q(k)] -+O as y-+ oo. Since Q is analytic for y >O, it follows 
from Cauchy' s theorem that 

Q(r) =O r <O . (A.:28) 

When r 2:: d we can rewrite (A.:26) as follows 

(A.:29) 

where 11 and 12 are the two paths of integration shown in figure A.3, and for y > -E we take 
Q(k) to be the analytic continuation found in property (4). Then the limit (A.:24) ensures us 
that f'Y

2 
••• -+O as R-+ oo when r 2:: O. It again follows from Cauchy' s theorem that, 

Q(r) =O r 2:: d . (A.:30) 

We can then write 

(A.:31) 
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y 

-e 
The anal ytic 
of Ò(k) is an 

+€ 

FIGURE A.3: Path of integration. 

R 

And from the Wiener-Hopf factorization (A.:21) follows for k E 1R 

x 

l- 27rp i: eikr' S(r') dr' = (l- 27rp fod eikr' Q(r') dr') x 

which can be rewritten as i: eikr' S(r') dr' 

(l- 27rp fod e-ikr' Q(r') dr') 

fod eikr' Q(r') dr'+ fod e-ikr' Q(r') dr'-

27rp fod fod eik(t-s)Q(t)Q(s) dtds . 
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(A.:32) 

(A.:33) 

Multiplying both members times e-ikr and integrating over dk/(27r) from -oo to +oo we find 

S(r) = Q(r) +Q( -r)- 27rp fod fod O( t- s- r)Q(t)Q(s) dtds 

Changing variables to y = t - s and x = t we find 

[jo rd+y 
S(r) = Q(r) +Q( -r)- 21rp -d dy 8(y- r) lo dx Q(x)Q(x- y)+ 

fod dyli(y- r) ld dxQ(x)Q(x- y)] 

When O < r < d we then have 

S(r) = Q(r)- 27rp id Q(x)Q(x- r) dx O< r <d 

On the other hand from equations (A.:21) and (A.:8) we also have 

A A l 
Q(k)[l + ph(k)]- l= Q( -k) -l 

(A.:34) 

(A.:35) 

(A.:36) 

(A.:37) 
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Multiplying both terms by e-ikr and integrating over dk from -oo to +oo we find 

i: e-ikr {Q(k)[l+ pÌt(k)]- l}dk loo e-ikr [ A l -l] dk 
-oo Q( -k) 

I(r) . (A.:38) 

When r >O we can rewrite 

I(r) = J e-ikr [ A l - 1] dk , 
hl+/2 Q( -k) 

(A.:39) 

where 1'1 and 1'2 are the two paths of integration shown in figure A.4. We infact have that 

y 

x 

1\ 
1/Q(k)-1 is 

FIGURE A.4: Path of integration. 

f
12 

••• -t O as R -t oo since l/Q( -k) - l -t O as y -t -oo. From property (1) we know that 
l/Q( -k)- l is analytic for y <O, then by Cauchy' s theorem we must have I(r) =O for r >O. 
We can then write 

(A.:40) 

From w hich follows 

-Q(r) + J(r)- 27rp fod ds i: dtJ(t + s- r)Q(s)J(t) =O , (A.:41) 

or 

J(r) = Q(r) + 21rp fod ds Q(s)J(r- s) . (A.:42) 

Since J( r) is even we can rewrite 

J(r) = Q(r) + 21rp fod ds Q(s)J(Ir- si) r >O . (A.:43) 
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Let us now take the derivative with respect to r of the expressions found for S(r) and J(r). 
Since dJ/dr= -rh(r) from equation (A.:43) we find 

rh(r) = -Q'(r) + 21rp fod (r- s)h(ir- si)Q(s) ds r >O , (A.:44) 

where the prime denotes differentiation. Since dS/dr = -rc(r) from equation (A.:36) we find 

rc(r) = -Q'(r) + 21rp [ -Q(r)Q(O)- t Q(s) dQ(;s- r) ds] 

-Q'(r) + 21rp { -Q(r)Q(O)- [Q(s)Q(s- r)]~ +t Q'(s)Q(s- r) ds} 

-Q'(r) + 21rp [ -Q(d)Q(d- r) +t Q'(s)Q(s- r) ds] (A.:45) 

Since Q(d) =O (see equation (A.:30)) we have that 

rc(r) = -Q'(r) + 21rp id Q'(s)Q(s- r) ds O< r <d . (A.:46) 

We want to stress that the two expressions just found for h(r) (A.:44) and for c(r) (A.:46) 
have been derived from: 

• the OZ equation, 

• c( r) = O for r > d, 

• the static structure factor is finite at all wave vectors. 

It should also be noticed how this technique: 

• must reduce the problem to a set of algebraic equations, in order to be succesful; 

• has been generalized t o multicomponent systems by R. J. Baxter [30] (PY solution of 
a mixture of additive hard spheres) and by L. Blum [45] (MSA solution of the primitive 
model of charged hard spheres). In these cases one ha ve t o make an ansatz for the matricial 
factorization to be verified a posteriori; 

• has some defects as the non uni city of the Q( k) or the non unicity of the solutions of the 
algebraic equations. 



Appendix B 

Mixtures 

The discussion until now has been limited to one component systems. We consider now an 
n-component system in which N v particles, labeled by iv = l, 2, ... , N v, are of specie v with 
v= l, 2, ... , n. The total number of particles is N= L:~=l N v and the concentration number 
for specie v is Xv = Nv/N. 

The microscopic partial densities are defined as 

N,_, 

Pv(r) = L b(r- riJ (B.: l) 
i,_,=l 

and their Fourier transform is 

J 
N,_, 

Pv(k) = Pv(r)e-ikr dr= ~ e-ikri,_, 
~v=l 

(B.:2) 

i The static structure factor 

The partial static structure factors are defined as 

(B.i:l) 

where we used ( ... ) to denote a canonica! average and the prime over the double sum means 
that iJJ =l iv when J-L = v. We can further write 

(B.i:2) 

where we introduced the two particles correlation function pN(2) (r, r'). It represents the proba-,vJJ 
bility of finding a particle of specie v in r an d one of specie J-L in r'. The partial pair distribution 
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function is then defined as 
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(2) ( l) 
l PN,v~-t r, r 

9v~-t(r, r) = (1) (l) 
PN,v(r)PN,J-t(r1

) 

where the partial single particle correlation function is defined as 
N v 

p~~v(r) = (L 8(r- riJ) 
iv=l 

If the system is homogeneous we have 

(l) _ Nv _ 
PN,v(r) - V- XvP ' 

where p= N /V is the usual density of the system. And 

(2) ( l) (2) ( l) 2 ( l) 
PN,v~-t r,r = PN,v~-t r- r =p XvX~-t9v~-t r- r . 

Then equation (B.i:2) becomes 

Svl'(k) = Xvlivl' + PXvXI' J e-ikr 9vl'(r) dr . 

If we define the partial total correlation function as 

hvJ-t(r) = 9v~-t(r)- l r~ O , 

we find, neglecting the forward scattering, 

SvJ-t(k) = Xv8vJ-t + PXvXJ-thVJ-t(k) 
where the hat stands for Fourier transformed. 

If the system is homogeneous and isotropic we must have 

p~~ (r) = pL2J (r) 
We will then have n( n+ 1)/2 distinct partial pair distribution functions. 

ii The OZ equation 
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(B.i:3) 

(B.i:4) 

(B.i:5) 

(B.i:6) 

(B.i:7) 

(B.i:8) 

(B.i:9) 

(B.i:lO) 

The partial direct correlation function cvJ.-t(r1, r 2) is defined from the OZ equation as follows 
n 

hJ.-tv(rl,r2) = cl-'v(r1,r2) + Lp(1)(r3)cwy(rt,r3)hyv(r3,r2)dr3 . (B.ii:l) 
-y=l 

If the system is homogeneous taking the Fourier transform of B.ii:l and multiplying both sides 
by ..jxJ-txv we find 

n 

..jxJ-txvh1w(k) = .Jx~-txvc~-tv(k) +p L[.Jx~-tx"Yci-'"Y(k)..jx1xvh-yv(k)] (B.ii:2) 
-y=l 

or in matricial form 

H= C[l +pH] (B.ii:3) 

where HJ-tv = ..jxJ-txvhJ-tv(k) and CJ-tv = ..jxJ-txvc~-tv(k). 
Ifthe system is isotropic then H is symmetric, [l+pH] is symmetric, [l+pH]-1 is symmetric, 

and since H an d [l + p H] -l commute, C is also symmetric. 
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iii The grand canonica! formalism 

Let {J.L11 } be the chemical potentials of the n species. The grand canonica! partition function of 
the mixture is 

8( {J.L 11 }, V, T) 

(B.iii:l) 

where rN = ( { ri1 }, { ri2 }, ••• , { rin}), ( 11 = A - 3ef3f.Lv are the fugacities, and ZN is the configuration 
integrai. The probability that the system contains N1 particles of specie l, N2 particles of specie 
2, ... , N n parti cles of specie n is 

The one particle density for specie v is then . 

00 

L 
the two particles density for species v and J.L is 

00 00 

NJ.',Nv=l {N0 }0:j:J.',v=0 
00 00 

(1) P({N1 })PN 11 (r) , , 

L L P({N1 })p~~f.Lf.L(r,r1 ) 

Their normalization is 

N~-'=2 {N0 }oo~~-'=O 

j p~tl(r) dr 

j j p~J(r,r1)drdr1 

(N v) , 

iv The Kirkwood and Buff equation 

Let us consider the following combination 

If the system is homogeneous we find 

(B.iii:2) 

(B.iii:3) 

(B.iii:4) 
fL =v . 

(B.iii:5) 

(B.iii:6) 

(B.iv:2) 
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where in the grand canonica! ensemble the concentration numbers are ratios of average numbers 
of particles, i.e. Xv= (Nv)/(N). We call 

From the OZ equation we have 

hpv(O) = Cpv(O) +p L x1 cp1 (0)h.yv(O) 
l 

Multiplying both sides by pxpxv we find 

Apv - bpvXp = L Bp1 A1 v , 
l 

where Bpv = pxpcpv(O). If we know the inverse of A we can then determine B 

Bpd = bpd - [A - 1 ]pdXp , 

or, using I: v x v = l 

We want now to show Kirkwood and Buff formula [134] 

L XpXv[A - 1 ]pv = x~/XT . 
jJll 

(B.iv:3) 

(B.iv:4) 

(B.iv:5) 

(B.iv:6) 

(B.iv:7) 

(B.iv:8) 

where x~ = f3 /p is the isothermal compressibility of the ideai gas and XT the one of the inter-
acting mixture. 

From the definition of the partition function follows that 

(N v) = ~ [ 88 ] 
8 8({3 Jlv) T V , 

(B.iv:9) 

Taking one more derivative we find 

[ 
8(Nv) ] 
8({3 /11) T V , 

Omitting the average symbol for the number of particles we find for A the following thermody-
namic expression 

A __ l (8Nv) 
li{ - N j3 8111 T,V,{Na}' 

(B.iv:ll) 

where {Na}' = {Na}a:;tv· We are choosing as independent variables T, V, and {N0 }. At constant 
T and V the chemical potentials {Jla} are just functions of {N0 }. From the Jacobian identity 

8(111, ... , Jln) o( N~, ... , Nn) = l , 
8(N1, ... , Nn) o(Jlb ... , Jln) 

(B.iv:l2) 
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follows that 

(B.iv:13) 

Moreover from the infinitesimal change in the grand thermodynamic potential n = - PV 

(B.iv:14) 
li 

follows at constant T and V 

(B.iv:15) 

from w hich we fin d 

(B.iv:16) 

Upon multiplying both sides by (3x, .. 'fl summing over '"'f, and using equation (B.iv:13) we reach 
the following expression 

(B.iv:17) 

We now use the following identity 

(
8V) ({)P) 8(V,P) o(P,N) 8(V,P) (8P) 
aN TP av TN = o(N,P) o(V,N) =- o(V,N) =- aN Tv 

l l l 

(B.iv:18) 

to rewrite 

(B.iv:19) 

Since the volume is an homogeneous function of order o ne over {N a} then 

(B.iv:20) 

which upon insertion into (B.iv:19) gives formula (B.iv:8). 



Appendix C 

Very tedious algebra for the MSA 
solution 

In this appendix we will use Roman indices for the species. We will start with the determination 
of Qij(r) which will allow us to find the relationship between the ai and the Jij· 

Plugging ( 4.i:57) into ( 4.i:56) we find 

(C.: l) 

where 

aii Jij- 2Aij- LPk Jik 
3 

drQkj(r) +1r 3 

drQkj(r)r2 l [ 1q·k 1q·k 
k Àjk Àjk 

+J;kAk;u;k + iAki<TÌk] (C.:2) 

bij LPk [21r {uik drQkj(r)r + JikAkj + 1rAkjaJk] 
k }Àjk 

(C.:3) 

Cij 1r- LPk [7r fuik drQkj(r) +1rAkjajk] 
k }Àjk 

(C.:4) 

dij = i L PkAkj . (C.:5) 
k 

From the neutrality condition ( 4.i:2) we find t ha t dii = O. Q ii ( r) must then be a second degree 
polynomial. We now define the following constants 

(C.:6) 

(C.:7) 

(C.:8) 

where 8jk = ajk- À}k· Using this constants and taking into account equation (4.i:34) we can 
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rewrite the coe:fficients of Qij ( r) as follows 

l '"""" o 2 7r 3 Jij- 2ziaj- ~Pk(Jikakj + 1rakj + JikZkajO"jk + 3zkaiajk) 
k 

LPk(27ra~j + 1rzkaja]k + JikZkaj) 
k 

Cij = 7r- L Pk(7ra~i + 'lrZkajO"jk) , 
k 

From the boundary condition (4.i:38) follows that 
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(C.:9) 

(C.: lO) 

(C.:ll) 
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we will see that we will not have to use B 2 and C2 • W e now have for the coefficients bij and Cij 

b;j = [ 21r ~ Pk ( bki B]k + Ckj C J k)] + [ ~ Pk ( -1r Zkai'l}k + 1r Zk aioJk + J;k Zkai)] 

=Dj+ ìfj , (C.:24) 

Cij [-'Il"~ Pk ( bkj BJk + Ckj cJk)] + ['Il" -~ Pk ( -'ll"Zk ajti"Jk + 'Il" Zkaj<Tjk)] 

-Dc+ c = j Ìij 

w h ere we defined Db, Dc an d ìb, ìc. W e now define 

BzR = L PkZkak , 
k 

szR2 = LPkZka~ ' 
k 

s~J = L PkZk Jik . 
k 

U sing the neutrality condition ( 4.i:2) the 1' s can be rewritten as follows 

b Ìij 
c Ìij 

i Calculation of Db and ne 
Let us now determine Db an d Dc. Pro m their definition follows 

27r L Pk[(Dj + Ì~j)B)k +(Dj+ Ìkj)C)k] 
k 

DJ [ 211" ~ PkB]k] +Dj [ 211" ~ PkC]k] + [ 211" ~ Pk( 'YZiBJk + 'YkiCJk)] 

(C.:25) 

(C.:26) 

(C.:27) 

(C.:28) 

(C.:29) 

(C.:30) 

DjXj + DjYl + zj , (C.i:l) 

-7r L Pk[(Dj + Ì~j)BJk +(Dj+ Ìkj)CJk] 
k 

DJ [ -1r ~ PkBJk] + Dj [-'Il"~ PkCJk] + [-'Il"~ Pk( 'Y~iBJk + 'YkpJk)] 

DjXj + DjYf + Zj , (C.i:2) 

where we defined Xb, yb, zb and xc, yc, zc. We find then 

( 
1 _ xb _ yb ) ( Db ) = ( zb ) 
-xc l - yc ne zc (C.i:3) 

The determinant of the coefficients matrix is 

(C.i:4) 
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then we have 

zb(l- yc) + zcyb 
d et 

zc(l - Xb) + zb xc 
de t 

In terms of the following two constants 

SR2 =L PkO"~ ' 
k 

SR3 =L PkO"~ ' 
k 

the X' sand Y' s can be rewritten as follows 

x~ 
J 1r Gsw -~Sn2ai) 

x~ 
J 1r Gsn2) 

y~ 
J 1r ( -~Sn2a]) 
y~ 

J 1r Gsns+ ~Sn2ai) 
Then the determinant (C.i:4) is 

w h ere we ha ve defined 

Let us now rewrite the Z' s. We introduce the two constants 

ij 

s;JR3 =L PiPjZjJiia-J , 
ij 

then the Z' s can be rewritten as follows 

zJ = 

z~ 
J 

( C.i:5) 

(C.i:6) 

( C.i:7) 

( C.i:8) 

( C.i:9) 

(C.i:lO) 

(C.i:ll) 

(C.i:12) 

(C.i:13) 

(C.i:l4) 

(C.i:15) 

(C.i:16) 

(C.i:17) 

( C.i:18) 

(C.i:19) 
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We find for the D' s the following expressions 

where 

(C.i:20) 

(C.i:21) 

(C.i:22) 

(C.i:23) 

(C.i:24) 

The coeffi.cients bij (C.:24) and Cij (C.:25), taking into account equations (C.:29) and (C.:30) 
for the 1' s, can be rewritten as follows 

where 

with 

c· J 

'l/JI 

Cj ' 

l 2 
Ll2 ( -'l/;tajO"j + 'l/J2aj - 'lj;3aj) 
l 7r 

Ll2 ('lfJiaj + 'l/J3aj) + Ll , 

n (<h+ .6.2 ~s.n) 
n (<h+ .6.2 ~Szn•) 
7rcp3 • 

ii Relationship between ai and Jij 

(C.i:25) 
(C.i:26) 

(C.i:27) 

(C.i:28) 

(C.i:29) 

(C.i:30) 

(C.i:31) 

Multiplying equation (C.:9) by PiZi, taking the sum over i and taking into account the neutrality 
condition ( 4.i:2) we find 

L: PiZiaij = L: PiZi [Jij - ~ziaj -L: Pk(Jikagj + JikZkajO'jk)] 
i i k 

(C.ii:l) 

We substitute aij and agj with their expressions in terms of the coeffi.cients Cij and bij (see 
equations (C.:l2) and (C.:l8)-(C.:20)). We find 

L: Pi ( -bijO'ij - CiJO'IJ - Ziaj) = 
i 

(C.ii:2) 
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Substituting B 0 and C0 with their expressions in terms of the diameters (see equations (C.:21)) 
we have 

~p;z;(bii"ii + C;jaf;) = -8~1 - O ~p;z[) ai 

+ ~PkPiZiJik [ (-~a~) bkj + (-~a~- ~a~aj) Ckj l 

We define new constants 

+ [ ~PkPiZiZkJik~(aj- ak)] a; 

L PkPiZiZkJik 
ik 

L PkPiZiZkJikO'k 
ik 

In terms of these new constants equation (C.ii:3) can be rewritten as follows 

( C.ii:3) 

(C.ii:4) 

(C.ii:5) 

( C.ii:6) 

(C.ii:7) 

Let us now rewrite the terms containing the coefficients bij an d Cij using equations ( C.i:25) and 
(C.i:26). In order of appearance in equation (C.ii:7) from left to right we have 

• first term 

(C.ii:8) 

• second term 

(C.ii:9) 

• third term 

( C.ii:lO) 

• fourth term 

(C.ii:ll) 
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Upon substitution of these terms back in equation (C.ii:7) we find 

~Sznbj + s;,JRai + ~Szn>Cj + ~SzRCjO"j = -S~J- ~Sz>aj- ~s;JR2bj 
l~ k 2 l 2 l 2 -2 L..tPk(akSzJ) ai- 6SzJR3Cj- 2SzJR2CjO'j , 

k 

Multiplying both members by 2 and reordering terms we find 

ai [ ~ Pk(Zk + O"kS:J )2
] + (bj + CjO"j)[SzR + s;JR2] + Cj [ ~SzR2 + ~s;JR•] 

= -2S~J . (C.ii:l2) 

We now rewrite the sum of the second and third term on the left hand side of (C.ii:12) substi-
tuting for bi and Cj the expressions found in (C.i:27) and (C.i:28). We find 

(bj + CjO"j)[SzR + s;JR>] + Cj [~Szn> + ~s;JR'] = 

ai { ~2 [w2(Szn + s;Jn>) + .P1 ( ~szR2 + ~s;JR')]} + 

O"j [~ (SzR + s;JR2) +t; GszR2 + ~s;JR')] + 

~ Gszn> + ~s;JR') 
In terms of the following quantity 

Nj = ~PkZk [Jkj+ 4: (a~+~~;>wfJkl)] 

( C.ii:l3) 

( C.ii:l4) 

the coe:fficient of ai in equation (C.ii:l3) can be rewritten (recalling the value of 'lj13 ) as 

(C.ii:l5) 

At least we find forai 

(C.ii:l6) 

where 

(C.ii:l7) 
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We stili have to simplify this expression for Da. In particular we want to express it in terms of 
Ni. 

Let us rewrite the second term in (C .ii: 17) in terms of the <P' s 

(C.ii:18) 

Recalling the <P' s 

c/>1 ~ [~s;JR2 + iSzR2SR2 + ~SzR(l- ~l] + iSR2 ~ 

c/>2 ~ [~s;JR.+ ~szR2(1- ~l] 

we see that the terms in ~2 in the square braces of equation (C.ii:18) vanish. We are then left 
with 

(C.ii:19) 

where 

(C.ii:20) 

Inserting equation (C.ii:19) into equation (C.ii:17) for Da and recalling the definition of Nj 
(C.ii:14) we find the following expression for Da 

Da= LPk(zk + Nkak? · 
k 

iii Calculation of Qij(Àji) 

Let us now calculate Qjk(r) in r = Àkj 

ajk + bjkÀkj + CjkÀ~j 
bjk(-iJlj) + Cjk( -iJ~j)- Zjak 

bjk( -ai)+ Cjk( -ajak) - Zjak 

-[aj(bk + Ckak) + S~JakO"j + Zjak] 

- [O"j (~21/J2ak + ~ O"k) + ak(Zj + s;JO"jl] 
- ~ O"jO"k- ak [zi + (t; + s;J) ui] 

(C.ii:21) 
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where in the second equality we used equation (C.:12) for aij, in the third equality we used the 
definitions of the 8n (C.:13)-(C.:17), in the fourth equality we used the expressions (C.i:25) and 
(C.i:26) for the coefficients bij and Cij, and in the fifth equality we used equations (C.i:27) and 
(C.i:28) for bi and q. Recalling that 'l/;2 = 7ril"'E/2 we find 

( C.iii:1) 

where we used the definition of Nj (C.ii:14). 
From equation (4.i:39) we now that it must be Qij(Àji) = Qji(Àij) or 

(C.iii:2) 

From which follows that 

(C.iii:3) 

where we have defined the separation constant r. Equation (C.iii:3) allows to determine the ai 
independently from the Jij: 

(1) From the expression (C.ii:16) for the aj we find 

from w hich we determine the Ni as functions of r, Ni (r); 

(2) from equation ( 4.i:35) we find 

2 _ ( 2r) 
2

"""' 2 (zk + Nkak)
2 

_ 4r2 

a - D L...t Pkak 2 - D , 
a k ak a 

where we used expression (C.ii:21) for Da. We then find Da= 4r2 ja2 ; 

(3) From the algebraic equation 

(C.iii:4) 

(C.iii:5) 

(C.iii:6) 

we find r choosing the solution with the right asymptotic behavior at small concentrations; 

(4) the ai are then determined by 

a2 
a·= -(z· + N.-(r)a·) 1. 2r 1. 1. 1. (C.iii:7) 

Note that at small concentrations Pk the equations (C.iii:4) for the Ni(r) decouple 

(C.iii:8) 

Moreover from equation ( C.iii:6) follows t ha t at small concentrations "Y ---+ O. 
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iv The equimolar binary mixture 

Let us now consider the particular case of a binary mixture with same concentrations of the two 
species (PI = P2 = p/2), equal diameters (a1 = a2 = a), and opposite charges (z1 = -z2 = 1). 
From the symmetry of the system we now know t ha t h11 ( r) = h22 ( r) so t ha t we must have 
Jn = J22· Equation (C.iii:4) then reduces to 

-r(zi + Niai) ~ Ni . (C.iv:l) 

From which we determine the Ni(r) 
rz· p N·(r) = - 'l. = -(J1·- J.2·) 

'l. l+ rai 2 'l. 'l. ' 
(C.iv:2) 

where N1 = -N2. The equation for r (C.iii:6) reduces to 

±al~p;zf = 2r(l + ra) . (C.iv:3) 

We call x = akD = aa-)Li PiZJ = aa.JP > O, where we have defined the Debye wavenumber 
kD· We then find for ra 

ra= -l±v'l±2x 
2 

(C.iv:4) 

Sin ce r has to be real for all concentrations an d i t has t o go to O w hen x -t O we choose 

Next we define B = N1 a 

r -l+ v'l+ 2x 
a= >0 . 

2 

B = -l - x + v'l + 2x < 0 . 
x 

From equation ( C.iii:7) we find for the ai 

a2 
a1 = 2r (l +B) = -a2 

Let us now rewrite the coefficients of Qij(r). We notice that 

BzR o 
SzR2 o 

s;JR2 o 
s;JR3 o 

SR2 a2p 

Sn3 a3p 

then 

Ll 7T 3 1- -a p 
6 

'l/li o ' 
'l/12 o ' 

7T2 
'l/13 -a2p 

2 

(C.iv:5) 

(C.iv:6) 

(C.iv:7) 

(C.iv:8) 

(C.iv:9) 
(C.iv:lO) 

(C.iv:ll) 
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so that 

an d 

bij 

Cij 

ai i 

where 

b + s!Jaj 

c ' 2 . 
-bu- eu - ( uS~J + zi)aj 

(C.iv:12) 

(C.iv:13) 

(C.iv:14) 
(C.iv:15) 
(C.iv:16) 

(C.iv:l7) 

v Calculation of the charge density direct correlation function 

Our last task is to determine the partial direct correlation function 

In particular we want to calculate the charge density direct correlation function 

cd(r) = L z,eci,e(r) 
,8 

a 2 l 
c~(r)- --

27r r 

From the Wiener-Hopf factorization ( 4.i:43) we fin d 

2rrrc3(r) =- LzpQ~p(r) + ~ [' LzpQp'Y(s- r)~'Y(s)ds 
,8 r ,,a 

The first term in the right hand side is 

L z,eb1,e +L z,e(2ci,e)r 
,8 ,8 

L z,eb1,e 
,8 

2a1S.!J 

-a2 (1 + B)2 

where we used for a1 the following expression in terms of B 

(C.v:l) 

(C.v:2) 

(C.v:3) 
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The second term in the right hand side of (C.v:l) is 

where 

Q~,(s) bt1 + 2ct1 s 
C1 +D1 s , 

~ ap~Zp + ( ~ bp~Zp) t + (~ Cp~Zp) t
2 

-a, L(aS~J + Z[J)Z(J +(a, L s~JZ(J)t 
{J {J 

-2(as;J + l)a1 + (2s;Ja1 )t 
A1 +B1 t , 

(C.v:4) 

(C.v:5) 

(C.v:6) 

where we defined the constants A1 , B1 , C1 , and D 1 ,. Omitting the 'Y indexes we find forI 

I = ( ACu + ~ADu2 + ~BCu2 + ~BDu3) + 

( -AC- BCu- ~BDu2) r + 

(se- ~AD- ~BC) r 2 + 

GBD-~BD)r3 
. 

We calculate next the three contractions 

AD L[-2(as;J + l)a1 ](2ct1 ) =O 
l 

BC L(2s;Ja,)(bt,) = 2s;J L a,s;Ja/ = (2s;Jat) 2 

l l 

AC L[-2(as;J + l)a1 ](bt1 ) = -2(as;J +l) L a,s;Ja1 
l 

-a(2s;Jat)2 - 4S;Jai 

w hich rewritten in terms of B becomes 

BD 
BC 

AC 

AD=O 
a 4 (1 + B)4 

(l+ B)4 
-aa4 (1 + B)4 - aa4 ..;__----'----

B 

(C.v:7) 

(C.v:8) 

(C.v:9) 

(C.v:lO) 
(C.v:ll) 

(C.v:12) 
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Then I becomes 

For c3 we find 

I (AGa+ ~BCt?) + (-AC- BCa)r + GBC) r 2 

(a2a4(1+ B)4( -~- ~)] + 

[a2a4(1+B)4 ~] (~) + 

(a
2
a\1+ B)4~] (~ r 

2rrrc3(r) [ a
2 (1 + B) 2 + ea2a 4 (1 + B)4 ( -~- ..!:_ )] + 

2 2 B 

[~t?a4(1+ B)4 ~] (~) + 

[ ~a2a4(1+ B)4~] (~ r 
We now recall that 

from w hich follows 

B 
x= Jpaa = 2ra(1 + ra) = -2 (1 + B) 2 

which when inserted into equation (C.v:13) gives 

c~(r) = 2:r [l+ 2B (~) + B 2 (~r] 

(C.v:13) 

(C.v:14) 

(C.v:15) 

(C.v:16) 

At least we find for the charge density direct correlation function in the interval O < r < a 

(C.v:17) 



Appendix D 

Thermodynamic consistency 

For a homogeneous liquid interacting through a pair potential </>( r ), the Helmholtz free energy 
per particle f can be considered a functional of <f>. Indeed, in the canonica! ensemble, one has 

,Bf[</>] = .Bfo- ~In (:N J e-P!E,,.;<f>(r;;}drt·· ·drN) (D.:l) 

where fo is the free energy per particle of the ideai gas ( </> = O) and V is the volume of the 
liquid. Taking the functional derivative with respect to /3</>(r) one finds 

8f3f[</>] p 
8{3</>(r) = 2g(r) ' (D.:2) 

where g(r) = h(r) +l is the pair distribution function. 
Imagine that we found a functional A([h], [</>],p, {3) that has an extremum for those correlation 

functions that solve the OZ and the closure system of equations. Suppose further that such 
functional has the following property 

8{3A p 
8{3</>(r) = 2g(r) ' (D.:3) 

which can be rewritten more explicitly as follows 

8{3A l + J dr' 8{3A l 8h(r') = f!..g(r) . 
8{3</>(r) [h],p,,B 8h(r') [</>],p,,B 8{3</>(r) 2 

(D.:4) 

Evaluating this expression on the correlation function h solution of the OZ plus closure system 
of equations, which is an extremum forA, we find 

8{3A l = !!..g(r) . 
8 /3</>( r) [li],p,,B 2 

(D.:5) 

Then we can write 

,BA([ii], [</>],p, ,B) = J dr o:.~ J ,8</>(r) + V([ii], p, ,B) , 
[h],p,,B 

(D.:6) 

with V a functional independent of <f>. Changing variables to adimensional ones, r = r*p-113 

and using equation (D.:5) we find 

,BA([ii *], [ </>], p, ,B) = ~ J dr* g* ( r*) ,8</>( r* p-113 ) + V( [ii*], p, ,B) , (D.:7) 
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where we defined new distribution functions g*(r*) = g(r*p-113 ). IfV has no explicit dependence 
on p then one readily finds 

a,BA([ii*J, [4>], p, ,B) 
P ap -~ j dr* g*(r*)f3<P'(r*p-lf3)r*p-4/3 

-~ j dr g ( r) {3 4>' ( r) r 

,BPexc /p , (D.:8) 

where again we used the fact that A has an extremum for h= h. We used a prime to denote a 
derivative with respect to the argument and pexc is the excess pressure of the liquid. 

If V has no explicit dependence on ,B we also find 

a,BA([h*J, [4>], p, ,B) 
8,8 

where uexc is the excess internai energy. 

~ j drg(r)<f>(r) 

uexc/N , (D.:9) 

IfV has no explicit dependence on both ,Band p, V([h*],p,,B) = V([h*]), we conclude from 
equations (D.:8) and (D.:9) that 

A([h*], [</>],p, ,B)= fexc(p,,B) + constant , (D.:lO) 

where fexc is the excess free energy per particle of the fiuid. Under these circumstances we 
see from equation (D.:8) that we have thermodynamic consistency between the route to the 
pressure going through the partial derivative of the free energy and the route to the pressure 
going through the virial theorem. 



Appendix E 

Strict convexity of Foz[h] 

It can be proven that the functional 

f dk " " 
Foz[h] = (21r)3 {ph(k) -ln[l + ph(k)]} , (E.: l) 

defined on the convex set 

Dc= {h(r)IS(k) >O Vk} , (E.:2) 

is a strictly convex functional. The strict convexity is a trivial consequence of the strict convexity 
of the integrand in equation (E.:l). 

It remains to prove that Dc is a convex set. Given two elements of this set h' and h", we 
need to show that h= Àh1 +(l- À)h11 is an element of Dc for all À E [0, 1]. Since 

S(k) 

then D c is a convex set. 

l+ ph(k) 
l+ p[Àh1(k) + (1- À)h11 (k)] 
l+ À[S'(k)- l]+ (1- À)[S"(k)- l] 
)..S'(k) + (1- À)S11 (k) >O V).. E [0, l] 
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(E.:3) 



Appendix F 

Green function of Helmholtz 
equation 

In this appendix we give the Green function G, of Helmholtz equation, 

( -~1 + a 2)G(dol) = Ed8(d) (dol) , 
do1 = geodesie distance between the origin and ~ , 
~l = Laplace-Beltrami operator acting on ifi , 
8(d)(dol) = 8(qo- ifl)/vg , 

{ 

2 d= l 
Ed= 27r d= 2 

47r d= 3 

on various manifolds 'R of dimension d :::; 3. 
(i) 'R = JRl 

d01 = r =lxi , 
e-ar 

G(r) =- . 
a 

do l = r = J x2 + y2 ' 

G(r) = Ko(ar) , 

where Ko is a modified Bessel function. 

(iii) 'R = IR3 

dOl = r = J x2 + y2 + z2 ' 
e-ar 

G(r) =- . r 

(iv) 'R = 8 3 the three dimensionai hypersphere of radius R [135] 

do1 = R'lj; ' 

G(tf;) = { 
sinhw( 1r- 'lj;) 

aR >l 
R sin~ sinh w1r 
sinw 1r- 'lj;) 

aR <l 
R sin 'lj; sin w1r 

161 

(F.:l) 
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where w= Vl(aR) 2 - 11. 

(v) R = S 2 the sphere of radius R 

d01 = RB , 
G(B) = _ 7rPv(-:-cosB) 

2 SlllV7r 

where Pv is the Legendre function with Jl =O and v= ~[-1 + yfl- 4(aR)2]. The green 
function is regular at B = 1r and diverges as [136] -In B as B -t O. 

(vi) R = S the pseudosphere of "radius" a 

d01 = aT , 

G(T) = Qv(cosh T) , 

where Pv is the Legendre function of the second kind with Jl = O and v = ~[-1 + 
y'l + 4(aa)2 ]. The green function vanishes as T -t oo and diverges as [136] -In T as 
T -t 0. 



Appendix G 

Density near the wall 

In this appendix we want to find which condition the one particle correlation function pg) (T) 
has to satisfy, in order to be possible to replace it with the bulk density n when calculating the 
thermodynamic limit of (8.iii:l0) and of the first term on the right hand side of (8.iii:l4). In 
bot h these terms the integrand is made up of pg) (T) times a factor t ha t increases very fast near 
the upper bound of integration To. Then we cannot in generai neglect the fact that pg) (T) may 
have oscillations about n in a neighborhood of To. 

Without any loss of generality we can write, 

(G.:l) 

with fra non zero only in the neighborhood of To (for To > T > ro- À, where aÀ is a screening 
length). Since J pg)(T) dS =(N), we must have, 

1;.. fr0 (u) sinh(ro ~ u) du =O , (G.:2) 

where u = To -T. 
Now let us calculate, for example, (8.iii:l0), 

.!_ f (l)(T)-T- dS = 
f3 } 0 Pn tanh T 

- --dS+ n 1TO T 
f3 0 tanh T 

27ra2 rÀ T j 
0 

f ro ( u) ( ro - u) cosh (T o - u) du . (G.:3) 

We want to establish whether or not we can neglect the second term in the right hand side of 
this equation when calculating the thermodynamic limit of PAv). Now in the limit To -t oo and 
using (G.:2) we find that such term has the following asymptotic behavior, 

(G.:4) 

After comparing this with the asymptotic behavior of To <<< (80) we reach the conclusion that 
if 

(G.:5) 
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diverges less rapidly than To, then we are allowed to neglect the second term on the right hand 
side of equation (G.:3). In other words when calculating the thermodynamic limit of PAv) we 
are allowed to replace the one particle correlation function by n from the start in equation 
(8.iii:l0), neglecting its behavior near the wall. Either from the exact calculation at (3q2 = 2 or 
from numerica! calculations of the one particle density we expect expression (G.:5) to go to a 
constant as To ---t oo. 



Appendix H 

Electrostatic potential of the 
background 

In this appendix we give the expression for the electrostatic potential of the background, 

w(qi) = j Pbv(dto) dSo = -nq l v(dto) dSo . (H.:l) 

The electric potential of the background satisfies equation (8.i:21). Using the coordinates 
(r, <p) we have, 

"( ) l 1 ) 4a
2 

w r +-w (r =a ( 2 ) 2 r 1-r 
(H.:2) 

where a = -27rpb and we denote with a prime a derivative with respect to r. This differential 
equation admits the following solution for w', 

w'(r) = 

Choosing r1 = O we fin d, 

w 1(r) 4a21r r - a dr 
r o (1 - r2)2 

--2 r ~ ro 
2 1- r l 

r 

2a a r5 l 
--- r>ro 
1- r 2 r o 

(H.:3) 

(H.:4) 

where ro = tanh( ro/2). The potential has to be chosen continuous at r0 • For the potential inside 
naro we find, 

w(r) = -aa2 ln(l- r 2 ) + constant , (H.:5) 

or using the coordinates ( r, <p), 

w(r) = -aa2 ln[l- tanh2 (r/2)] + constant . (H.:6) 
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We need to adjust the additive constant in such a way that this potential at T = To has the 
correct value corresponding to the total background charge. We then have, 

constant = w(O) = -qn { v(Ta) dS 
Jna-ro 

2rra2 qn 170 

In[ tanh( r /2)] si nh r dr 

aa2 [1n[l- tanh2 (To/2)] + sinh2 (To/2) ln[tanh2 (To/2)]] (H.:7) 

W e reach then the following expression for the potential inside naro, 
2 { [l-tanh

2
(To/2)] . 2 2 } w( T) = aa ln 2 + s1nh (To/2) ln[tanh (To/2)] 

l - tanh (T /2) 
(H.:8) 

The self energy of the background is, 

vo = ~ fs Pb w dS (H.:9) 

l 2 2 {loro [l - tanh
2

( To/2) l . -
2

pbaa 21ra ln 2 s1nh T dT+ 
o l- tanh (T/2) 

sinh2 (ro/2) ln[tanh2 ( ro/2)] foTO sinh r dr} 

-2a4( 7rpb) 2{1 - cosh To + 4 ln[cosh( To/2)] + 2 sinh4( To/2) ln[tanh2
( To/2)]}. 

Notice that if we drop the last term on the right hand side of this equation, i.e. if we adjust the 
additive constant so t ha t the potential of the background vanishes o n the boundary BOaro, then 
in the limit a-+ oo we recover the self energy of the flat system N 2q2 /8. 



Appendix I 

The flat limit 

In this Appendix we study the fiat limit a ~ oo of the expressions found for the density in 
section v. We shall study the limita~ oo fora finite system and then take the thermodynamic 
limit and compare to the result of taking first the thermodynamic limit and then the fiat limit 
a~ oo. Since fora large system on the pseudosphere boundary effects are of the same order as 
bulk effects it is not clear a priori whether computing these two limits in different order would 
give the same results. We shall show that, indeed, the same results are obtained. 

For a finite disk of radius d = aro, we have in the fiat limit a ~ oo, d rv ro. In equa-
tion (8.v:32), in the limit a ~ oo, the term ec given by (8.v:3) becomes 

(1.:1) 

where Nb = 1rnbr5 is the number of particles in the background in the fiat limi t. Since for large 
a, to = r5/(4a2 ) is small, the incomplete beta function in equation (8.v:32) is 

1
to 1to (l+ l M) B (l+ l a) = e(a-1) In(l-t) ti dt e-(a-l)t ti dt rv 'Y ' b to ' rv Ali+l o o ~ 

(1.:2) 

Expanding (l- (r2 /4a2))41l"nba2 
rv exp( -1rnbr2) in equation (8.v:32) we finally find the density 

as a function of the distance r from the center 

(1.:3) 

When a~ oo the terms for l> Nb in the sum vanish because ai-Nb ~ oo. Then 

(1.:4) 

The first term is the density for a fiat OCP in the canonica! ensemble with a background with 
E(Nb) elementary charges (E(Nb) is the integer part of Nb)· The second term is a correction 
due to the inequivalence of the ensembles for finite systems and it depends on whether Nb is an 
integer or not. If Nb is not an integer 

(l) _ (1rnbr2)E(Nb)e-1rnbr2 

~n (r) - nb !(E(Nb) +l, Nb) (1.:5) 
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and if Nb is an integer 

( 1rnbr2)Nbe-nnbr2 

~n (l) ( r) = nb ----=~-----'-------
N{be-Nb(nb/() + !(Nb +l, Nb) 

(1.:6) 

In any case in the thermodynamic limit r0 ---+ oo, Nb ---+ oo, this term ~n(l)(r) vanishes giving 
the known results for the OCP in a flat space in the canonica! ensemble [4, 103]. Integrating 
the profile density (I. :4) o ne finds the average number of parti cles. For a finite system i t is 
interesting to notice that the average total number of particles N is 

for Nb not an integer and 
l 

N = Nb + ---N-=-=-----
N be-Nbnb l+ b 

(ì(Nb +l, Nb) 

(1.:7) 

(1.:8) 

for Nb an integer. In both cases the departure from the neutral case N= Nb is at most of one 
elementary charge as it was noticed before [128, 129]. 

Let us now consider the other order of the limits. We start with the expression (8.v:51) 
for the contact density in the thermodynamic limit in the pseudosphere and show that in the 
limit a ---+ oo the value of the contact density reduces to the known expression for a neutral 
OCP in a flat space at a hard wall [103]. We also show that in that limit the average density is 
independent of the fugacity and equal to the background density n = nb. 

Equation (8.v:51) can be rewritten as 

ncontact = 100 xae-x dx 
nb o ![xae-a + ar(a, x) 

(1.:9) 

For large a, the numerator of the integrand in (1.:9) has a sharp peak at x = a and can be 
expanded as 

a -x alna-a-(~)
2 

x e rve v'2a (1.:10) 

In the denominator, using the large a expansion of the incomplete gamma function [136], and 
neglecting l with respect to a, we obtain 

where 

erf(t) = ~l e-u' du 

is the error function. Using (1.:10) and (I.:ll) in (1.:9) gives 

ncontact rv {
00 e- ( ~) 

2 

dx 

nb lo T (~)a+ y'!Jf [1- erf ( x~l)] 

(I.:ll) 

(1.:12) 

(1.:13) 

For x > a, the first term in the denominator goes to infinity for large a and the integrand goes 
to zero. On the other hand, when x< a, this same first term goes to zero, thus, after the change 
of variable t= (x- a)/V2a, 

(1.:14) 
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Finally, as a -+ oo, 
o d erf(t) 

ncontact -+ 1 dt dt = In 2 (1.:15) 
nb _ 00 l- erf(t) 

This is the known value [103] for the contact density at a hard plain wall for a neutra! OCP. 
Following the same lines, equation (8.v:56) for the average density becomes in the limit 

a-+ oo 
~ ~ ~1° [l- erf(t)] dt = 1 
nb V~ -# l- erf(t) 

(1.:16) 

The average density is equal to the background density and it is independent of the fugacity. 
Whatever value the fugacity has, the system cannot be charged in the flat case in the thermo-
dynamic limit. 
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